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THE RISKY BUSINESS OF ADOLESCENCE: HOW
TO HELP TEENS STAY SAFEPart I

MONDAY, JUNE 17, 1991

Housz OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELscr Comer= ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAhnuEs,

Washington, DC
The select committee met, pursuant to call, at 9 30 a.m., in room

2212, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Patricia Schroeder
(chairwoman of the select committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Schroeder, Johnson, Riggs,
Wolf, and Camp.

Staff present: Karabelle Pizzigati, staff director, Jill Kagan,
deputy staff director; Madlyn Morreale, research associate; May
Kennedy, professional staff; Danielle Madison, minority staff direc-
tor; Carol M. Statute, minority deputy staff director; and Joan
Godley, committee clerk..

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I think we will go ahead and call it to
order.

We may have some trouble getting other Members here as we
don't have votes today, so it is a little harder to corral them.

I think the temperature also may be keeping people away; stay
away from the city as long as possible when it is t.his warm.

But I do really want to welcome everyone to this, which is the
beginning of a two-part hearing on the risky business of being an
adolescent and how to keep teens safe.

I think adolescents always have faced threats, but this genera-
tion seems to be facing the threat that has not been confronted by
previous generations.

It is now not only risky to be a teen, it can be very deadly. If we
look at the statistics, sexual activity rates are still climbing-, and
adolescents are the least apt to use contraceptives.

The number or AIDS cases among young adults suggests alarm-
ing rates of HIV-infected teenagers. The rates of chlamydia and
gonorrhea are higher for teenagers than any other age group in
our population.

And drug and alcohol abuse remain rampant, despite a well
funded national program to try and stem the tide.

In this series of hearings that we are beginning today, we are
going to hear about ways to help young people make healthy
choices, to engage parents and other adults in that process, and
some exciting efforts to make an adolescent's world more health
promoting.

(11
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Part d our failure to help teens stay safe is our stereotypical
view of which youth are at risk. We cannot make sure that young
people rentain safe because they fall outside of the groups that we
think are high risk, because not all disadvantaged teenagers are
troubled and not all troubled teens are disadvantafed.

Foil example, suburban athletes who may be injecting steroids
could be very much at risk of HIV infection. We now see that black
young children have lower rates of substance abuse than white
children.

We see that the teen a rates have stabilized in minority
youth but are still white wlolescents, so a lot of
our stn. eotypes fall apart we le* at the numbers.

We know that skills and self-esteem luvlp a teen resist peer pres-
sure to abuse drugs and are just as badly needed when a child re-
ceivee prre to have sex. Unfortunately, we do not allow our
drug abuse revention classes to talk about sex, and we should be
really looking at the whole area.

Wuen we get to sex and other such issues, we find that families
are afraid to bring the sukject up, that family communication is
terribly critical, and yet some of the people who protest the loudest
about wanting fami, to carry on thk: communication, when

will alao wlmit they feel that they are totally incapable of
I L.. 'a with it.

One study was very telling. It found that teenaged girls who
knew what kind of contraceptives their mothers used were not
more likely to be sexually active than other girls, but if they were
sexually active, were much mcwe apt to use contraceptives.

So it is very interesting to notice that what some people fear
there is no evidence to substantiate.

We have not found any evidence that explicit information about
how to lower the risk makes teens more apt to take the r:ak. So
that, I think, is basically good news.

We are very concerned about gag rules wherever they appear. It
appears we don't need a Supreme Court to put a gag rile on a

. II The tradition or fear of confrontation or not feeling knowl
.

-
: le or not wanting to discuss personal things often gag a,

family almost automatically.
We did get the Supreme Court, I guess, gagging doctors. But

either way, the result is the same. Teens aren't getting the full
range of information that they need.

Teday we are going to learn about the risks they run and the
best ways to reach them with vital information, whether it is
through schools or community-based organizations.

[Opening statement of Hon. Patricia Schroeder follows..]

OPCNINO STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA SCHRORDIR, A RiPlITAINTATIVE IN Comuunss
now TOR STAIR CH COLORADO AND CHAIRWOMAN SWIM COMMTITHE ON CHILDREN,
Yours. AND PABULUM

Today's adolments face threats unlike those confronted by previous generations.
Experimentation with adult behaviors has always charft-terd adolescence. It has
always been risky. Now it can be more deadly than ever before.

Sexual activity rates of the youngest adolescents are still climbing, and young
adolescents are the least likely to use oontraception.

The number cd' AIDS cases in young adults suggests alarming rates of HIV infec-
tion in teenagers.
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The rates of chlamydia and gonorrhea are higher for teenagers than for any other
age group-

Drug and alcohol abuse remain rampant despite a well funded national campaign
to stem the tide.

In the series of hearings that begins today, we will hear about ways to help young
people make healthy choices, engage parents and other adults in the process, and
about exciting efforts to make adolescents' worlds MOM health-promoting. Part of
our failure to help our teens stay safe is our stereotypical view of youth at risk. We
canaot mat assured that young people remain safe because they fall outeide of
gmups which have been labeled "high risk."

Not all disadvantaged teens are troubled, and not all troubled teens are disadvan-
d. For example, the suburban athlete who shares a needle while irkjecting tate--

oils is at high risk of becoming infected with HIV, despite the a i tly idyllic
nature of his world. Also contrary to common eerceptions, studies that black
children have lower rates of substance abuse than white children, and that while
sexual activity and teen pregnancy rates have stablized in minority youth, they are
climbing among white adolescents.

Our witnesses will explain that it is not who teens are, but what they do. and the
environments of the schools they go to and the communities they live in that help
them stay safe. But we face a roadblock in the path of preventing problem in
adanseenta_ner narrow, ea view of the risks they run.

Young people increasingly know that the same risky behaviors put them at risk
of pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, and drug addition. We cannot afford to
lose credibility with them by putting some of this behavior on the list of forbidden
toç

skills and self-esteem that help a teen resist peer pressure to abuse drugs are
just as badly needed when the child receives pressure to have sex. But we do not
allow cur drug abuse prevention classes to "stray" to examples dealing with sexual
negotiations.

Families are afraid to bring up the subject because they am embarrassed, they
don't feel knowledgeable, they fear a confrontation, or simply because they don't
know what language to use to talk about very personal matters.

This is sad, because family communication is so critical. One telling etudy found
that teenaged girls who know what kind of contraception their mothers use are not
more likely to be sexually active than other girls, but are more likely to use contra-
ceiollteif they are sexually active.

is no evidence that explicit information about how to lower risk makes
teens mote likely to take risks. Instead of bogging down in endless am-Illation about
this, we should be teaching teens the skills they need to follow their own convic-
tionsconvictions that often turn out to be surprisingly similar to their parents'.

Gag rules, whether in a doctor's office or in a family, only jeopardize the health
status of adolescents.

Today we will learn about the risks adolescents run, and the best ways to reach
them with vital information through schools or community-based organizations.

We welcome all our witnesses, and are especially pleased to welcome Rae hicKse,
the 1991 National Teacher of the Year, who is accompanying our witness from Weet
Virginia. I'm eager to hear about your valuable frontline experience.

Thank you all for coming.
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THE RISKY BUSINESS OF ADOLESCENCE:
HOW TO HELP TEENS STAY SAFE

FACT SHEET

DRUG& yREGNANCX RN. AND OTHER STDs THREATEN
BIttutuamiumumsan

Eight million junior and senior high school students (nearly 40% of
this population) report weekly consumption of alcohol, including 5.4
millkin students who have "binged' with five or more drinks in a
row, and 454,000 who report an average weekly consumption of 15
drinks. (US,. Department of Health and Human Services IDHHSJ,
1991)

In 1989, 91% of graduating high school seniors reported having
consumed alcohol, 44% had used marijuana, 19% had used
stimulants, 18% had used inhalants, 10% had used cocaine, and 9%
reported having used hallucinogens. (National Institute of Drug
Abuse, 1990)

Approximately 1.1 million teenage girls become pregnant every year.
In 1988, nearly 489,000 babies were born to girls under age 20 and
the birth rate for girLs age; 15-17 was at its highest level since 1977
with 33.8 births per 1,000 population. (DHHS, 1990; National
Center for Health Statistics, i990)

Of AIDS cases reported in the U.S. by April 30, 1991, one in five
WAS among young adults in their twenties. The average latency
period between HIV infection and AIDS diagnosis is eight to ten
years, therefore, many young adults probably were infected as
adolescents. The total number of AIDS cases reported among
persons ages 13-24 increased by 75% between 1989 and 1990.
(Centers for Disease Control [CDC), 1991)

Three million teens are infected with a sexually transmitted disease
(STD) annually. Nearly two-thirds (63%) of all STD cases occur
among persons under 25 years of age. Adolescents have higher
rates of gonorrhea and chlamydia than any other age group. Left
untreated, these dLseases may lead to pelvic inflammatory disease
which can cause infertility or fetal loss. (CDC, 1991; American
Social Health Association, 1991)
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Au estimated 78% of adolescent girls and 86% of adolescent boys
have engard in sexual interanuse by age 20. Among girb ages 15-
19, 53% WOW sexually active in 1988, compared with 47% in 1982.
Much of tt..% rise is associated with increased sexual activity among
white and um-poor females. Among boys under age 19, the percent
wig, were sexually active increased from 78% in 1979 to 88% in
1988 (DHHS, 1990; Darroch Forrest and Singh, 199P., Sonenstein,
et al., 1989)

Tlus percent of U.S. teen girls practicing amtraception rase between
1982 and 1988 from 24% to 32%. Nevertheless, in 1988, more than
one-third (35%) of girls ages 15-19 repcned no method of
contraception at first intercourse and 82% of pregnancies among
teenage girls were unintended, compared with 78% in 1982. Among
never-married males living in metropolitan areas, 58% reported
condom use at last intercourse in 1988. (Moser, 1990; Darroch
Forrest and Singh, 1990; Sonenstein, et aL, 1989)

A study of 222 African-American teenaw crack users found that
96% were sexually active, 62% had sold crack, 51% had combined
crack use and sex, 41% reported a history of STDs, and 25% had
exchanged sexual favors for drugs-or money. While the average age
of first intercourse was 12.8 years among the study population, the
age at first condom use was 14.8 years. (Fullilove, et al, 1989)

Cons OF DRUGS, grDs. PREGNANCY. AND HIV ARg
STAGGERING

Between 1985 and 1989, appmximately 40,600 youth ages 15-24 died
in alcohol-related motor vehicle accidents. (CDC, 1991)

The aggregate annual costs of herpes, gonorrhea, chlamydia, and
pelvic inflammatory disease are estimated to total $8.4 billion.
(CDC, 1991)

In 1988, families started by teen parents cost an estimated S19.83
billion in AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children)
payments, Medicaid, and food stamp outlays. 11 every birth to a
teen mother had been delayed, an estimated $7.93 billion would
have been saved. Federal Milling for family planning services
decreased by 39% between 1981 and 1991, adjusting for inflation.
(Center for Population Options [CPO), 1990)

1 0
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The estimmed health care =papayas kw a typical AIDS juiciest
bun diagnosis to death range from $55,000 to $80,000. By 1992,
the pejo:led annual costs of AIDS am as high as $13 billkm, not
including nutmeat with impended use of specific andvkal drugs,
such m ridovudine (am br asymptomatic HIV infected people.
(Cmspessirmal Research Service, 199( DHHS, 1990)

! ! :kJ!.iVL L
111M1211AMIINTEMBELIMME

Approximaaly 4.6 millicur adolescents hack publk or pints bean
insuraece, inchnling nearly one-third of all poor adolescents. Of the
estimakd 21.7 mfilion adolescents who are covered by private health
insurance, one-third are not covered fix maternity-related services
by their parents' baurance. (Office of Technology Assessment,
1991)

Fewes than half (47%) of sexually active teem surveyed reported
having talked with ilair parents about s= and birth control. Nearly
six fa ten (58%) of sexually active teens who have discussed both of
these issues with their parents report consistent use cd birth control,
compared with 16% of sexually active teens who have talked with
their parents about sex but not contraception. (CPO, 1990)

A 1989 survey of over 4,000 public school teachers who provide sex
edwation foand that while 75% believed that a wide range of topks
related to the prevention of pregnancy and infection simuld be
taught bebre the end of the seventh grade, only 35% nvorted that
sa adulation was provided in grades seven and eight. Virtually all
teachers (97%) felt that sex eduation classes should include
information about how students can obtain birth control, but only
48% were in schoob where this was done. (Darroch Forrest and
Silverman, 1989)

During the 1988-89 school year, two-thirds of school districts
nationwide required that HIV education be provided at some dam
for students in groin 7-12. Only 15% of school districts provided
HIV education in grades 11-12, although rates of sexual activity are
lawn to increase markedly during this period. One-fifth HIV
teachers repcyted having rawly= no specialized training in the
subject. (Government Accounting Office, 1990)

11
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A recent analysis of 100 program that were successful in reducing
high-risk behavitm ammg youth found several common strategies:
Intense one-on-one halivklual attention; social Allis training
involvement of parents, peer educators, and schooltc invention for
entrains the labor force; and community-wide, multi-agency
approacha to provide tesources and reinforce messars. (Dryfoos,
1990)

Participants in a compi-Aeasive drug abuse prevention program for
students in grades 6-7 were at least 50% less likely than students in
a costrol group to me cigarettes, alcohol, Of marijuana one year
after the study. Parents of partidpating students were mote likely
to report reduced alcohol use and ismeased physical activity. The

program supplemented peer pressure resistance skills training with
palms' involvement, community mganization training, and
promotion of local health policy clang& (Pentz, et al, 1989)

An integrated rural school and community-based fmnily planning
program in South Cazolina targeting adolescents, parents, and
Withers in graduate training yielded a 56% reduction in the
estimated adolescent pregnancy rate. (Vincent, et al., 1989)

Initial data from a study of 144 gay and bisexual youth andicated
that 83% did not know that HIV can be transmitted during oral sex,
75% engaged in unprotected rectal intercome andior needle
sharing. and 18% were chmically dependent. After participating for
three months in a model prevention program which included an
initial assessment, individual risk reduction counseling, peer
education, and referral to psychosocial services, self-reported
consistent condom use rose sharply (from 44% to 73%) and
participants were significantly less likely to report oral sex and
symptoms of dysfunctional substance abuse. (Remafedi, 1990)

June 17-18, 1991
1111111

Timfociefga. Co Talk
to About

1. Parents are the primary sexuality educators of their children,
and should begin to talk with them about thi natural part of life when

they are very young. Chiklren want to discuss these issues with their

2
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parents and want to hear their values. Do some thinkhig ahead so you
know what you want to say about your feelings and attitudes. Your
chiklren look to you as a model, and your values provide them with
veinal*: guidelines for making chcdoes.(a)

2- The moat important step you can take is to say the first words.
Children do not always ask questions about sexuality, so you mustbeginfai

I. Try to answer your children's questions as they come up. It
is never a good idea to tell children that they need to wait until they
are older befog you will answer their questionsfig

4. Let your children know that they can always ask you any
qmstions Lhey may have.00

5. :eens need to know that sex will never hold a troubled
relationship together. Fear of being alone is lux a good reason to have(osa. t

6. Let them know that decision about sex should not be based
on what others do, but on one's own feelings. Sex won't make anyone
popular or feel better about himself or herself!'"

7. Don't make the assumption that sex is your teen's major
concan, or that sexual thoughts are only about intercourse. Tell your
kids that thinking about sex is normal and that you know thinking
about something is not the same as doing ION

& Adolescents crave privacy, but that doesn't mean they don't
want you to be involved in their lives. Show that you are interested
without demanding intimate details. Teens need to know you trust
them.(b)

9. It's important for you to be honest. If you don't think your
teenager is ready for a sexual relationship, say so and explain why.
Teens need mere than °just say no.449

10. Tell it like it is. Avoid fables, vague explanations, and
untruths when talking about conception or birth.0)

11. Give simple explanations. Use appropriate names for parts
and functions of the body. Children need a language to use when
talking about their feelinp, ideas and concerns.0)
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12. Oct to know your chikl's environment Current jokes, the TV
and news programs they're watching, their music these will provkle
unlimited opportunities to discuss sexuality issues.0)

13. Separate the child from the behavior. If par child does
something inappropriate, label the behavior inappropriate, not the child

bad (c)

Sexualit, education &isn't man teaching kids how to have

sex sexuality is about body image, gender roles, feelings about oneself
that cany into adult relatbaships, as wdl as reproduction.0)

15. Build up your children's self-esteem. Recognise their talents,
penonalitks and accomplishments, and trx*I comparing them with
others. Reassure your youngsters especially when they're going
through puberty that they are mirmal. A strong sense of self-worth
helps determine the kind of choices they will mem, sexual cholas as
well as other important life choices. Children who feel good about
themselves are less susceptible to peer pressure and better equipped to
make responsible decisions.00

16. Don't be afraid of not being an expert. If you don't know the
answer, admit it ind then find out. Or you and your child can find
the answer together by sitting down with a booklai

17. Educate yourself about H1V/AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases, and make sure your children nave the information
they need to protect themselves. For example, they should know that
latex condoms with nonoxy1-9 spermidde are much more effective than
other types of condoms.(a)

(a) How to Talk to Your Chikken About AIDS, (1M) Set Ink:rotation and Educafion
Council of the U.S. (SIECUS), New York, University, New York, New York.

(b) Talking With Your Teenster About Sesual Responsibility, (1989) FIR Associates.
Santa Cruz, California.

(c) A Guide for Parents aild Kids. UR* Together About Sexuality, Governor's Council

on Adolescent Pregnancy, Baltimore, Maryland.

(d) pow to Talk To YOU!' Chikl About Sociality, (1990) Planned Parenthood, New York,

New York.

-
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. We want to welcome all of our wit-
nesses and are especially pleased to welcome Rae Ellen McKee, the
1991 National Teacher of the Year, who will be accompanying our
witness from West Virginia.

We are very, very eager to hear about the valuable front line ex-
perience and thank all of you for coming.

I would like to yield to my distinguished colleague. Did you have
anything you would like to add in an opening statement?

Mr. JourasoN. No, I don't, Madam Chairman, other than to say I
want to commend you for holding this very timely hearing on a
critical issue.

I am looking forward to the testimony today on the risky busi-
ness of adolescence, how to help teens stay safe.

We are going to have some very interesting testimony today
really to the types and extent of risks run by teens, wh.at has
worked best in school-based programs, and some success stories
with high-risk youth.

I think that as we analyze what sort of Federal response we can
make to this tremendous challenge that we face today, this hearing
will make a very constructive contribution.

I am looking forward to listening to the panelists and thank you
again for convening this hearing.

Chairwoman Scsaoznza. Thank you.
And let me call our first panel to the table. First we have Wil-

liam Gardner, Associate Professor of Psychiatry at the University
of Pittsburg School of Medicine.

We have Dr. Lloyd Kolbe, who is the Director of the Division of
Adolescent and School Health, Center for Chronic Disease Preven-
tion and Health Promotion at the Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta, Georgia.

And we have Dr. Mary Jane Rotheram-BorusI hope I got that
right, Mary Janewho is an Associate Professor of the Division of
Child Psychiatry, Columbia University, New York, New York; and
Linda Dianne Meloy, who is a doctor and an Assistant Professor of
Pediatrics at the Division of General Pediatrics, Children's Medical
Center, Medical College of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity in Richmond.

So I want to welcome this very distinguished panel and say how
delighted we are to have you try and help us figure out how we
handle adolescents.

I don't think there is an adult alive who, given the option, would
go back and go through adolescence again. I know very few people
who found it a positive experience, and I know one popular writer
says in every high school in America there are only two happy
people, the captain of the football team and the young woman he is
dating.

I hope it is not quite that troubled and that awful, but I think
everybody has had those kind of experiences. So we are very happy
to have our panel here today to give us some guidance.

And let's start with you, Dr. Gardner, if that is all right. The
floor is yours.

1 5
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GARDNER, PH.D., M. STAT., ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY, DEPARTMKNT OF PSYCHIATRY,
UNIVERSITY OF PTITSBURGH. SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, PIM-
BURGH, PA
Mr. GARDNER. Thank you very much.
Actually, I thought it was the high school valedictorian and the

young man she was dating, but I could be wrong.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. That cetild be.
Mr. Gutman. Madam Chairwoman, I have looked at the list of

witnesses, and it is clear to me that you will get a lot of good infor-
mation about programs that can help prevent risk-taking behavior
among adolescents. What I will do, however, is serve as the bearer
of bad news. I am, frankly, very alarmed about this problem. And I
have become more alarmed just in the process of preparing this
teeimony.

Let me make three points. The first concerns the size of the prob-
lem of AIDS among adolescents. I think it is a very large problem.
It is not peripheral to the epidemic. It is not a hypothetical prob-
lem.

Second, I would like to give a report on the overall effect of our
prevention efforts to date. The report is that we are failine to pre-
vent the risk-taking behaviors that spread AIDS and HIV infection
among adolescents.

And then, finally, I will give a brief overview of some of the
things I think are reasons or causes for that failure, and perhaps
introduce the rest of the speakers by identifying some ways to do a
better job.

First, how big is the problem? Well, as you know, the process of
the disease of AM: is long and complex. It begins with HIV infec-
tion, and then there is a long periodperhaps seven years, perhcps
12 or 13 yearswhen the disease remains latent. Then eventually,
we have the syndrome of diseases called AIDS. So if we want to
understand patterns of risk of HW infection among adolescents, we
have to look at people who are diagnosed with AIDS in their early
20s and in their later 20s.

This is a large group of people. It is over 20 percent of the total
cases. If, as the CDC estimates, there are a million people in Amer-
ica who are et rrently HIV positive, I would guess that one in 10
may have acquiml their infection during adolescence.

Now, how do .ihese kids get infected? The data show clearly that
they get infected in the same ways that adults do. That is, primari-
ly through sexual contact and through IV drug use. It is important
to escape from our stereotypes about kids and to recognize that
they are taking serious risks, that we cannot pretend that it isn't
happening, and that we need to give them the information they
need to protect themselves.

Now, why do I think that efforts to prevent HIV infection are
failing? When I prepared a book on this topic a year ago, I expect-
ed that by this time we would have some positive news to report.
There are several encouraging studies that have been reported
from the gay male cohorts in San Francisco, that showed that
these groups of men have reduced the numbers of high-risk behav-
iors they engage in. I thought that given the publicity about AIDS

t
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over the last decade, we would see something similar among adoles-
cent& And I am very sorry to say that as far as I can tell, the oppo-
site is true.

I was shocked to learn from data published by the CDC that from
1985 to 1988, the age of first intercourse for American girls actual-
ly declined. To give you a sense of this, in 1985, 42 percent of girls
lir 17 had had intercourse. I think that is a large number. It is a
disturbing number, Oven the rate ci sexually transmitted diseases
and the vey high risk of becoming infected with a sexually trans-
mitted disease at that ape. But in 1988, it was 51 percent, and this
is in the t of all the mformation about ALM that is available to
people at point

I was also upset by conversations with several noted researchers
in San Francisco who are studying gay male adolescents. These
young men are not learning the lessons that have been learned by
older gay mai. The whole experience that produced the great
change in sexual norms in the older generation of gay men does
not seem to have affected young gay adolescents. These kids are en-
: in high-risk behaviors like unprotected anal intercourse and

their sexual partners in settings where there is a substan-
tial prevalence of ItIV infection. This tells me, and it tells these
other scientists, that the AIDS epidemic may still be spreading rap-
idly in this group.

Now, why are we failing? I think there are several issues. It is
hard to c.,n,p risk taking behaviors in adolescents. I know this
personally. Madam Chairwoman, as a Coloradan you will know
many young people who are rock climbers and back country skiers.
There is a real hunger for risk taking at this age. To counter that,
you have to work very, very hard to accomplish prevention, and I
don't think we hnve been doing the kinds of serious preventive ef-
forts that are rmitriesd.

Most of the that I am aware of in schools and in states
focus on providing information. But it is quite clear that simply
providing information alone is not sufficient to change behavior.

Ninety-five percent of the kids in this country know that AIDS is
lethal and that you can get it through unprotected sex. But there
are many other messages around that say thm risks don't apply to
them. They apply to somebody else. And this rationalizes a lot of
risk-taking bevior. Moreover, the adolescents who are at greatest
riskgay adolescents; runaway adolescents, who may be involved
in drug trafficking and prostitution; and impoverished, delinquent
youthsthese kids are st*matized, alienated and difficult to reach
through the traditional public health interventions.

We know that it often takes individual attention, someone actu-
ally talking to a kid, helping them see how their particular beliefs
are supporting this dangerous activity. If kick; are hiding from the
world, if kids don't feel they can talk about who they are and what
they are doing, then it is impossible to reach these kids to help
them change.

What do I think should be done? I think it is important that the
Federal Government should continue to provide and expand their
provision of funding for demonstration projects on how to prevent
risk-taking behavior. It is essential that these preventive interven-
tions Isegin early in childrens' lives and continue throughout their

7
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schooling. I think the in mventions need to embrace all risk-taking
behaviors because the literature shows that risk-taking behaviors
involving automobiles, involving substance abuse, involving seat, in-
volving alcohol, all these thinp tend to come in a package. There
is a cultural package of risk taking and delinquency that mow to-

. We need a preventive program that is values-based, that
the beginnittig teaches kids the importance of caring for them-

selves and watching prudently after their own health.
But they need skills. They need skills in how to protect them-

selves, and they need skills in how to deal with a peer culture that
encourages risk.taking behavior, and they also need skills, frankly,
in how to avoid exploited and manipulated by adults who
look to them for satisfaction.

I also think we need support for innovative methods to deliver
prevention services to high-risk kids. It is difficult to get to these
kids through schools. A lot of timun aren't there.

And fmally, I think these programs need to be rigorously evalu-
ated. If something doesn't work, we need to know right away. It
sets back the cause immensely to have everyone get excited abmit
the battle being won, and then discover the next time someone
tries to do a study, gee, it didn't seem to work.. And the reason may
be that you didn't really ask yourself the tough questions about is
this working, is our confidence in this intervention scientifically
justified?

I also believe that the Federal Government should support ex-
panded research on understanding the behavioral development of
adolescents, and I speak as someone who is primarily a researcher
in this area. Specifically, there is not much information about their
sexual behavior, and that is critical to have.

If you can imagine, we are still working in many cases with data
sets that are 20. M, or 40 years old, because it has been impossible
to do the large scile survey research on sexual behavior that needs
to be done.

iif
astronomers were limited to the data that

were collected 40 years ago.
Chairwoman SCHROBDER. Why is it impossible?
Mr. GARDNER. Well, it is impossible because what we really need

is a study that is representative of tlu3 population and that has a
large enough sample that we can make confident inferences from
it. It is a very big project to do one of these things. It needs to be
supported by the Federal Government Private foundations cannot
put together the resources and, frankly, I don't think they can pro-
vide adequate scientific supervision to make sure the job is done
well.

The expertise about how to do this is here in the Centers for Dis-
ease Control, in the NICHD, in various agencies like this. I think it
is just an illusion to suppose that the Carnegie Foundation or an-
other private foundation can put it together and do it, with no dis-
respect to them.

And thank you. That is my view of things.
[Prepared statement of William Gardner followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT Of WILLIAM GARDNER, PH.D.,' DEPARTMENT OP PSYCHIATRY,
UNWERSITY op PrnsauRoH SCHOOL OP MEDICINE, Pnissuaort PA

Summary

There is a major epidemic of HIV infection among American adolescent., with
reveral thousand youths becoming iafected each year. At present, efforts to
reduce risky behaviors oolong adokseents are /offing: both heterosesual and ho-
mosexual adolescents continue to practke risky sexual behaviors. The primary
cause of this failure is the use of one-ahot, educational efforts, where intensive,
loag-term programs are required. The adolescents at greatest risk - gay adoles-
cents, runaways, and underclass, delinquent youths - are stigmatized, alienated.
and difficult to reach through traditional school or public health interventions.
There must be expanded funding for innovative, research-based, programs to
deliver prevention services to these groups.

Epidemiology of AIDS among adolescents

Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) is a group of diseases that indicate severe
immunosuppression related to infection with the humas immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The
symptomatic diseases of AIDS do not arpear for a long time following infection with HIV:
some studiee suggest that the median time from infection to full-blown AIDS may be 10
years. Thus persons who are diagnosed with AIDS in their teens will generally have acquired
the infection in their early teens or as pre-teens. Similarly, many of those diagnosed with
AIDS in their early and middle 20s will have become infected as teenagers. The distinction
is important because the patterns of AIDS among teenagers and young adults are different.

AIDS among adolescents

As of April 1991 there awe 678 persons who were diagnosed with AIDS, which is less
than .5% of the total of cases. It I. unclear that the health needs of this group are being

g Amorists Professor of Psychiatry, %stens Psyckistrir footnote k Choir, 3411 O'Hara St., Pittsburgh,
PA 14213: (413) 681-1102: electronic mail to vntemix.cis.pitt . ode-
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adequately met. Dr. Gary Remafedi of the Adolescest Health Program of the University

of Minnesota reports that marry diagnosed AIDS cases amass adolescents become lost to
follow up, meaning that it is uncertain whether they are receiving medical services. It is

easy to imagine reasons why sone adolescents with AIDS would not be receiving adequate
medical care. Fifty-six percent of perions diaposed as teenagers reported exposure to IlW
through sexual contact or IV drug use, meaning that these events must have occurred at a
young age. This in turn suggests that many of these children wee either sexually abused
by an adult, or belonged to a family where little effective supervision occurred, or perhate
bad run away from their families ahogether. These teenagers would also lack a network
of family or friends who can help them get medical treatment. In summary, although the
number of adolescents with AIDS is cooperatively small, we kaow little about them and
there is reasoa to fear that their situations are grim.

Pasterns of HIE irk/anion manna odokscento

Our knowledge of 111V isfectim among adolescents is highly usKertain, because we must

draw inferences from patter= of AIDS cases diagnosed when patients have become older. It

is dear, however, that many people ate getting infected with HIV during adolescence:

7,178 persons (more than 4% of all AIDS cases) have been diagnosed between the ages of
20-24 years and 27,702 persons (almost Hi%) were diagnosed between 25 and 29 years old.

Let me suggest that at least 1 in 10 Americans with AIDS may have acquired the infection in
their teens and early Ws. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimate that more than

a million Americens are presently iafected with HIV, so we must suppose that many tens
of thousands of those persons acquired their infectioas during their adolescence or young
adulthood. Even though the rate of new HIV infections has slowed, it is estimated that
at least 40,000 new infections occur each year. Clearly we caanot say exactly how many
adokucents are becoming infected with MW each year, but it must be several thouu.nds.
The point, then, is that HIV infection among adolescents is not peripheral to the main
epidemic, it is a principal component of the AIDS problem.

Row are adolescents becoming infected? As it turas out, they get infected in same ways

that adults do. The modes of exposure to HIV reported by persons diagnosed between ages

20-24 (most of whom ..-ould have been infected in their teens) are similar to the modes of
exposure repented hy those diagnosed at later ages (see Table 1). Among persons diagnosed
with AIDS from ages 20 to 24, 92% reported exposure through sexual coutact ce IV ding

usage, as compared to 93% among those who were diagnosed at age 25 or older. This is in
sharp contrast to the pattern among these diagnosed aa tanagers, among whom 38% were

exposed :trough trail,' 1310n or from blood products received for hemophilia. In summary,
the data suggest that persons in their late teens are exposed to HIV infection because they

engage in 'adult' risk-taking behaviors.

Which adokorzota are at risk of IIIV infection?

Because many adolescents eng ge in intercourse without using condoms, they are at risk
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Age in Years
Mode of Exposure 13-19 20-24 > 24
Heterosexual contact 13.6 10.0 5.3
Homosexual contact 26.3 56.1 59.4
IV drugs 11.5 16.6 72.3
Homosexual contact & IV 4.3 9.0 6.5
Hemophilia 30.2 2.6 0.7
Transfusion 7.4 1.5 2.3
Unknown 6.7 4.3 3.6
Total 100.0i 100.0% 100.0%

Table 1: Modes of exposure to HIV reported by persons in their early 20s and older:
cumulative percentages.

for infection with HIV. There are, however, two subgroups of sexually active adolescents at
particularly high risk, and that must be the focus of special attention. First, we need to
prevent HIV infection among adolescents who engage in multiple risky behaviors, includ-
ing runaway youths aad risk-taking youths living in areas of concentrated urban poverty.
Second, we need to prevent NW infection among gay adolescents.

Adokscents eL risk/rum unprotected serual activity

Precocious sexual activity entails many risks for adolescents, including pregnancy and
infection with sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), Including AIDS. It is diaturbing, there-
fore, to discover that despite intensive efforts I prevent teenage pregnancy and despite
widespread publicity about tbe risks of AIDS, from 1985-1988 the age of first intercourse
among American women decreased (see Table 2). The concern, however, is not just th.

Year
Age 1985 1988

15 20.0 25.5
16 30.4 31.8
17 41.7 51.0
18 53.2 89.5
19 70.7 75.3

Tible 2: Change from 1985 to 1988 in percentage of girls who have experienced intercourse
by age.

many young adolescents are sexually active, but also about how they are having intercourse.
Surveys consistently show that a majority of sexually active adolescents either never use
condoms or use them inconsistently. Contrary to stereotyped beliefs about sexual behav.
ior, many young women have experienced anal intercourse (for example, 19% of women

2 r
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in a large sample from Canadian community colleges). Adolescents frequently do not use

condoms when engaging in this risky behavior.

Tbese increaser in the rates of semi activity are bad news foe those who seek to prevent
sexually transmitted diseases, because the groups with the highest rates of most non-AIDS

STDs are sexually active oddments. High raw of sexual activity among adolescents ase
likely to accelerate the spread nes just of HIV Werth" but may also accelerate the Bread
of the other STDs. The non-AIDS STD epidemics, in turn, me bad news for those working

to prevent HIV infection, for two reasons. First, the genital lesious caused by many STD.

open a pathway into the body whereby HIV infection can be smelly transmitted during
intercourse. A person with a non-HIV STD should view him or herself as at extreme risk

of infection. It is unlikely, however, that many adolescents understand this, az even that all

adolescents with an STD bow that they are infected. Second, the high rates of gonorrhea,

herpes, and other inkctions among adolescents dentonmrate the& sexualy active adobecents

are frequently exposed to individuals with these infections. Therefore, as HIV infection
continues to 1.pread among the adult populatioa, and particularly among adults with other
ST Ds, sexually acthe adolesceats will be exposed to HIV with increasiag frequency.

Risk-fabric youths

Although every adolescent practicing unprotected intercourse is at risk of acquiring IIW

or another sexually transmitted infection, these are some youths at far greater risk than

others. Only a small percentage of adolescents use intravenous drop, but this practice
gzeatly increases the chance of acquiring HIV. Other adolescents have sex with multiple

partners, frequently while using alcohol or other drup, and in social contexts such as
prostitutioa or drug distribution which place them at high risk of encouatering a person

with an HIV infection ce other STD. Adolescents may become exposed to these risks because

they are runaways, because they are part of a delinquent subculture, or because they live in

an area of coacentrated poverty where maay behavioral and medical problems are epidemic

amoug adults as well as youth& These are, desely, overlapping populations.

Homeless and rvnaway pooh. About one million adolescents ran away from home each

year, and many of these do not return. Both male and female adolescents on the street

are likely to become involved in drug use, drug trafficking, and prostitution. Some of

these youths leave home to See abuse from parents, sure are gay, others ase drawn by the

delinquent culture of the street. Studies of samples of runaway youths contacted through
public health clinics indicate that they engage in high rates of risky behavior.

Youth in areas of concenhoted wean poverty. HIV infection is increasingly prevalent

in areas of concentrated poverty within the central cities, particularly amoag minority
groups suffering from coincident epidemics of IV drug use and other STDs. Table 3 shows

that bluks aad Hispanics constitute a larger proportion of AIDS cases among teenagers

and young persona than amoug older pereons with AIDS. Transmission of HIV usociated

with IV drug usage is more common in the minority community , as is exposure through

beterosextie! contact with an IV drug user. As a result, there are comparatively more black
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Cal nic Group
Age White, not Hispaalc Black, not Hispanic Hispanic

13-19 48.1 31.8 20.2
20-24 30.1 39.7 18.3
> 24 73.3 16.3 10.4

Table 3: Racial of ethnic membership of AIDS cases by age: percentages.

womes and Latina, diagnosed with AIDS, as compared with white women, both amoag
adolescents and adults. There are also credible descriptive data describh the participation
of adolescents is the crack cocaine subculture, in which the exchange of sex for drugsappears
to be a significant route for the traSSE6111011 of infections.

It is important, however, to avoid mislabeling minority youths as a group at high risk of
becoming infected with HIV. Because many minority youths do live in areas of concentrated
poverty in central cities, these specific youths are, indeed, at high risk of exposure to 11W.
But the prevalence of risk-taking behavior amoag minority youths varies greatly across
subgroups within this population. For example, it is apparently a well-kept secret that use
of alcohol and every other drug is less prevalent among blacks than whites amoag high
school seniors.

Young goy men

Over 50% of persons with AIDS diagnosed between the ages of 20 and 24 are males
reporting a homosexual contact that could have exposed them to HIV. These data indicate
that gay adolescents are a group at high risk of infection. This statement may seem inconsis-
tent with the evidence that many gay men have reduced their participation is risky sexual
behaviors such as unprotected aria! intercourse. However, the data on AIDS risk.taking
among gay men, although they reflect real and impressive behavior change and give great
encouragement to the AIDS prevention community, need to be interpreted with caution.

The evidesce for behavior change comes primarily from large cohort studies, that is,
research projects in which a group of men is enrolled at some date and followed for several
years. Although these studies have reported large reductions in the rates of risk.taking
behavior, there have always been small groups that de dot change their behavior and others
who relapse. Even more important, it is difficult to infer the cause of behavior change from
a cohort study. On the one hand, it is possible that the apparent size of the behavioral
changes resulted in part from the early deaths of those most committed to risk-taking
behavior. On the other hand, one must ask whether the sexual norms of the first gay
cohort exposed to AIDS changed simply because the men became educated about AIDS.
or was the change also a result of the psychological maturation of these men as they aged7
These uncertainties which are intrinsic to lougitudinul research and are well recognized
by the prientists involved make it difficult to generalize the results of AIDS prevention
studies with older gay men to contemporary gay adolescents.
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With this background, it may be len surprieing to learn that wit& older gra men Is
urban areas have decreased their rake of moral behaviors that can transmit HIV infection,
than are now several studies showing that may young gay men continue to engage is unsafe
intercourse. The meet frightening aeon* is a report from the Young Men% Survey con-
ducted by the San honcleces Dewiness of Publc Heath. This research team Interviewed
a small sem* of py Wawa band in satiny frequented by yoeng py men. Research=
from the Center for AIDS Prevention at the University of California San hands= report
that 43% at these teenegns had practiced unprotected mat intercourse In the last 60 days.
The disturbing conclusions from these sad other studies are (a) thet 1111/ Wank* may
still be spreading rapidly among young gay men and (b) that the lessons about safe sexual
behavior learned by older goy men may have little Weems on gay adolescents.

Summary

The data about AIDS prevention among adolescents an incomplete In particular, we
need more information about the success of peeves:tin efforts among runaways and high risk
minority youths. Nevertheless, it is clear that to tide point retention qf risky behaviors
related to HIV refection among adolescents is sot wrier* Although informatics about
AIDS has persuaded =ay gsw men to avoid risky sex, both heterosexual and homosexual
adolescents continue to practice risky sexual behaviors.

How to do (and bow not to do) pnwention among adolescents

Adolescents haw been recognited as being at risk for WV infection for several years.
The evidence reviewed above indicates, however, that efforts to prevent AIDS risk-taking
behavior among adolescents are faffing. We need to consider why it is difficult to prevent
AIDS risk-taking among adolescents and what we could do that would help prevent HIV
infection in this group.

The primary reason for the failure of AIDS prevention among adolescents, I believe,
is that most efforts have been limited to brief effiwts to provide Information about AIDS
risks. It appease that these /Sorts have successfully informed many adolescents. Surveys
show that overwhelming majorities of adolescents know that AIDS is lethal and can be
acquired through usprotected Intercourse or use of intravenous drugs. But the experience
from prevention effons for many other types of risk-taking &moil adolescents shows that
having accurate isformatico is a necessary but by no means sufficient basis for preventing
youths from practicing risky behaviors.

Why do adolescents take risks even when they are informed about the dangers of their
behsvior? Adolescents, partkularly those who are alienated from their families, will be
vulnerable to adults who offer affection in return for sex. Many data suggest that adoles-
cence I. alio a period when we are psychologically predisposed to accept risks. There are
many ways to rationalise a course oi twtices through beliefs that exempt one from danger
for example, many young gay men apparently believe AIDS is a risk for older gays. Such

n A
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wishful Waking win not be contradicted by a young persoel experience: the long delay
between HIV infection and the development of AIDS symptoms means that risky behavior
has few immediate consequences sad that one wil rarely see a peer with AIDS.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty Is that these are many cult:v.4 norms that obstruct safe
sex behavior. lisr example, many heterosexual and homosexual gay adolescent,' feel that
condom use is incompatible with romantic love, Of believe that having a primary partner
exempts then from the need to toe protection. Consider also that from a young age
American children bar wall-aafted messages telling them that sexual and romantic success
is the foandstion of perseaal satisfection and self-esteem. Is it surprising that adolescents
dedde that massages about saki sex apply to someone else? Please hold in your mind the
image of one of the rich, glamorous, and self-confident siagies who malw their trysts on
tekvision. Now try to imagine this person worrying about AIDS.

How could AIDS perseution be more effective?

It is passible to prevent risk-taking behavior among adolescents, but it takes a serious
commitment. It is necessary to p beyond providing information about risk, arid to look
for way, to change the complex of norms, beliefs, and peer culture surroundiag risk-taking
behavior. Experience from efforts to prevent substance abuse, teenage pregnancy, smoking,
and delinqueacy makes the following points deer

1. Preventive education should begin early, before risk-taking behavion begin.

2. The intervention must be persistest, with messages delivered through many channels.

3. The intervention should be comprehensive, addressing all adolescent risk-taking be-
haviors.

4. The intervention should include social skills training, to help the adolescent cope with
peer cultural support for risk-taking.

5. When adolescents are already partidpating is high-risk behavior, they need intensive
individualised attention to address the particular complex of circumstances and beliefs
that Iliaing4113 that behavior.

There are also severe/ specific problems with AIDS prevestion that must be addressed.

1. Little is known about adolescent sexual practices or what they mean to youths. De-
velopment of effective, theory-based interventions rewires support for basic research
on adokscent &honor, and sexual behavior in particular.

2. Although we should design interventions for young adolescents and pre-adolescents
that will delay the initiation of adult behaviors like alcohol use and sexual intercourse,
it is futile and dangerous to deny that the great majraity of adolescents are sexually
active by the end of high school. We must face tho responsibdity of teaching these
youths that y they are sexually active they must protect themselves with condoms.

BEST COPY AURAE
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER- Thank you very much.
Well, our next witness this morning is very 4011 positioned.

Maybe we can have some information as to why we don't have
more up-tedate data, but Dr. Kolbe, we welcome you, and the floor
is

jili faubmit all of your testimony for the record and feel free
to summarize or whatever.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD J. KOLBE, PH.D., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
ADOLESCENT AND SCHOOL HEALTH, CENTER FOR CHRONIC
DISEASE PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMOTION, CENTERS
FOR DISEASE CONTROL PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ATLANTA,
GA

Mr. Ko Laz. Thar k you, Madam Chairperson and Members of the
cmnmittee.

I am Lloyd Kolbe, Director of the Division of Adolescent and
School Health, a division of CDC's National Center for Chronic Dis-
ease Prevention and Health Promotion.

I am happy to have this opportunity to address important health
risks among youth.

In my written testimony, I have described some of CDC's efforts
to prevent risks among youth and have responded to questions that
Chairwoman Schroeder posed ir her letter.

I would be pleased to provide more detailed information follow-
ing my oral remarks. For my oral summary, let me highlight for
you the most significant health problems we, as a Nation face, and
suggest one important and, I think, neglected solution.

Among young people aged one through 24, almost 70 percent of
all deaths is due to only four causes. Motor vehicle crashes account
for 33 percent of all of those deaths, other unintentional injuries
account for about 15 percent, suicide for 10 percent, and homicide
for 10 percent

These deaths are largely preventable and result from a small
number of behaviors that usually are established during childhood
and adolescence.

For example, about half of all deaths from motor vehicle crashes
could have been prevented if those involved had worn seat belts.
Further, about half of all deaths from motor vehicle crashes among
teenagers involved a teenaged driver using alcohol or drugs.

Significantly, alcohol and drug use contribute enormously to
other unintentional injuries, as well, and to injuries intentionally
inflicted, including homicide and suicide.

Though alcohol and drug use may not be listed among the lead-
ing causes of mortality and morbidity in this age group, these be-
haviors certainly are mAjor contributors.

Similarly, sexual behaviors established during youth contribute
to significant disease, social problems, and now since the advent of
the HIV epidemic, AIDS. One million teenagers bet 'me pregnant
every year and five of every six pregnancies among 15 to 19 year
olds are unintended.

74,
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In addition, every year about two-and-a-half million U.S. teen-
agers are infected with a sexually transmitted disease. AIDS has
become the sixth leading cause of death for 15 to 24 year olds.

As Dr. Gardner testified, nearly 20 percent of all AIDS cases
have been reported among persons 20 to 29 years of age. Because of
the lengthy period between infection with the human immunodefi-
ciency virus and the onset of AIDS, we know a significant portion
of those persons acquired their infection in their teenage years,
and those infections are the result of risk behaviors practiced by
teenagers.

In our analysis of health risk for youth, we also identified the
two health problems most likely to plague them later in life, car-
diovascular disease and cancer.

Almost 60 percent of all deaths in the Nu .on are attributable to
these two causes, and three behaviors cone ibute greatly to these
diseases: tobacco use; improper diet, such as excessive consumption
of fat; and inadequate physical activity.

CDC believes that one of the most efficient ways to prevent all of
these risk behaviors is through planned and sequential, kindergar-
ten through grade 12, comprehensive school health education pro-
grams.

These programs integrate education with a range a _ten inter-
related health risk behaviors at developmentally appropriate ages,
and these programs help young people develop the decision-
making, communicafion, and peer resistance skills they will need
to avoid risk behaviors.

As I have described more fully in my written testimony, though
CDC has designed its current efforts principally to prevent behav-
iors that result in HIV infection among youth, these efforts can be
adapted to address other priority risk behaviors as well.

CDC, as the Nation's prevention agency, is committed to working
with the Nation's schools and other agencies that serve youth to
implement comprehensive health education and other programs to
prevent priority risk behaviors.

Our commitment is to address a wide range of risk behavior% in-
cluding tobacco use, dietary patterns, sexual behaviors that result
in HIV infection and other sexually transmitted diseases, and
other behaviors that result in preventable disease, injury, and
death.

We are addressing risk behaviors currently in partnership with
relevant national, state and local education and health agencies,
and we as a Nation must be effective in preventing these risk be-
haviors.

The very lives and well-being of our youth, our future, depend on
it.

This concludes my prepared remarks. I would be glad to respond
to any questions that you ur any other of the committee Members
may have.

[Prepared statement of Lloyd J. Kolbe followsl

r.0
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PREPARED STATIONINT OP LLOYD J. Man, N.D., Ur Dnrooing p ADOLTEICINT
AND SCHOOL HEALTH, CRAMS NOR CHRONIC DMA= PiivimoN AND 'WITH
Poomomon, CKNTRIIS role ENNA= Clownou Pusuc HEALTH Sznynn4 Ulk
Dammam or Hamlin Amu HUMAN SZIEVICM, ATIAWM, GA

Sodom§ Chairperson, and Umbers of the Committee, 2 as Lloyd

Zone, Diameter of the Division el Adolescent end Sdhool Sealth,

a division me CDC's Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and

Smalth Promotion. I am pleased to have this oppotteity to

highlight CDC's recent efforts tots:wont inportant health risks

among youth.

Sebum that school health education can prevent these risks.

Cow evaluations show that education progress in elementary

schools dater smoking among seventh-greders. A recent large

scale study established that school health education progress can

lave significent effects on knowledge, attitudes, and risk

behaviors among high-school students as well. Study results

confirmed that emposure to such programs had a positive effect on

curbing illegal drug use and tobacco NAO.

In November 2988, CDC evtablished the Division of Adolescent ard

School Health to assess the health risks facing America's youth

and to implement national programs to promote and protect their

halth. I will describe these risks and some of CDC's efforts to

prevent them.

Amin* young people aged 1 through 24,.alsost 70 percent of all

deaths is due to only four causes: motor vehicle crashes acuount

for 33 percent of all deaths; other unintentional injuries cause

214
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111 percent; homiciibm causes 10 percent; and suicide causes 10

peavent.

Mese deaths are largely provemtable amd remelt from a smell

amber se behaviors tbst emeally axe establiadmai &aims shildbood

and adelescomse. par szemple, &bidet bell se all deaths from

meter vehicl scribes soda have bees prevented it those involved

bad worn seetbelts. Feather, sheet balf of all deaths from motor

vebicle crashes seam teenagers involved a teenage driver using

alcohol ea drege. Sigolficently, alcohol sad dreg miss contribute

smoameeely to ether unintentional injuries am well, and to

injuries intentionally inflicted, including homicide sad suicide.

Them, altbvegh alcohol and dreg else may not be listed among the

leading onuses of mortality and morbidity in this age group,

these behaviors ars certainly major contributors.

Similarly, mammal behaviors established during youth contribute

to significant disease, social problems, and now (since the

advent of the HIV epidemic) death. live of every six pregnamiss

among 15 to 19 year olds in the U.S. are unintended; over 23,000

teenagers 14 years or younger hymn pregnant each year. In

addition, every year, 2.5 million U.S. teenagers are infected

with a semmally transmitted disease. The number of reported AIDS

comes in the U.S. in adolescent females aged 13-19 increased a

startling 71 percemt tram September 19419 to September 3990. AIM
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hes became the sixth leading samee of death for IS to 24 year

olds. Shorly 20 percent of all AIMS oases have been reported

among persons 20 to 211 years of age. Owasso of the lengthy

period betweem infection with the Moon imasmodeficiancy virus

and the omeat of AIMS, lie hams a significant proportion of these

parsecs aegaired their infeetion in their teemage years, and that

those infections are the remelt of risk behaviors practiced by

teesagere.

Ms our analysis of health risks tor youth, we also identified the

two health pxoblems most likely to plague them later in life:

cardiovascular disease and cancer. Almost 60 percent of all

deaths in tha nation are attributable to these two causes.

Three behaviors contribute greatly to these diseases: tobacco

use, improper diet (suds as excessivt, consumption of fat), and

inadequate physical activity.

lenitarincLatath.illika_MMIN_IMIth
The CDC Youth Risk Behmvior Surveillance System (TRESS) sonitors

six priority health riskss (1) sexual behaviors resulting in HIV

infection, other sexually transsitted diseases, and pregnancy;

(2) alcohol and drug use; (3) tobacco use; (4) dietary patterns

resulting in disease; (5) lack of physical activity; and, (6)

behaviors resulting in unintentional and intentional injuries.

The YRBSS is a single survey instrument that young people can

complete,
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with parestal peendesien, to anoSymously report their wish

behaviors In these mix areas. Ihis*Instrument allows assessment

of the mamma to Vlach theme beheviere are interivelsted, and

significantly, theme et a common survey instrument else allows

for state-ttrotate eamperisoms. s MOO alse allege us te

tweak progress in achieving 22 of the Sational Tear 2100 thelth

: Objectives related to youth health wish behaviors.

In the spring et 1090, me surveyed a metioaal sample ef 0th

through 12th grade students. Simultaneously, approximately 30

state education departments end $ local departments of education

administered the servey to a sample of tth threugh 12th grade

students in their respective jurisdictions. Ile remelts et this

survey are useful to these utatas and cities in meowing the

extent tomtit& yommiporagle in their nyp areas ere at risk tor

major health problems, and are valuable in implementing programs

to reduce these behaviors. Althou0b these survey results are

still being analysed, we do have results tram our 1909 national

survey of risks related to MIV: 57 percent ot the nation's tth

through 12th grade students reported boring engaged in manual

intercourse, 22 percent reported four ar more semmal partners,

and 3 pectoral reported illicit drug injection. With the

Committee's permission, I am providing for the record an article

published in the journal, ziatmusansagawassaktia..
summarising some at the restate Iron this survey.
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baztatica2saguas
As the nation's prevention agency, CDC is helping the nation's

sdbools end other agencies serving youth implement affective

progress. To prevent the behaviors that result in XIV infootion,

CDC supparts: (1) 24 callaboratinifnational organisations (e.g.,

Commail of Chief State School Officers, National Association of

State Boards of Education, National PIA, National Network of

Ranowey and Youth Services); (2) every state, five territorial,

and 16 large city departments of education; (3) three training

centers that have trained over 500 state and local agency staff

to implement effective health educetion programs; (4) an

informetion development and dissemination system; (5) a

surveillance spites (that includes the EMS as one of its

elements); and (6) an evaluation system. As part of our effort

to address sincrity youth, CDC funds and works with the Coalition

of Hispanic Nealth and Human Services organizations, the National

Organisation of Black County Officials, and the Indian Health

Service.

2n 1990, the General Accounting Office (GAO) recommended that

COCs 1) increase HIV education for lith and 12th grade students,

2) help smaller sOhool districts implement HIV educaiion, 3)

ensure that state and local grantees collect adequate data about

student risk behaviors, and 4) develop guidelines for training

3
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teethe= to implement nr, education. CDC has addressed each of

these reponnendatioms in ry 1991 by requesting that funded

national orgenisatIons, and state and local education agencies,

eddy's= these four issues ia their continuation applications. in

addition, in repposse to the 19904tenste Appropriations

Committee's directIon, CDC redirected RIO education resources to

establidh 24 new regional centers administered by the states to

train teachers to implement comprehensive school health education

curricula, including DIV education.

Although CDC has designed its current program principally to

prevent behaviors that result in XIV infection among youth, it

can be adapted to address other priority risk behaviors.

Rigorously conducted studies have shown that planned, sequential,

and ageappropriate health education in schools can be effective

in reducing the prevalence of health risk behaviors. One

specific f4,,ding revealed that school health education programs

resulted in a 37% reduction in the onset of smoking auong

seventb-qrade students. To be most effective, school health

education integrates a range of important health concerns and

provides youth with the decision-saking, communication, and peer-

resistance skills needed to avoid risk behaviors.

-

umanadeligianaxiirmisadsaisb published in jun; 1988, states,

34
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"Abe Concionien strongly hellos= that the intreaction ef en

ages-appropriate eempreheeedvaleasol health education cervical=

that eamempnenmegiedee Ilthumegh lb ie leng overdue. Providing

ear nation's inand children with education Wet Mill

txmommiseimm . . is a signifieent etep. Meeever, it represents
only a step-gip neasure te onwect a larger gablem.0 indeed,

one ef the atiemal Isaith Chlectivem State, that by the Tear

2009 the nstion 'heel& Inareale to at lent TO percent the

pregertiem of the nation's elementary and secondary soboole that

provide gemmed mod sequential kindergarten through twelfth grade

quality Wheel health edncation.'

=vs guitisljasa_MAIninulan
infeladJang, developed in collsboratioswith a beet ef

=timbal health end education organisations, have assisted health

and educatiom OganOies to plan and focus SIV prevention efforts

appropriate to the =ea et their jurisdictions. CMIC currently

bee no plane to revise these guidelines. They sUggoSt content

that may be appropripte for yooth at various grede levels, bUt

SOINOWt that *the =sot freddi at which students receive this

information should be &itemised locally in accord with community

and forestal values, and thus say very from community to

memanity."
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Als pm knew, seem yeuth are mere likely to engsge is risk

behaviors than others. Among yeemg people in higamrisk

situations ars rummy and bomelese youth, goy amd leAbias youth,

yentbwhe ars met in school and ere ensugloyed, juvenile

stfludsre, yeeth She rewire mental health services, and ethers.

CDC ham recently launched a mew poems to intensify efforts to

prevent DIV inaction and ether related health problem amemg

these young veggie. By October ef left, CDC will hove provided

finemcial assistance to local health departments in appromimataly

3 of the nation's largest cities to intensify efforts to prevent

XIV infectios end other important health problems among high-risk

youth. These agencies will integrate their efforts with servioes

provided by other city agencies serving high-risk youth (e.g.,

sexually transmitted disease clinics, alcohol and drug alums

programs, and job training). In addition, CDC will provide

funding to one of the three selected cities to train staff from

other cities that are interested in replicating their efforts.

ImaluatimaLALLsucta
CDC is committed to evaluating the impact of its nIV education

efforts. !Valuation provides a sessure of accounte.lility for

resources, and also determines what works, what doesn't, and why,

so that intervention efforts can be improved. CDC's evaluation

activities include monitoring the percentage ot schools that

provide, anti students that receive, SIV education, and the

incidence and prevalence of risk behavior!. In Addition, CDC
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conduct* research to measure the effectivenese of education

programs in preventing behaviors resulting in MTV isfection and

other important health problem. amorous Mil' edocetIon peeve=

have been developed for youth. 'Valuating a program is a lengthy

and expensive process. CSC is in the process of evaluating

several MI' adocatiom premiums, aid hes published a rawest for

proposals to evaluate others. lowever, CDC currently is mot

evaluating the MileAlMO and the see education components of the

Teenage Mmalth leaching Modules.

In closing, I would like to thank the Cousins. for its interest

in risk behaviors among yvuth. We at CDC believe that the

nation's schools, and other agencies SerVing this population, can

be highly effective in halpimg keep our youth safe from the

multiple epidemics they face. Basic to preventing the

establishment of risk behaviors among youth ars:

the involvement of families, young people themselves, and

theAr communities in planning and implementing risk

reduction programer and

a collaborative effort between the inetitutions respobsibls

for the health of youth, and those responsible tor their

education.

3 7



COC, as the netionle prevention agency, is committed te westing

litb the motion's schools, and other agencies that sere, youth,

to implement comprehensive beallUtedmeetion and ether programs to

prevent priority risk behaviors. Cer commitment is te addrees a

vide range of risk behaviors including Whom:mouse, dietary

patterns, mammal behaviors tbat remult in MXV infection and ether

manually transmitted dimaames, and other behaviors that remelt in

- preventable disease, intury, aed death. We are addressing risk

behaviors in partnership with relevant national, state, and local

education and health agencies. We as a nation mast be effective

in preventing these risk behaviors. The very lives and well-

being of our youth, our future, depend on it.

This concludes my prepared remarks. x will u. glad to respond to

any questions you or other members of the committee may have.

3 S
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very, very much. We appre-
ciate that.

Our next witness is Dr. Rotheram-Borus. I hope I got that right.,
Mary Jane. But anyway, welcome, and we will put your full testi-
mony in the record, and the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF MARY JANE ROTHERAM-BORUS, PH.D., ASSOCI-
ATE PROFESSOR, DIVISION OF CHILD PSYCHIATRY, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, NY

Dr. ROTHERAM-BOWUR Thank you, Madam Chairwoman and com-
mittee Members.

Today, I am here to talk to you about the effectiveness of an ILIV
prevention program with runaway and gay youth in New York
City, a cohort of 450 youths which was started about three and a
half years ago.

There are estimated to be 1.5 million runaways in the United
States of whom the estimated sero-prevalence rates have ranged
from a low of 2.1 percent in Houston to a high of 5.3 percent al-
ready HIV infftW in New York Qty. Among gay males, we have
no estimate because, as you just heard, our information is about 20
years old. But up to 10 percent of adolescents may seltidentify as
gay, and in our own study, the estimated prevalence of HIV is
about 16 percent among minority gay adolescents in New York
City under the ar of 18.

u begin to talk about HIV among these very high-risk
groups, HW is, first, only one problem among many. These adoles-
cents, runaway and gay youth, have been victimized. Family prob-
lems led to 10 percent of them being thrown out of their homes and
over 65 percent of the families are characterized by severe dysfunc-
tion. Fifty percent of the parents are alcoholics or have been in jail
in t last six months. Fifty-seven percent of the adolescents have
gonf least one day without food, and the estimates of sexual
air4se among runaways ranged between 25 to 60 percent.

Among gay youth in our sample, more than 55 percent had re-
ported violence against them, gay bashing, because they were gay-
identified, and 12 percent have been thrown out of their homes. So
that, while being victims, these youth now have a clustei Jf behav-
ior problems that pit them at risk for multiple negative outcomes
in addition to InV. Fifty percent have trouble at school. Forty-five
percent of the gay adolescents have tried to kill themselves and 33
percent of the runaway girls have also attempted suicide.

Teenage pregnancies are a problem-23 percent of the runaway
girls have been pregnant in the last three months. Twenty-eight
percent use crack cocaine, a drug directly related to HIV, and more
than 90 percent have used alcohol.

The second point that I would make is that our stereotyping of
these youth is inaccurate in two ways. First, we have unrealistic
and exaggerated fantasies of what their sexual lives are like. There
are subgroup within high risk groups which account for most of
the high risk acts. In the last three months, 25 percent of both run-
aways and homeless youths, as weh as the gay youth, have been
abstinent. On average, the median number of sexual partners is

3 9
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one for girlsand for boys there have been three to four partners
in the last three months.

There is a subgroup of about 26 percent of the gay and the run-
away males who have traded sex for money and driw, and about
21 percent of these youth have more than three sexual partners,
more than 10 sexual occasion and inconsistent condom use in the
last three months.

Among the gay youth, 52 percent are having sex with girls, and
more than three-quarters have had anal receptive intercourse, the
highest risk act for HIV transmission. So that these youths are en-
gaging in a substantial number of risk acts. These risk acts rue
really among about a quarter of the runaway and gay youth.

These data have led authors, for example, in The Journal of
American Medical Association a year ago to conclude that the
number of problems and the extent of the le= are "so over-
whelming" that they tend to "depress and oralize us, to make
us feel that we can do nothing" to impact the problem.

Over the last three and a half years, as we have instituted an
intensive HIV prevention program in five runaway shelters in New
York City and we have examined the outcome data for the rust 145
runaways and the first 110 gay youth, we are finding significant
increases in consistent condom use among these youth and showing
significant decreases in the percentage of youths reporting a high
risk sexual behavior pattern.

The impact of the program is directly related to the intensity, so
that the more sessions youth receive, the more skills training that
these youths receive, the gr!ater change in their behavior. If we
look at the three months prior to the unplementaticn of the pro-
gram among the runaways, consistent condom use was reported by
18 percent of the youth. Six months later, by those receiving 15 or
more sessions, 62 percent reported consistent condom use.

During the three months prior to the program 21 percent report-
ed what we call a high risk patterninconsistent condom use and
more than three sexual partners. Six months later we had no
youths who had received 15 sessions or more reporting such a high
risk pattern.

Among gay youth, the results are similar, except for those who
are showing psychiatric disturbance, who appear more psychiatri-
cally disturbed.

Both fortunately and unfortunately, our fmdings are not unique.
They parallel the results of intensive intervention efforts that have
been mounted with adult gay men. They also parallel the findings
of intensive prevention efforts that have been successfully managed
for smoking prevention, substance abuse prevention and teenage
PregnancY.Successful programs are typified by a number of characteristics.
First, they are always delivered in the context of comprehensive
health care. Second, they build on youths" strengths. Third, they in-
volve active rehearsal, rep!ated rehearsal of the kinds of gicills that
are going to be necessary in high risk situations to implement safe
acts. Fourth, they are delivered in a context of social support from
peers and institutional suwort in their local communities. And,
lastly, they are intensive. They are not two to three sessions of edu-
cational sessions (which is what most communities in the United

4 0



Mates are struggling to mount). They are about five times this

desriere do these data lead us in terms of policy imdications?
First, the kind a HIV programs we need must build on those suc-
cessfully demonstrated for other high-risk adolescent behaviors like
Inthstat abuse. But there is a big gap between demonstration and
dissemination. There bag been noruad scale dissemination of such
intensive prrama for any of the high risk acts.

Currently the Centers fin. Disease Control is funding Safe
Choices conducted by the National Network of Runaway and
Youth Services, a program for national dissemination a HIV to
runaway and homeless youth networks. This program is funded,

of training to staff and then
and to im meat an in-

is available,
allow effective dis-

however, to provide two or three
those staff aro , to go bark
tensive program. a an outstanding
it is not fimded at a level that could
gemination.

Iv

Second, the HIV epidemic is changing, and we need to change
our programs with it Perhaps this is clearest amund the issue of
HIV testing with adolescents. HIV testing is increasingly advocated
because of the hope for prophylactic treatments for early detection.
However, no resources are associated with the increased demand
for testing, so that many problems emerge. A case that we had in
our office a few weeks ago demonstrated the problems.

We had a 19-year-old black female who found out the day before
that her boyfriend and father d her 15-month old and six-month
old babies was infected with HIV. She had been tested for HIV
that morning, and she showed up for a research interview, not for
any kind of clinical appointment. She was suicidal. She needed to
be psychiatrically hospitalised. But in the course of it we fotmd out
that: 1) she had been only given an appointment three weeks later,
2) she had asked three times, but it wasn't clear to her whether her
babies needed to be tested or not; 3) she did not have any condoms,
and she had been at a testing site that morning and with her boy-
friend at an HIV testing site the day before; and 4) her boyfriend
had seen a doctor the day befo and that day. He had an ab-
scessed finger which necessitated overnight hospitalization, but it
had not been treated by any of the doctors.

This gap between Wm" delivery of health care services and
actual services delivered, particularly to adolescents, is substantial.
If adolescents test positive, they do not have any access to services.
In addition, adolesurits would not necessarily utilize services if
they did have access. Adolescents am likely to be stigmatized and
are unrealistic about the_ stigmatization. It is very unclear that
even if adolescents tested IDV positive that they would be motivat-
ed and able to change their risk behaviors. As I mentioned earlier,
43 percent of the gay youth have attempted suicide in the past. In
a study in New York City among adolescents enrolled in school 21
percent said they would kill themselves if they tested HIV positive.
So we need to do some long term natural history studies of adoles-
cents who find themselves IHV positive.

The second recommendation is the importance of stabilizing the
lives of high-risk youth. Why would a runaway or homeless youth
care about getting HIV and dying ten years from now when they
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do not know where their bed is tonight or where their next meal is
going to come from? In the last six years, foster care resources and
beds have decreased 27 percent However, the number of youth
needing foster care has increased 25 percent Again, there is a gap
between whet we need and what we have.

Third, our levels of family su for single parent, fin
ished, and dysfunctional been an inconsistent policy at
best. Since most of the runaway youth emerge out of dysfunctional
families, and running sway and homelessness are associated with
family problems, it is critical that we have some kind of coordinat-

ed family
And, finally, gay, sexually-abused, and substance-abusing youths

again have no resources for specililized programs. For example, last
Friday a crack addicted adolescent wanted treatment We could not
fmd a bed in New York City for over eight hours and then only by
utilizing personal favors. We had to go to five community-based
agencies to get birth certificates and evidence of housing before we
could get her in a program for crack and substance abuse. There
are no substance abuse treatment facilities for adolescents. In sum-
mary, unless we begin to look at IHV within the context of compre-
hensive care for adolescents, we will fail.
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I. Disseminate MTV preventive services cm a brood scale.

2. Conduit prosreative studies et DIV testing, end develop pee-
mod poet-test counseling proosdures tailored to adolescents.

3. Provide adequate fending for /loth temporary residential and
lona-term independent living progress.

4. Provide realistic levels of sepport for singlaiparent,
impoverished, or dysfunctional families.

D. Develop, disseminate and errand specialised intervention
programs for gay, seeuellrksbused, and subetanoe-abusing
youths.
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IMOmmdMmtima

my mama is Nary Jane Notherespilerus. I am the Principal
Invatiqator of tbe Adolescent Prevemtion Studies Unit of the HIV

and Behavioral Studies supported by an sward

tram the National Institute of Mental Neelth and the National

tootitute en Drug Abuse. I am an 'escalate Professor of Clinical

::1::ogy in the Department of Child Psychiatry at Columbia

::ity in New York end a remeareh scientist at the New York

State leyohiatric Institute. !Or fifteen years I have
mpecielned in developing and evaluating prevention programs

targeting adolescents.

Wens Chair
'peak. I as
pm:ogress tor
prevention
City at hi
1150 gay

amd committee members, tbank you fey inviting me to

hero to dismiss ameeessfal NO/AIDS prevention

adeleseeets. my remarks axe based en an NIT/AIDO
that evaluated with 450 yeeths in leo York

ximplrfor becoming NIS infected - 380 runaways and

adolescents.

V !V IC i l

The importance of developing effective NIV/AIDS prevention
programs for thews two groups is underscored by the numbers of

these youths in the U.S. and tbsir estimated NIV infection rates.

Among an estimated 1.5 million runaways, approximately 4%, or

60,000 are estimated to be infected. Among gay males, estimated

to be 0-14% of all males, estimate, of seroprovelence range up to

15%.
However, NIT infection is only one probles among many for these

ycoths. They are often victims. Among runaways, approximately
10% are thrown out of their family boniest 50% have parents who

are either alcoholics or in jail, 57% have gone without food for

at least cos day in the past month, and 25-40% have been sexually

abused. Among gay male adoleecents, approximately 00% have

aanariancad gay Mailing, and 12% have beer thrown out of their

family home.

(liven the strew/ors in these youths' lives, it is not surprising

that many develop a cluster of behavior problems, potting both
themselves and others at risk. pproxiast.1y 50% have trouble at

school, memy are depressed and suicidal (43% of guy male youths

and 330 of runawaye), 25% become involved in teenage pregnancy,

904 use alcohol, 41% use marijuana, and 29% use crack/cocaine.

Remover, it is important to clerify two ways in which the

stereotypes of these youths ere inacourate. First, the

stereotypes inaccurately exaggerate the risk acts of these

sleuths. The stereotypes do not focus on the fact that 25% of

those youths are sexually abstinent, on the fact that female

runaways typically have been .armally involved with only one

pertner in the past three months, with males typically involved
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::::Mand hod no follow-up counseling scheduled until three

ater. She and her boyfriend did not have condoms, end be

needed immediate ensrq.ncy care for an abscessed finger. These

youths illustrate the inadeguacy et policies that advocate HIV
testing without providing ed.quat. euoport services. Such youths

do not realise the stigmstisation likely to follow their
disclosure et trteir serostatus, are =clear in their motivation
to chant. their behavior, and may resot precipitously by

atteapting suicide.

Preventing the spread of ITV among adolescents inspires more than

anonymous and confidential RIV testing. If initiated
immediately, several staps could alleviate the spread and other
negativot ffects of XXV infection among homeless youth:

a) Pend the implementation St XIV prevention prograxa in
shelters, foster care, group homes, and other

2:11:1412rvice agencies. In these programs, address, in
addition to A= knowledge and attitudes, the acqpisition of
skills and the establishment of social support networks that

are necessary to maintain safe acts.

b) Provide oceprehensive care to HIV-positive adolescents that
includes provision of case managers, and specifically target
homeleee youth, such as by allocating funding under the Ryan

White AIDO Care Act.

c) Remove federal and state impedimenta to homeless youths'
participation in AIMO drug trials, particularly the
requirement of parental ounsent.

d) Ctoduct desoriptive studies of the impact of XIV testing on
adolescents, specifically =mining the effect of testing on
behavior change, and evaluate otratagies for pre- and post-

test counseling that consider youths* developmental
capacities, their low compliance to health care regimens,

and their scares family and peer resources.

TIORSOMEL

To avoid risk behaviors that can lead to HIV infection,
adolescents need first to have stable lives. What do they care

about XIV six years from now When they lack a bed for tonight?

leen the first Runaway and Nameless Youth Act of 1974 was funded,
shelter was provided for 15 days and provisions were made

allowing for 'lull service,' agencies. Youth shelters were
staffed with social workers, crisis counselors, public health

nursesf and were compensated to network with local hospitals,
outpatient clinics, and schools. Today, these full-service
agencies are rare, due to lack of comprehensive funding, with

only few executive directors managing to creatively piece
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local, state, end federal funding to approximate the
of services required. Some communities cularly in

moral areas, fall far short of approximating 1-eervice
model.

Ives more problematic, due to the limited availability of
temporary housing, homeless youths often suet be discharged to
the streets. Without fundamental reordering of priorities, the
foster care system will fail to adegoately serve youths.

Finally, the question of continuity of care for IS year old
adolescents who age set of the fester care system, bat lack the
skills to live iMspsntly or to bold a job, remains
unaddressed in many states. Smesplaryseeels et independent
living programs have been dimemmtmeted, yet substantially more
tonding is required to provide for the numbers of youths needing
these services.

Zamiii-Afteamax

The dramatic changes in the structure and diversity ef American
families over the last 20 have not been reflected in

and employers policies regarding families. The
1:1::::rrleve a supportive and functional family is the single
largest rafter associated with adolescent homelessness. Family
problems take may different forms (e.g., parental substance
abuse, family homelessness, health problems, social isolation),
and adolescents la dysfunctional fasilies are often better served
by leaving these homes rather than attempting to resolve
insolvable prOblems with few resources.

The number of youths leaving untamable home situations is
reflected by the 270,000 youths currently in foster care end

g
hoses, ampected to escalate to 140,000 yomthe by 1995. The

m:::!tude of this problem suggests that individeal solutions are
inadequate fer youths trying to cope with families ender 'tress.
Unless fanilies under stress receive additio'si support amy
youths will leave, becoming homeless. To reverse the rising tide
of adolescent homelessness, families need basic guarantees of
housing and anployment. In addition, families under stress and
parents with a history of substance abuse need assurance that
they have access to treatment and social services.

hdassammts

For adolescents receiving texporary shelter, the family's
rejection of the youth's lifestyle nay be the most common
precipitant of being ejected from the family. Specific
intervention programs are needed to help such adolescents cope
with the stress associated with escaping a situation of serum,
abuse and neglect or acknewleOling a gay sexual orientatior..
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When providing MTV-related
interventiem to gey aad *smelly

abused youths, speedal recegmities of the individual's barriers

Os implement*, safe seminal behaviors is needed, es well as

resegnisimg that these isms. me highly Merged emotionally.

Per youths Whe ere routinely using alcohol and drugs, it is

unlikely that safe behaviors sem be *plumate' ualess their

sabsteme abuse has been eliminsted. iq welting lists remain

at drug treatment centers and with the .1IzJnation of needle

enshange , the prebehility of implementing offeetive XXV

poommtleas d.ciiaa. ter these youth.

AMMUNT

In contrast to media stereotypes, homeless and goy youths ere

mai informed about MIV and responsive to change. nether than

painting a hopeless scenario, the possibility of change among

homeless and goy youths is high, amd substantial opportunities

mist for interventions with these adolescents. "comer, the

long-term efficacy of the poll rAmmendations soggested hors

remain hypothetical. In a testiony recently promoted to the

Ihni Work Commiesion on XIV, ons service provider summarised the

situations wee have known for a long tine what to do, we have not

done it. Will XIV be the crisis that gets America to treat

youths in a Ammons gamer? Will now be the timer'

These recommendations *Ppear in a forthcoming article by

N.J. hotherem-Scros, C. Woopman, A A.A. Ihrhardt. Homeless

youths and sty int/macs. zbajlattigan.2.3. (In

Praia)
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amirwoman Scuaomma. That is not very cheerM, but very real-istic.
Our final panel witness this morning is Dr. Meloy, and we are

=wilealjl put your entire statement in the record.
to have you with us this morning. The floor is yours,

STATEMENT OF LINDA DIANNE MELOY, M.D., FAAP, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS, DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS,
DIVISION OF GENERAL PEDIATRICS, CEILDEENS MEDICAL
CENTER, MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA, VIRGINIA COMMON-
WEAL= UNIVERSITY, RICHMOND, VA
Dr. Maim. Thank_ you very much, Madam Chairman and distin-guished committee Members. I thank you for the opportunity tocome here to discuss the business of adolescence.name is Dr, Linda and I am a pediatrician who caredfar 4t adolescents and . children for six years in Peters-bunt, .4 where the teenage megnancy rate was high andsexually transmitted diseases were commtniplace.
At the present I am an Assistant Prdessar of Pediatrics at theChildren's Medical Center at the Medical College of Virginia,where I treat indigent patients, middle class patients, the faculty'schildren and drug-exposed infants.
The followinf observations are based on my personal experiences

and long-standing review of the problem.
Our teenagers are facing increased risks of sexually transmitted

diseases, pregnancy and arrested develomwt, as sexual inter-course frequency has increased from 28.9 percent in 1970 to 51.5percent in 1988. This growth is despite the increasing numbers ofschool-based clinics, the increased frequency with which school dis-tricts are promoting courses in family life education, and even theincreased emphasis on "safe sex."
You also know the appalling statistics on the surge of sexue "Ytransmitted diseases. This explosion is also despite all the time 1money which well-meaning people have invested in school-basedclinics, sex education and safe sex. Over the last 10 years, a 306percent increase in Federal funds spent on promoting sexual re-sponsibility corresponded with a 48.3 percent increase in teen preg-nancy. Risks have increased for genital herpes, hepatitis B, pelvicinflammatory disease, ectopic pregnancy, premature labor, HIV,and malignancies related to sexually transmitted diseases.
Adolescents often become involved in sexual activities to the ne-glect of studies, social skill development and community activities.My six years of working with this population brought me face toface with the abject social isolation of these children. They had nofriends, just a series of sexual partners. Other teens, trying to"belong," drifted into the business of sex for drugs, increasing theirmedical needs.
In the face of all these risks, each adolescent needs a medicalho,ile to teach prevention, provide medical care and to support ap-propriate development. A medical home must supply health in-struction to the adolescent and their parents, medical care for theacute illnesses and chronic problems, counseling, phone advice, andeasy access 24 hours a day.
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I believe this espertiae is found not in a clinic but in the pediatri-
cian's office, and feel that may adolescent requires this care. As

face the of our society, the adolescent must have the
a pediatrician is trained and experienced to pro-

vide.
What benefit does this early sexual activity provide to the aikles-

cent? I know ri nate. I have not had anyone ten me of any, nor
have I read articles even a that early sexual activity is of
any beaurfit to the adolescent Yet I cried with the emotionally
wounchid, treated the sexually transmitted diseases, " "..
tl:vQ1vic inflammatory diseases, and referred for .1 and

cancer. Girls who thought the young man who had sex
with them loved them have come to my office depressed and
threatened suicide when he moved on.

Just last Thursday, in the ER, I treated just such a case. A
month o a 16-.r old died of an overdose of propanol because
his ended their sexual relationship.

As an adult, the sexually-active teenager often desires to con-
ceive but cannot because of prior infections. In 1985, Clark from
Toronto noted that cervical cancer is three to four times more
prevalent in with two to five sexual partners. Thne, emo-
timal man and a disease are the cost of premature, promis-
cuous sexual . . True abstinence prevents all these problems
100 percent of the tune and alleviates much of the subclinical and
subconscious anxitty which is the basis of the adolescent behavior-
al problems we observe.

In a failed attempt to reduce teenage health problems, school-
based clinics have &.1- oped since the 19'70s. The clinics fall short
of the comprehensive requirementi of the adolescent and create
false security for many parents and teenagers. The school-based
clinics fragment the teen's health care because only 66 percent of
the clinics are open as much as 40 hours a week. 'They do not pro-
vide night or weekend coverage, and only slightly over half are
open in the summer.

The emergency rooms cannot reach the clinic's "health care pro-
vider" when their patients come for service. The patient has no one
to call at night for questions. Duplication of medications and con-
tradictory medical advice are often given by the different provid-
ers. Parents are not able to help in history giving or to help in ad-
ministration of suggested therapy.

The cost for this fragmented partial care varies by location, from
$37 per visit to $81 per visit. In comparison, a pediatrician visit is
$30 and is comprehensive in nature. School-based clinics may limit
the freedom of the teen and their family to choose the physician
who they feel would best meet their needs. Our tax dollars could be
more effectively invested in allowing the families to select a more
cost-effective, comprehensive pediatric office.

In 1987, the American Academy of Pediatrics published a cau-
tious statement regarding school-based clinics. The AAP asked for
more research to be undertaken. Only eight of the subsequent stud-
ies in peer review journals used requirW pre and post statistics in
their studies. None of these studies proved that the clinics meet
their . In Gary, Indiana, the study found no difference be-
tween 1 and control schools in birth rates.

5 If
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After reviewing Medline and Psychologic Abstracts searches an
school sex ethwation, Stout concluded in Pediatrics in 1989, "Our
findings indicate that the expectations of altered adolescent sexual
activity, contraceptive behavior and pregnancy are unlikely to be
fulfilled by these programs."

In 1982, the Council au Scientific Affairs of the AMA examined
&Cs and stated, "Data are nat sufficient to support the universal
establishment of school-based health programs."

The American Academy of Pediatrics survey in March, 1988, re-
vealed that only one-third of pediatricians supported the school-
based clinic concept

To reduce the incidence of sexually transmitted diseases and
, the condom is suggested. The condom must be utilizedidti= intercourse. Sperm must not be allowed to leak uver the

condom, and the condom must be intact
Dr. Thomas Elkins, Chief of Gynecology at the University of

Michigan, noted that 5 to 30 percent of nonlatex condoms leaked
wider molecules, which are larger than herpes, HIV or wart vi-
ruses. Latex can cause severe allergic reactions, and Consumer Re-
ports states that condoms have a 15 to 35 percent failure rate in
preventing pregnancy.

Abstinence will ensure no transmission, and the promotion of
intercourse within marriage will create healthy role models.

In the Planned Parenthood magazine, Family Planning Perspec-
tives in 1990, Howard and McCabe showed that students in an ab-
stinence-based program are five timec less likely to engage in inter-
course than a control group.

Our adolescents are facing health challenges which require com-
prehensive care. We need to assure that access to health care pro-
viders who can meet all their needs and furnish current medical
and counseling information to aid them in their development to
adulthood. This kind of comprehensive care can be found in a pedi-
atrician's office. It cannot be found in a school-based clinic. Our
success should not be measured by the success of sales of latex con-
doms but rather in increased numbers of abstinent youth, healthy
and fully engaged in the real joys of the adolescent experience.

51
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PUPARSPEITATIOSENTOSLIKDA DIANNSMIRGV, M.D., FAAP.AssurrANTPRGszesmos,
Premium Darorruorr or PNINAVRIOS, DIVISION or GINZRAL PiDIATRICS, Cint,

woes MRINGAL CRNISR, MIOrCAL Couxas or VIRGINIA. VIRGINIA COMMON-

S/SALM Uorsourv, Ricusomr, VA

Madame Choi:women, distinguished committee membere, and

colleagues, I west to thank you end the distinguished reeking
member, Mr. Self, for inviting me today to discuss the silky
balminess of adolescence. My ammo Ls Or. Linda Nsloy and I am a

pediatrician who cared for indlrmetedelescents and t.it abildmma
for six years La the inner city at Petersham, Virginia where the
teenage pregnancy rote wee high and manually transmitted diseases

were commonplece. At the present, 2 am an Assistant Professor of

Pediatrics at the Children's Medical center at the Medical

of Virginia where I treat indigent patients, middle oleos

my perscnal emperiences and a long review.' the problem.
and drug exposed infants. Ills obeasvations are on

Our teenagers are teeing increased riots of se:::::/

tranamitteddlameses, pressman', and arrested development as

intercourse frowner,' hal increased tram 88.81 in 1970 to 81.51 in

1088. Ibis growth is despite the increasing numbers of school

based clinics, the increased trimpumunr with whit& school districts

are promoting commies in family life sanative, and eves the

increased emphasis on °est ems.° for also kmow the apple/lime
statistics an the surge of sannally transmitted diseases. Ibis

explosion is also demi= all the time and mosey whit* well

poorly !vovi invested La school based clinics, sen edocati=1:
as= ses. Over the last tam years, a 3001 Leone= La federal
funds spent on pacer,tingseceel respoesibilitycarrempandedwith

homing. tia. II, pelvic inflammatory disease, solaria48.31 inf pregnancy. Risks how imreisma for genital

pregnancy, presets= labor, MIV, nd malignancies related to

smelly transmitted diseases.

Adolescents often become involved in seamal activities to the

neglect of studies, social shill development, and community

activities. My six yea= of working with this population brought

es face to face with ths abject social isolation-oftheavchildren.
They had no.friseds, just a =rise of sexual plirtAre. Other

tows*, toTto9 to "belenr, drifted into the basinwwe of see for

drugs increasing their medical needs.

In the face of all these risks, each adolescent aeeds a

xedical home to teeth prevention, provide medical care, and to

rapport appropriate development. A medical boss mnst supply health

instruction to the adolescent and their parents, medical care for

the acute illnesses amd chronic problems, counseling, phone advise,

and twenty four hoars a day. I believe this amortise

is found not in a clinic but Ln the ician's office sod feel

that every adolescent iionuires this care. As face the

problems of our society, the adolescent must haonfe guidance
which a pediatrician is trained and experienced to provide.

whet benefit does this early eexual activity provide to the

adolescent? I know of none. I have not hod anyone tell me of amy

nor have I reed articles even =westing that'early sexual activity

is of any benefit to the adolescent. Vet, I hove cried with the

emotionally wounded, treated the sexually transaitted diseases.
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hospitalised the pelvic inflammatory diseases, referred the
infertility and cervical cancer. Girls who thought tho young men
wbo had sex with them loved them, have come to EY office dspzssmad
and threaten suicide when he moved on. Just last Thursday, setae
SR, I treated just such a case. A month ago, a 18 year old died of
an Overdose of propeadi bemuse his girl friend ended their gemmed
relationship. As an adult, the eeneelly active te.nsg.r often
desires to conceive but cannot because of prior infect cos. In
1913, Clark tram Taranto noted that cervical tamer is 3-4 time
nere prevalent In peopl with two to five sassed partnere. lime,
motioned pain, and physical disease are the mat of premetexe,
promiscous monad activity. Tree abstinence prevents all them
problems our hundred percent of the time and alleviate such of the
subclinical and subconscious amietywhich is the basis for of the
/Adolescent behavioral problems we observe.

In a failed attempt to reduce teenage health problems, school
based clinics have developed since the 1978's. The clinics fell
short of the comprehensive requirements of the adolescent end
crests false security for many patents and teemegme. The school
hued clinite frageent the teen's Meath care because only fit of
the clinics are open as much as 48 hours a week. They do not
provide night Drumhead coverage and oaly slightly over half were

111::in tke summer. The mergemy rooms cannot reach the cl lo's
dth care provider whim their patients come tor service The

patient has no ons to call at night for question'. Oupdication of
medications and contradicuaryompiical advice &rooftop given by the
different providers. Parents are not able to help in history
giving or to help in administration of suggested therapy.

The cost for this fragmented partial care varies by location
from 37 doilare per visit to 81 dollars per visit. In comparison
pediatrician visit is 30 dollars and is comprshensive in nature.

School based clinics may limit the freedom of the teen and their
family to choose the physician who they feel would best meet their
needs. Our tax dollars could be acre effectively invested in
allowing the families to select a sore cost effective,
comprehensive pediatric office.

In 1987, the American Academy of Pediatrics published a
cautious statement regarding echoed based clinics. The AAP asked
for more reesarch to be undertaken. Only eight of the subseqoant
studies in peer review jouroals used required pre and poet
statistics in their studies. none of these studies proved that the
clinics met their goals. In Gary, Indiana, the study found no
difference between SSC and control schools in birth rates. After
reviewing Medlin,/ and Mythologic Abstracts searches on Lognenl_mag
Idqvatlon, Stout concluded in Pediatrics in 19ff, "Oni-lifid1441
apostate that the expectations of altered adolescent maned
activity, contraceptive behavior, and pregnancy ars unlikely to Imp
fulfilled by theseprograme..." In 1982, the Council on Scientific
Affairs of the AMA examined SBC's and stated, "Data are not
sufficient to support the universal establishment of school based
health program." The American Academy of Pediatric's survey of
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Numb 13*1 reweeled only one third of pediatricians supported

school based clinics.

lb reduce the incidence of semally treaseittad disease, and

the condom bee been suggested. Condoms moat be utilised

intescoesse, same seat not be ellowed to leak ewer the

cued= and the madam must be intact. Or. limas Ilkins, Met et

ogy at the University of Michigas noted that 5 - 301 et nom

latex condoms leaked water molecules which are larger the* the

Mopes, XIV, sad wart viruses. lates can cases severe

reactions, end
dCoumer asperts states that madams haws la=ns

failure rats in proventieg pregnancy. Abstinemoe will mem no

transmission and the promotive of interceurse within marriage will

create heal" role models. In Planned Parenthood, thetneg
1000, Howard and *Cabe showed that s

fieragle000 ;meccas are firs tame less likely to sagege

in intercourse than mama group.

Our adolescents face inerustag health chaileages which

require cregaeheasive coodical care. We need to assure them *oars

to health cue providere who can meet those needs and furnish
currant medical and comeseling informstion to eld them in their

crpeelopuent to abalthood. This kind of care can be found in a

pediatrician's office. It cannot be found in a school based

clinic. Our success should not be measured by the increase la
sales of later condoms, but rather in the increased numbers et

abstinent youth, healthy and fully engaged in the reel joy, of

adolescent experiences.
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Chairwoman SOHIROZMIR. Thank you very much.
I am going to yield to my . colleague, Congressman

Johnson, for questiom
First of all, he has been in here admiring the art in this room,and we picked this room on purpose because this is all paid forwith limey. I knew you would be thrilled.
But 01 has this wonderful art in the Pentagon prram. It isvery ti. and when people talk about how there Is no waste inthe Government I always think that this is a good room to

have roPso-.ngs in. It may be art, but I have yet to see it
So I think he hit the nail right on the head. He immediately sent

me a note "I think I know why you picked this room."Anyway, .! is yours, Congressman.
Mr. Annesom. Thank you.
One ri the things that I am struggling with as I listen to this

positive discussion from the panelists here today is what weto be doing. There are sone disagreements, but all of them
come down to reconmendations that I suspect would involve amuch greater financial commitment than, frankly, we are going to
see. You know it., and I know it; And it isn't necessarily the way it

So be. In fact, it isn't the way it ought to be, but it is a great

so we have panelists, some suggesting that, I believe, that
virtually every at-risk teenager ought to be in some comprehensive
program involving at loot 15 different sessions with reconmenda-
tions, perhaps, of demonstration projects starting out But, obvious-
ly, you would have to go far beyond demo:ignition projects. They
don't do a great deal other than to help us understand things a
little better. And they don't actually deliver the services to thegreat numbers of s 'le who need those service&

On the other I I we have Dr. lad= suggesting that none of
those work anyway, and that every ought to have
comprehensive care from a pediatrician, whicheenze:o.f us would like
to see, but., frankly, the likelihood of that occurring also seems to
me to be very unlikely, given, if nothing else, the financial chal-
lenge that we face.

Let me ask Dr. MeloyI would agree with you that abstinence is
clearly the best alternative for everyone. But from a pemwtive of

with these young people who have enormous pilems, pay-
.. ..: psychiatric, as well as physical, do you have any recom-... tionsif we closed down th%4 school based clinics, what deliv-

ery mechanism is there to provide alternative services and health
care to these people? I guess I am grasping for how do you provide

ve health care, given the fact that we have a very
system of school-based clinks that is not as broad spread as

perhaps we need it to be.
Dr. Mom. I think we have some programs already in place,

when we look at it from a pediatrician'ti point of view. 'We are mi-munfring children prior to school. We have public health clin-
ics to take care of the children from ages birth until five. I think
that is a great platform to begin with, to begin our teaching there,
to talk to the children as we talk about healthy habits. To use that
firm basis that you already have in place through public health
and through pediatricians' offices. To build from their education, as

5 5
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networkscommunitrbased _ And when incentives are
for that collaboration 4 teragency network, rather than

one agency mounting a great benefits occur. And I
think when the %Wing starts way that you can begin to
see com = = care in a . manner.

Mr. : Thank you. I know that all the Members of this
committee share a very intense level of frustration knowing that
our financial resources are not what we would like to see them or
what ought to be, in my view, such a high priority. We know that
we are sacMled with some very difficult priority-making decisions
here, relative to where we use the limited clollars we have.

Are we going to use more dollars in this area? If we do, it means
less dollars for child care, for Head Start, preschool inoculation,
for enhancement e:d* school pngrams, for nutrition programs. These
are allthese are all tradeoffs to some ckgree or another, tradeoffs
that we doll like to make, but which we are ccmfronted with as of

t now.
t nonetheless, we need to expand the pie that is available for

children, for families, for youth and we aim need to be evaluating
with your assistance mechanisms to make better use of the dollars
we have so that we use them in ways that do, in fact, have a real
live consequence for these young people, and I appreciate your tes-
timony here today. I think it does contribute to that very much-
needed

I yield back to the Chairman.
SCHROZDER. Thank you very, very much.

Dr. Rotheram-Borus, another study I had heard about that was

:yegdeisconcerting
was that occasionally when young people of the

age were tested HIV positive, often their first instinct was
to see how many more people tiny could infect. It was a real anger.
Have you seen any of those?

Dr. m-Boaus. I have not seen those data. I know that re-
cently in New Orleans Judith Rabkin and Robert Remien present-
ed data indicating that persons infected with AIDS, three years
later, are still very angry.

In our own study, we asked what would you do if you came up
HIV -;tive? And we found that a substantial portion of youth
said would take everybody they could with them. There is a
real gap, however between what youth say they will do and what
they actually do. I think I would be concerned that these data are
further used to stereotype youth.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. SUM.
Dr. Rornzawm-Boaus. Because I think there is a real gap be-

tween what they say they are going to do and what they are going
to do. We fmd that in every area of adolescence. And I think that
it calls for the need of some prospective studies of youths' re-
sponges to HIV testing.

Again, I am not advocating for the CDC, but they just recently
put a call for proposals for such studiesI think came out in
Pilayso that such studies are being initiated. But we have no data
on that so far.

Chairwoman Sotaornea. Dr. Gardner, I have many members of
my family who are doctors in rural areas of middle America, and
they are now saying for the first time they are seeing all sorts of

5-7
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AIM; patients in their hospital% that rning people left these small
towns and got AIDS and are coming home to die. And they are
very =awned that rural America thinks that they are immune
frum this and the are not making adequate preparations.

I think you were 4 JO of mentioning that nobody is really
exempt, and that is the

Mr. Gamut% Absolutely. This is a tremendously mobile society
now. People are constantly circulating in and out of the cities, and
there are high levels of sexually transmitted diseases in various
rural places. And these things provide heightened At& for HIV in-
fections.

I think that the point you just raised has got to be considered
when you try o think about the dollars that it is going to cost, if I
could scat of turn the question a little bit to address Representative
Johnson's point.

For me, the most vivid example would be some gay kids in San
Francisco that have been studied recently. Researchers at the
Center for AIDS Prevention Studies in San Francisco studied a
small sample of gay kids found in places where young gay males
tend to "'"?' ". They found in the 17- to 19-year-old group that
43 percent of A, e` kids reported an unprotected act of anal inter-
course in the last 60 days. Again, there is an issue of stereotyping:
this is a small group, as Dr. Ratheram-Borus pointed out. In that
sample there was 12 percent HIV seroprevalence, so this is a group
that has a high likelihood cf producing many AIM cases in the
next few years. The cost c." an AIDS case is astronomical. It does
not save money to neglect the needs of those kids and not to give
them individualized attention.

I am sure you grasp that, but I don't think that is widely under-
stood that there are concentrated groups who engage in high levels
of risky activity and are likely to produce many infections at an
enormous cost..

Chairwoman Scsmozoot. Good point.
Dr. Meloy, I want to make sure, I think I understood it, but I

want to make sure everybody understands. I think everybody
would agree abstinence is obviously the best protection. But you
are certainly not saying that because condoms could cause allergic
reactions, because kids don't abstain, they shouldn't use condoms?

Dr. MELOY. That is not whai. I am saying at all. But I think it is
important that something that is being handed out as frequently
through our health departments and programs like this, that
people understand the risk even of that. And I think that is an im-
portant,

Chairwoman Smug:num& That it is not risk free.
Dr. Mzwy. That nothing is risk free in this world. There is a re-

sponsibility with all our actions, and when we are talking to people
we want to talk to them about the ideal.

I think it is important that we get the ideal across. When we
settle for second best, that we make sure people understand what
second best is.

Chairwoman SCHROEDES. Absolutely. No, I have no problem with
that. I want to make sure people didn't hear it. thatthe other
way.
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Secondly, I gum I think that your points are excellentit would
be nice if kids had this rel-tionship with pediatricians, but I know
Children's Hospital in Denver fronid that across all income levels,
there is a certain age when children wouldn't go to pediatricians
anYmere, they were too cool. And they were the ones leading the
school-based healith clinics and found it was picking up all sorts of
people in all income categories, that tlxiy had really just fallen out-
side of the health care area.

So I wish you would take a survey. They have worked very hard
on this and found that you just didn't get these kids. You have to
do a whole newmaybe you need to have pediatricians that only
desl with adolescents, but they don't go to see the baby doctor.

There is a real stigma among adolescents to go to a baby doctor
to talk about your new grown-up problem. Maybe you don't see
that in Virginia, but we certainly see that in CAilorado.

Dr. MELOy. You are talking abmit the stereotype of the pediatri-
cian.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. But the kids have it.
Dr. MELOy. Some of the kids have it. All the programs in the

United States now have a certain porLon of pediatric training that
is in adolescent medicir. ta. We have a separate portion of the Amer-
ican Academy of Pediatrics that deals with adolescents, looks into
their problems, oft t if; a davelopmental issue. Adolescence is a
developmental st..ge. just like the stages we take the other children
through.

More and more pediatricians are continuing to take care of their
adolescents in their offices. The offices have changed and are con-
tinuing to change, as you will notice a lot in the decor. I think that
is an important thing, to have someone who is trained in pediat-
rics, and the boards for adolescent medicine are making that train-
ing even more specific, so the pediatrician has spent that time with
adolescents. They are a very enjoyable population to work with.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Some are. I am not sure that they all
are. But I guess I would just say in the interim, there are many
communities where I have seen the only way you pick up those
kids is the school-based clinic.

Maybe as we catch up on this it is different, but we are seeing
fewer and fever 1,..idiatricians willing to take Medicaid patients.
We see pediatricians being busier and busier. I think someone told
me, I don't know if it is true, that they have the lowest incidence of
suicide because they are too busy to contemplate it. Their being
able to sit down and confer with kids makes it very hard to do.

They are also lesser paid among medical professionals because
they don't deal so much with high tech, they deal with human
beings. And unfortunately, I think they have their rate scale
upside down.

But this committee has done a lot of work with the American
Academy of Pediatrics. We have got a lot to do before we really
deal with all the stereotype% all the issues, and everything out
there, and in the interim, one of the biggest problems I think we
have had with school-based clinics is that they haven'tcommurii-
Ues want to put restrictions on what they can talk about rather
than allow them to be a resource for the kris. And I think that you
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would agree that the school-based clinics should not have restric-
tions, they shouldn't have gag rules on them.

Dr. BIELoy. I think as long as they are providing restricted care, I
don't know that restrictions are bad for them. They are not provid-
ing 24-hour-a-day care. They are leaving that to emergency rooms
that are much more costly, for adolescents and children with week-
end coverage.

I think if a rapport has been built up with the child, the pediatri-
cian can still take that counseling time It is one of the thingswe
are so poorly paid because a lot of our visits take a lot longer. Be-
cause it takes a long time to talk to a teenagerwhen you have
just told them they have gonorrhea and you have to spend a lot of
time listening to them, talking about what the implications are
within their family.

So you are right that we are low paid, because we have to take
that time. The stereotyping is that there are a lot of young pedia-
tricians coming out of programs that would love to take care of
those adolescents, and a lot of the problem is reimbursement.
Where you are saying it is hard for these children to find care. I
think it is something that seriously needs to be looked into. Some-
one who has gone through an adolescent fellowship and tyaining is
inaccessible to the child because of fmances.

I think that is an issue we really need to look to because a lot of
these teenagers don't have access to any kind of coverage to help
them get the care that they need.

Chairwoman Samaras. I think that is true, but I think we put
the trained pediatricians in the school-based clinics in Denver. You
can work a lot of those things out. And having used pediatricians
when my kids were little, I can't ever remembernothing ever
happened before the office closed. It was always at night, and the
first thing was, take them to the emergency ward.

We ought to work towards those kinds of The school-
based clinics tend to be one place where it is a comfort zone,
because at least it is zumessible. But we will keep looking at it. And
I wish you would look at the Children's Hospital in Denver.

Dr. Kolbe, you said the survey data allowed you to determine
whether risky behaviors are correlated. Are they?

Dr. Mum. We have data from other studies that suggest that
they are. We currently are in the process of analyzing data from
the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System to understand the
extent to which various risk behaviors are associated.

Chairwoman SCHROZDRIL So you are looking at that and we may
be able to get more precise information?

Dr. Km& That is one of the reasons we developed that surveil-
lance system the way we did. As I indicated in my testimony, we
would be able, for example, to assess the extent to which kids who
engage in sexual behaviors (that result in MV infection and STDs
aM unintended pregnancy) also engage in alcohol and drug use,
risky driving behaviors, and in violence.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. So if we can find the correlation among
these different risky behaviors when you finish all of this, then
that ought to really help us in designing prevention programs,
wouldn't you say?
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Dr. Kam. We think so. As I indicated in my testimony and per-
haps in some respceise to CAmgressman Johnson's question about
the budgetary implications of prevention programs, we suspect; that
the most efficient way of reducing many of these risk behaviors is
not through a haphazard -ne-week course in the 12th grade on
HIV preventkm, and a three-day course in the 10th grade on drug
abuse prevention, and a two-day course in the 9th grade on drink-
ing and driving.

We think that what our society has come to understand in the
past several decades about health ought to be given to our children
in a very systematic, complete way, as part of their education, be-
ginning in kindergarten and continuing all the way through the
12th grade.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I think that is very, very important.,
and comprehensive. We have a lot more questions, and I don't
want to take too much more time, so what I will do is announce to
everybody now, the record is going to be open for two weeks, so if
you think of more things you want to add or people want to submit
things, I would be more than happy to do it.

Let me yield now to :4 ...:ttl Riggs.
Mr. %Gm Thank you, ,. Chair.
Good morning. I apologize for being a little late. I was in the

hopes of bringing my older son to hear this testimony, who is 16,
but he was more interested in working in the office and sort of

as my rsonal page for the month of June. Because I have
:c 12

pe
family connection, you might say, to the subject matter, I am

very interested to hear the testimony presented by our witnesses
this morning.

I recollect back to my days as a member and school board presi-
dent in my home community for five years, and we had a so-called
family life or family planning course. It was a standard part of the
curriculum offered in the ?th grade. And I was interested in hear-
ing Mr. Kolbe's testimony about the importance of educating our
young people beginning in, I guess, the earliest school grade and
continuing on through their educational career, their secondary
years.

Have you done any surveys to know how many public school dis-
texts in America offer some port of educational and preventive pro-
grams with respect to this whole subject area?

In other words, let me just phrase that a slightly different way.
How many school districts acknowledge the importance of impart-
ing at least basic information to students and what grade span does
that educational program cover?

Dr. KOLBE. We do have data about the extent to which the na-
tion's 100,000 schools, are providing education about HIV preven-
tion at various grade levels. About 66 percent of the nation's school
districts require HIV education, as of the last survey.

Mr. Rims. May I interrupt for just a moment, Doctor? Is this
part of a broader curriculum?

Dr. KoLsz. No, not necessarily.
Mr. RIGGS. SO it is only focused on HIV causal behavior?
Dr. KoLsz. We don't know how many school districts support sex

education, nor do we know precisely how many school distncts rec-
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ommend or support a more comprehensive school education pro-
gram.

Mr. Rums. I thought one of the interesting thinp about our ex-
perience, Dr. Meloy, not only as a school board member but as a
parent, was that wheal this course was offered in the 7th grade to
my older eon, parents were required to attend an oriented= of
sorts, an overview seminar, if you will, before the muse was of-
fered in the school. As I recall, it was (Mired in the latter part of
the schocd years, shall we say, the second semester of tlxi second
greet.

How imant is it in terms of perhaps preventing adolescent
at-risk bvior to involve the parents or the family unit as a
whole?

Dr. MELOT. I think it is of paramount importance, because the
parents are the role models that the children see day in and day
out- I think any cooperation that we have in the team between the
schools, the parents, and the adolescents is wonderful because it
supports the same message at home. Because as we were saying, it
is not just a one-shot deal. It is something that needs to be rein-
forced at various times.

Adolescents and teimagers all have periods which are critical
learning periabi. The school has part of that time period, while a
teenager Is at school. The parent has another part of that. I think
we wed to work together as a team so when the child is ready to
learn, in whatever location they may find themselves in, with their

ta, with their teachers, with t .ri pediatricians, that that in-
can be given because we want to help this child's total

it takes total involvementthe home, the school, and the
medical professionto work together towards helping the children
make healthy choices.

Mr. Rms. So you include the pediatrician as part of that team,
if you will, and there has to be a compact, if you will, between the
youth, parents, and the 'Pediatrician?

Dr. Maim. I think that is very helpful. I have helped various
schools with the course,' they have needed, helped with qua draft-
ing and doing some of the on-site teaching work. Questions and
answer time is basically what I have done, and a lot of the pediatri-
cians in our community serve the school boards in that way, to
help support the teachers with information, resource information,
and to go to the school to answer any of the questions the teens
may have.

Mr. Rims. One of the things I was struck by when we went
through this as a family was how clinical the approach was to im-
parting the information, both to youths and thethe 7th grade
youths participating in the program, as well as the program.

That is to say, the information was of a very technical and medi-
cal nature. It d.Wt talk at all about the development of values or
how it might relate to the standardly accepted morals of our socie-
ty.

I was very, very struck by that, and wondered if in part that was
because of the leeriness on the part of school officials to cross that
line or perhaw, you know, it would blur the church-state separa-
tion, if you will.

t'l
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Is thin-a a way, or is there a role in your mind to include values
training ns part of an overall larger curriculum that also deals
with fairily planning and all these various at risk, very sexual
practicss that might put a significant segment of our adolescents at

Mr. Gwanisza. Can I address that, Congressman?
In a book a number of us put together on this topic last year, one

of the chapters was on precisely this point. A colleague of mine, Dr.
Catherine Lewis, reviewed a number 4:if comprehensive school-based
programs where values training was an essential piece of what was
going on. These were nonjudgmental values. These were values
that did not try to isolate certain people as wrong or needing to be
stigmatized or isolated. These were values that stressed the impor-
tance of conidderation fcr other people and the importance of con-
sideration for one's own health.

I strongly believe that we should implement values-based train-
ing on those princi - from an early age. As Dr. Kolbe said, it is
essential to have I '4. start at the t of the educational
process and continue the way The values should incor-
porate a responsible care for the community, that is, train-
ing kids to care about the environment that they are in, and to
care about how well everyone is in that environment. You
can find really impressive results, y glowing schools that do do
a good job. You can't prevent risk taking completely in adolescents,
but I think there is promising evidence that you can accomplish
important things.

But I want to stress that you can't use values to isolate people.
Because if you do that, you will put them in a position where tlwy
can't approach a pediatrician, where they can't make those con-
tacts with adults that they need in order to get the kinds of things
that Dr. Meloy is talkin about. If a kid is afraid to talk about who
they are sexually with fir parents or with other members of the
community, then you have left them on their own, and they are
going to have to make these choices entirely for themselves, and I
think we all agree that they are not going to be able to do it as
well as they could in the context of supportive holt. from adults.

Mr. Rms. Thank you, Dr. Gardner.
I had one other thing to add, particularly for my two distin-

guished colleagues on the panel. I was home a couple of weeks ago
actually driving up to the northern Rrt of my district. I was listen-
ing to my local radio broadcast, and I caught the newscast talking
about a raging controvem in a K-12 school district, and the con-
troversy there had ensuW between a very vocal parent group and
the school board on whether or not to allow condoms to be dis-
pensed at a prom. When I heard the word "prom," I immediately
thought, well, certainly senior prom. I just about ran off the road
when I heard they were talking about sophomore class prom.

I did a little research and what is most disturbing about this inci-
dent is that there isn't a comprehensive curriculum, comprehensive
course as part of' the standard curriculum offering in that school
district which would also include values training and information
as part of that education, prevention.

When I say "values training," I am not talking about necessarily
any kind of life-style judgments. But I am talking about promoting
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abstinence as a viable choice. I am talking about
idea ri revecting azul caring fir, your sexual partner and
very selective about that sort of bathavior.

I dinet think you can have the oneI think it sends a very con-
fused meanie to our you:* sn. to hear adults debating; whether
or not to allow condoms to at smhomore claw won
without the sufficient laid in advance to inform
031! Young Pogo aboui their other and their ability, and I
think we haveall of us have a concomitant IlPi

fully as responsble adults, to impart to our yrnang people 1 `

or methods cm how to deal with the very issue of reeisting=
pressure and the slaty to be able to say "no" under the
circumstances, sometimes when you eee other at-risk behavior,
which =granites to sexually at-risk behavicw, drug use or ramp-
ant alcokal use, which we are told ismaybe we will hear some-
thing about it over the next two daysmore and more prevalent
among our young people.

I want to relate'taat Wall Street key t., if you will, from
home, and the fact that I think this is a ---. . important subject
atml one where we have a lot more work to do in terms of truly
preparing our people to take their place in society as
mature, _ adults.

Chairman Scummes. Thank you.
arre7Wolf.

anowThank you. I am sorry I was not here. I was a speaker
at a naturalixaticm certsnony in " district I could nct be here.

I do not have questions as I . It read your statements, and
therefore that not be appropriate. But perhaps I will submit
several for the record.

Dr. Gardner, how many children do you have?
Mr. Gomm I have two.
Mr. Wcair. I have five.
You said nonjudgmatal values. What are nonjudgmental

valued?
You really ought to explain that nonjudgmental values equals no

values.
Mr. GARDNER. That is an interesting point I am sure that I

was
Mr. Wow. Do you believe there are some things that are right

and some that are wrong? Are there not some things that
are eternally _4 and eternally wrong?

Mr. GARDNER. That is actually m,y pereonal view.
Mr. Wow. If you believe that, then oug;ht you not say that? I

mean, what kind of message are you sending? I just spoke to a
graduating classIf I just got up and said to these people, as you
go out in life, there are nonjudgmental values, they would ask
what do you believe in?

Mr. GAanstin. Let mo
Mr. Wow. You really have to cUrify that
Mr. (Item= Yes. Thank you. What I wanted to say is that

there are young people who have identified themselves as 14omosex-
uals, for example. I do not think it is helpful for them to be told
that there is something wrong or evil or to be regretted about that
choice.
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I had in mind a particular set of judgments that I hear frequent-
ly made in these contest& I certainly agree with you entirely that
the notion of nonjudgmental values in general is ridiculous. Of
course, values involve judgments. I tried Tin my comment to make
clear the kind of ,.: .ta that are important.

The kind of ts I think that are counterproductive are la-
beling : styles as thtviant or not discussable. That is
really what I meant, sir. And it is clear to me that I should be
more straightforward and clear that that is exactly what I meant.

Mr. Wou. Well, I won't have a lot of questions, because again, as
I say, I don't know what you have all said, so that would not be
appropriate. I will have some questions for the record.

t me just say that I believe there are things that are right and
I believe there are things that are wrong. I believe with young
people, you clearly have to state what you believe is right aM what
you bW4,v. is wrong. If you are wishy-washy, you provide no stand-
ards that people can go by.

If I were in this community that Congressman Riggs were in and
somebody were to ask, is it appropriate to dispense condoms at the
senior prom, not to mention the sophomore prom, I would say it is
WTORg.

Would you agree that it is wrong?
Mr. GARDNER. No, I would not at all agree with that.
Mr. Wm:. Well, then, I can see we don't have a lot in common.
Do you agree it is wrong to distribute condoms at the senior

prom, Dr. Kolbe? Let's take the senior and the sophomore prom. At
the sophomore prom, would you, and at the senior prom, would
you?

Dr. Koun. I think Mr. put his finger on it. The more im-
portant thing to do is to provi education.

Mr. WOLF. Exactly. But don't you think it would send the wrong
message to distribute condoms at the sophomore and the senior
prom?

Dr. KoLex. I think we consistently need to tell our young people
very clearly, those in high school, dmt there are numerous public
health reasons why they should not engage in sexual intercourse.

Mr. WOLF. And other reasons, too. As a parent, if I knew that
kids of mine were going to a prom where people in responsible
leadership positions were going to distribute condoms for example.

Dr. Kolbe, I assume you do not believe it is appropriate.
I am not going to go down the panel. I want to go back to Dr.

Gardner, but he apparently thinks it is okay. Reasonable men and
women would disagree on issues, but there are certain things
where you have to say this is right and this is wrong. Clearly,
something like condoms at the senior class prom as well as the
sophomore class prom would be wrong.

Again, thank you very much for taking the time.
If the Chair permits, we will just submit questions for the record.

arI do apologize for not beim here.
nvoman SCHROEDER. Let me thank the distinguished panel

and we appreciate that, and announce again that the record will be
open for two weeks.

Let me call the second panel up to the table this morning.
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First, we have Lenore Zedosky, who is the Assistant Director of
the aim of Educational Su Services in the West Virginia De-

t of Education, in v. . accompanied by Rae men
the National Teacher of the Year, from Pointe, West Vir-

ginia; Dorothy Wodraska, who is tie Assistant Director of Project
I-STAR in Indianapolis, Indiana; Jose Duran, the Executive Direc-
tor of HOPE in Bostmi, Massachusettig and Kathleen Sullivan, who
is the Director of Project Respect in Illinois.

We are very, very happy to have all of you here with us this
morning, and the rules are the same. We will put your testimony
in the record, and then you may summarise however you may like.

Let's start with you, I4nore.

STATEMENT OF LENORE ZEDOSKY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES. WEST VIRGIN-
IA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, CHARLESTON, WV
Ms. ZEMMOL Thank you for this opportunity to present testimo-

ny regarding comprehensive school health initiatives that are
making a difference for children in West Virginia.

I am here today representing the West Virginia Department of
Education and the West Virginia School Health Committee which
has been appointed by Governor Caperton to be a catalyst in
moving us forward in an initiative that will make a significant dif-
ference in the health status of our children and eventually of our
entire population.

West Virginia statistics about child well-being are alarming. One
in two babies is born into poverty; one in six babies is born to a
teen mother. Children die from causes that are preventable: acci-
dente, homicides, suicides, and low birthweight Forty-seven of the
55 counties in West Virginia are designated as medically under-
served areas. Mortality rates are 19 percent higher than the na-
tional average.

In the spring of 1990 the Department of Education conducted a
youth risk behavior survey among our ninth through twelfth grade
students that gave us even more alarming data. Our students are
engaging in multiple risk behaviors such as riding in autombiles
with in 'viduals who have been drinking, drinking and driving
themselves, and engaging in unprotected sexual activity. Twenty-
three percent reported they already had had as many as four sex
partners. All of our children are at risk.

West Virginia is taking the lead in addressing the health prob-
lems of its citizens by initiating so141 proactive steps to do some-
thing about escalating health care costs which last year totaled
more than the entire State budget.

In the summer of 1990, Governor Gaston Caperton appointed a
25-member school health task force comprised of leaders in busi-
ness, education, government, health care, and the community. This
task force studied issues surrounding school health and published a

teetting report that shows a commitment to change that
unique in this country.
In 1990, the West Virginia legislature created a cabinet on chil-

dren and families whicii is chaired by Governor Caperton and
brings together State agency leaders to oversee delivery of compre-
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hensive services to children and families including the elimination
of barriers that prevent access to these services. Business, govern-
ment, education and the public are committed to our initiative.

Mr. C.E. Compton, a businessman in West Virginia, cares about
his fellow citizens. For over 25 years he has envisioned a healthy
State through the development of school programs which teach
children to be healthy. This individual funded a successful model

in Harrison County schools that reaches MOO students
UhrtiaTreceived numerous &ate and national awards.

He encouraged the Governor to appoint the task force on school
health and has met with various political leaders over the last 25
years trying to implant the vision for a healthier citizenry via de-
velopment of health programs in school settings.

Maybe if I paint you a picture of how a school that has a compre-
hensive health program in place would look for a student, you will
have a better understanding of our vision for West Virginia.

As Johnny and Mary arrive at school for the first day to begin
kinderten they will already have had complete health apprais-
als aM physical fitness examinations. Information related to their
health status will have been shared with the school by the commu-
nity health provider and their Head Start or preschool program.

If the diild has a health problem, the school nurse will have
written an educationally-relevant health care plan. Within the
classroom, they will be learning to read, write and do other basic
skills. In addition, they will have a health education program. The
basics will reinforce what they are learning in health.

For example, as they an learning computer skills, they enter
their own health data: height, weight, perhaps what they had for
lunch, to determine if their nutritional needs have been met. The
school cafeteria serves lunches that meet the dietary guidelines for
the Nation.

As they move through their school years, a counselor and a
school nurse will periodically assess John's and Mary's needs. They
participate in student assistance programs as well as peer helping
programs which are an integral part of the school program. The
school environment is physically safe and socially and emotionally
nurturing.

The physical education program is an integral part of the educa-
tional day as children learn and practice lifetime fitness activities.
Students will be competing with themselves to improve their own
physical fitness and health status.

Report cards relate fitness status and provide a prescription for
improvement. Teachers participate in wellness programs. The
school building belongs to the community and houses aerobic class-
es, cooking demonstrations and health centers.

Comprehensive health teaches children about the importance of
their own health, the meaning of self image, the deindopment of
good self-esteem and self-efficacy and how Food decisions can be
made which will better equip them to deal with peer pressures and
the conflicting messages they receive from a changing society.
School health programs help children set goals for themselves as
an integral part of the effort t,1 improve education outcomes for
every child.
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One area of particular emphasis in the adolescent health educa-
tion program is to empower youth by teaching them the skills
needed to live effectively with each other in the world. Children
find the relationships and influences of their peers so much more
significant as they move into adolescence. It is very difficult to say
no to friends, especially a beet friend and boyfriend or
Young children are not tauAt how to say no; they are not even
given permission to say no. Mir programs emphasize skill building
in this area.

As students become more responsible for their own health and
well-being, they must have Mew to health services that comple-
ment the th education program. Health centers will be located
in schools to provide 've, comprehensive services for stu-
dents of all ages.

I want to emphasize the importance of the program beginning at
the community level. To be effective, wellness and disease preven-
tion prog-ams must be conducted in partnership with parents and
the community.

Communities must design their own programs based on strengths
and priorities for their students. The community's economic devel-

ent will be enhanced by school-community business partner-
pe. School programs will be closely integrated with the existing

service structure and social organization of the community.
Such school-community collaboration has several benefits. It en-

hances opportunities for information exchange and social support
among school and community members. It facilitates community
ownership of both the comprehensive school health program and
the community-based health promotion program. It allows for
health problem-, to be addresseci within the context in which 'hey
exist. It provides a forum for the institutionalization of disease pre-
vention and health promotion initiatives within a community and
thus within its schools.

West Virginia has received valuable technical assistance from
federal agencies, primarily the Centers for Disease Control which
assisted us in finding fiscal resources as well as helping us learn
about the most effective programs based on research and evalua-
tion.

In addition, we have been fortunate enough to receive grants
from the U.S. Department of Education, the Council of Chief State
School Officers and the National Health/Education Consortium,
and we have had technical assistance and funding directed to us by
becoming a "Code Blue" State as designated by the National Asso-
ciation of State Boards of Education and the American Medical As-
sociation.

Assessment and evaluation of our clmprehensive school health
initative will be extensive. All areas of the project will be evaluat-
ed including teacher training, student outcomes, health and physi-
cal fitness indicators and behaviors, teacher wellness indicators,
successful policy implementation, utilization of health centers,
parent perceptions, and community involvement.

The years ahtad present our 'State with a rare combination of
challenges and opportunities. There are powerful solutions to the
problems at hand. Communities, businesses and individuab will all
benefit from these collaborative efforts. Healthy young people will
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become better educated, more productive and be far less likely to
need premature, costly health and social services.

We have charted the eourse for a healthier future in West Viz,-
ginla This course will not be easy. Solutions to the health prob.
lems facing our your* people today will require the combined com-
mitnent, time and energies government, schools, businesses and
individuals. Yet, meeting these challenges and overcoming them is
the only sound means to ensure a brighter, healthier future for our
State and our Nation.

Madam Chairwoman, I have some written testimony I would also
like to submit, including a letter from Governor Gaston Caperton,
reinforcing the importance of our endeavor in West Virginia.

Chairwoman &mows& Without objection, we thank you very
much and we move to our next witness.

[Prepared statement of Leonore Zedosky follows]
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PRIM= STAMM= or Loam EMMY, AssurrmrT Donerox, Om= or
Roue...Timm, SUPPORT Seaviczo, Warr %risotto,. Dirm: Two Or EDUCATION.
Commeorm, WV

Medium Chairmomem. members. thenk yes for tkis cmgertueity te premed
mettmeme regarding ceeprebeftive school teelth Latinism that are mehimg a
difference fee chalices im hest Virgisia. I am here today reprasietus. tam
Vast Virginia Degestftet of Sdecetiem amd the ftet Virginia Scheel Health
Oftmittee which has been appointed by Oevermer Caperton to be catalyst ia
moving es forward la am initiative that will asks a significant differed= im
the health seam ef emr children amd eventually of oer attire pepulaties.

Viet Virginia statistics 'lout child well-beimg are alarming. Ome in tV0
Wades is bees tete ptty one im six babies is bora to a teem mother.
Childrem die free causes thet ere prevemtable: accidents. teedeidee.

suicides. and low birth weight. Party-seem of the fifty-five counties t.
lest Virginia are designated as medically umderserved areas. Mortality razes

are 199 higher than the animal average.

Its the spring of 1990 the Department of Ululation conducted a South Sisk
lishevior Survey amomg oar 9th through 12th grads students that gave us even

more alarming data. Our stislants are engaging in multiple risk behaviors such

se tiding in autemobiles wl s individuals mho have bees drifting. drinking and

driving themselves. and enveging in =protected sexual activity; 276 reported
they already had had as eany es four sex partners. Bil of our children are at

risk.

Vest Virginia is taking the lead in addressing the health problems of its
citizens by initiating solid proactive steps to do &MR escalating
health care costs which last year totaled more than the entire state budget.

in the sumer of 1990 governor Daimon Caperton appointed twenty-five member

Ilchool Health Task force =wised of leaders In business. educstion.

government. health care. and the community. Ihie Task Force studied issues
surrounding school health and published is precedent setting repose that show

a comitnent to change that ia unique in this country. in 1990. the Vest

Virginia legislature created Cabinet on Children and Families which is

chaired by Gtvernor Caperton and brings together state frpncy leaders to

ewers.* delivery of =apprehensive services to children mil families including
the elimination of barriers that prevent access to these services. Business.

goverment. education and the public are committed to our initiative.

Mr. C. E. Compton. a businessman. cares about his fellow citizens. Per ever

twenty-five years he has envisioned healthy state through the develosment of
school programs which mach children to be healthy. This individual funded a
successful model school health program in Harrison county schools that reaches

3000 students and has received numerous state and national awards. ft
emcouraged the Governor to appoint the Task Force on school Health and has met

with varietal political leaders over the last rwenty-five years trytng to

implant the vision for a healthier citizenry via developmont of health

programs in school settings.
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emits if I paint you picture of hew a school that has aceprenensive health
pregram in place wouli look Om 4 student. yew will have better
understandinc et our raids in Vest Virginia. As Johnny ants Nary arrive at
school for the first day to begin kindergarten tkey will already have had
complete health appraisals end physical fitness 4114111104t1044. Inforustion
related to their health tatus will ham been shared with the school by the
=malty health provider and their Need Start or preschool program. If the
Child hes health problem, the school nurse will have written an
educationally relevant bealth caro plan. Within the classroom, tkey will be
learning to read. write and do other basic skills. In addition. they will
hems health education program. lhe basics will reinforce what they're
learning in health. As they're learning cosputer skills they enter teals own
health data: height. weight, perhaps what they had for lunch. to determine if
their nutritional needs have been met. lbe school cafeteria serves Imam
that meet the Dietary guidelines for the motion.

As they mows threugh their school years. counselor sad school nurse will
periodically assess Jahn and Nery's needs. They participate in student
assistance program as well ar peer helping programs which are an integral
part of the school program. The school environment is physically safe and
socially and emotionally nurturing.

The physical alumnae program is an integral part of the educational day as
childree learn and practice lifetime fitness activities. Students will be
competieg with themselves to improve physical fitness and health status.
Newt cards relate fitness statue mid provide prescription for
illitiWIMIN4t. Teachers participate in wellness programs. The school building
belongs to the commit,/ and houses erobic classes cooking demonstrations
and health cesium

onmprebensive health teaches Iltildren about the importance of their own
health. the meaning of self isage. the develegment of good self esteem and
self efficacy and how good decisions can be amide whicb will better equip then
to deal with peer presets's* sad the conflicting messages from clanging
society. Schee' health programs help children sat goals foe themselves es an
integral part of the effort to improve education outvomes for every child.

One area of particular emphasis in the adolescent health education program is
to empower youth by teaching then the skills needed to live effectively with
each other in the world. Children find the relatiamthips and influences of
their peers so much Imre significant as they move into adolescence. It's very
difficult to say no to friends. especially best friend and boyfriend or
girlfriend. Young children MO not taught how to say no: they ere not even
given permission v3 say no. Our programs emphasise skill building in this

As students become more responsible for their tun health and well being they
lust have access to health services that complement the health education
program. Health centers will be located in schools to provide cast effective,
comprehensive services for students of all ages.

I want to emphasise the importance of the program beginning at the community
level. To be ffective. wellness and disease prevention programs must be
conducted in partnership mitts parents and the community. communities must
design their ma programs based on strengths and priorities for their
students. The community's economic development will be enhanced by school.
community business partnerships. School program will be closely integrated
with the existing service structure and social organization of the community.

7 1.
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Such scnool-community collaboration has several benefits:

It mamma opportunities fee information exchange and social

support mammy school amd community msubers.

It facilitates community ownersaip of both tbo cumgwehensive school

health program and the commity-based health promotion program.

It allows for health problem to be addreesed within the contest in

which they exist.

It provides a forum fox the institutionalisation of diamase

prevention and health promotion initiatives within a community and

thus within its schools.

Whet Virginia has received valuable technical assistance from federal

agencies. primarily The Centers for Disease Control which assisted um in

finding fiscal rescerces es well as helping us learn about the meet effective

programs based on research sod evaluation. In addition. we have boon
fortunate enough to receive grants from the U. S. Department of education.

the Couocil of Chief State School Officers end ths National Health/education

Consortium. and we have had technical assistance ami funding directed to us by

becoming a 'Code Slum' state as designated by the National hssociation of

State Kurds of Unmet= and Lim American Medical Aesaciation.

Assessment end evaluation (4 our comprehensive school health initiative will

he ostensive. Ail alias of the project will be evalusted including teafter

training. student outcomes. health and physical fitness indicators and

behaviors. teacher wellness indicators. successful policy implementation.

utilisation of health centers. dietary habits. parent perceptions. snd

community involvement.

To our knowledge. no other state has taken on such an szteneive school health

project on a statewide basis. West Virginie has need, a plan and the

commitment of individuals at al levels. mow we need to reallocate current

funding. seek new dollars and cintinue to receive technical and fiscal support

from the Federal government.

The years ahead present our state with a rare combination of challenges and

opportunities. There are powerful solutions to the problems at hand.

Communities. businesses and individuals witi All benefit from theee

collaborative efforts. Health,' Mime people will become better educated. IWO

productive and be far less likely to need premature, costly health and social

services.

We have charted the course for a healthier future in west Virginia. This

course will not be easy--solutions to the health problems facing our young

people today will require the combined commitment, time and energies of

government, schools. businesses and individuals. Yet, meeting these

challenges and overcoming thee is the only sound means to ensure a brighter,

healthier future for our state and our nation.
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arairwoman Soutossura. We are very, very happy to have the
Teacher of the Year. So the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF RAE ELLEN MeKEE, ISM NATIONAL TEACHER OF
THE YEAR, POINTE, WV

Ms. McKss. It is my honor to be here. It is such an honor to be
invited to speak to you this morning.

As representative of the Nation's classroom teachers and as a
mother a two small children, I have a particular interest in the
future of our children in States like my own West Virginia, and
how these children's lives can be impacted by comprehensive pro-
grams delivered in the school setting.

As a remedial reading teacher in Slanesville, West Virginia, I
work with children from rural and often poor socioeconomic back-
grounds. Every day I most dramatically see the importance of the
school as a nurturing agent cl the whole child.

Because my school is smsdl we cannot support a guidance coun-
selor, staff nurse, or social worker. I and my colleagues work with
children as though they were 'ambers of our own families.

I often encounter children whose lack of medical and dental at-
tention has led to chronic inner ear infections or mouth abrasions
that interfere with their ability to hear and to articulate words. I
and other teachers at my school have often taken children our-
selves for medical appointments, laundered their clothes, instruct-
ed them in personal hygiene habits, and sent them healthful after-
school snacks.

Very often the children I see in my remedial class are there be-
cause health has prevented them from succeeding in their class-
room reading program. It, therefore, becomes my responsibility as
a reading specialist to make sure that each child's health needs are
being met before I can continue my reading instruction. Interven-
tion such as this is seldom part of our dermition of a successful lit-
eracy program.

Educators know that in order for a child to learn, he must be
fret from embarrassment, free from pain, and free from health
problems that interfere with learning.

In our ever-changing society, a multitude of negative factors can
profoundly affect a child's life. The education of the whole child
cannot be solely the responsibility of the classroom teacher. A
child's physiological, social, and mental growth must be nurtured
through partnership of family, school, social service agencies, and
the community at large.

Only when all of these powers work together will we see signifi-
cant improvement in the health, well-being, and future of our stu-
dents.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Rae Ellen McKee follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OV RAE Bum McKan, 1991 NATIONAL TEACHER OF THE YEAR,
Poems, WV

Madam Cheinvonmn, MOEN= of doe Comings. I am honored to ham been
imbed to speak with you today as a reposentative of the nation's demo= teachers and
as a ember of two chiltken. I have a particulm. %meg in the foam of &Moo in states
like my am West WOW* and bow three children's lives can be impacted by compschentive
programs delivered in the school settfog.

As a remedial readine teacher la Slanesville, WV, I week with children from mai
and often poor socio-economic bacigmunds. Every day I mut dramatically see the
importance of the school as a mowing agent of the whole child.

Became my school is small we cannot support a guidance comelor, staff num, or
social agency worker. I and my concepts work with children as though they were members
of ow own &Mika

I often encounter children whose lack of medkal and denial attention has led to
chronic inner ear infections or mouth abrations that interfere with their ability to hew and
to articulate words. I and other teachers at my school have often taken children oursebge
for medkal appointments, laundered their clothes, instmeted them in personal hygiene
habits, and sent them hesd after-school snob.

Very often the children I ice in oy remedial class are there because health hes
prevented them from succeeding in their classroom caading program. It therefore becomes
my respotalbilby as a reading spedalist to make sure that each childa health needs we
being met before I an continue my reading homed= Intervention such as thls is seldom
part of our definidon of a succesdul literacy program.

Educators Mow that in coder for a child to learn, he roust be free from
embarrassment, free from pain, and free from health problems that interfere with learning.

In ow evaidoinging society a multitude of negative factors can profoundly affect a
child's life. The education of the whole child cannot be solely the responsibility of the
classroom teaches. A chiles physiological, social, and mud growth most be muted
through partnenhip of family, school, social service agencies, and the community at large.

Ouly when all of these powers week together will we see significant improvement in
the health, well-being, and future of ow studentL

7 .1
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Congresswoman ScHROEDER. And now we move along to Dorothy
Wodraska. We really welcome you and thank you. The floor is
yours.

STATEMENT OF DOR()THY WODRASKA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
PROJECT I-STAR, INCORPORATED. INDIANAPOLIS. IN

Ms. WODEASZA. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and distin-
guished Members of Congress.

I am here to share some good news with you. Substantive preven-
tion programs that are likely to change drug abuse behavior must
provide consistent no-use prevention messages because there is no
such thing as responsible drug use for adolescents.

Project I-STAR taught awareness and was designed to create an
environment that supports and encourages youth to remain drug
free.

In order to accomplish those goals, Project I-STAR incorporates
resistance skills, competence skills and environmental support
strategies in working with youth, their parents and the community
to counteract the many pressures to use alcohol and other drugs.

As a comprehensive community approach to drug prevention,
Project 1-STAR includes five areas of influence through their pre-
vention programs, and messages are delivered on a contiruing
basis over several years. The multiple component approach fea-
tures a student curriculum, parent program, community organiza-
tion, media involvement and a research component.

The student curriculum targets students in the transitional year
between elementary and middle junior high school. These study Pts
are at the greatest risk for experimentation and are most au, .epti-
ble to peer pressure.

Early adolescence is the high-risk period most associated with
the onset of use of tobacco, alcohol and other drugs. With respect to
the framework of a two-year, action-oriented curriculum, students
are taught to resist drug use pressure, to be assertive in selecting
alternatives to drug use, to recognize and/jL countermand peer,
adult, and mass media modeling influences, and to change their
perception of social norms relative to their approval of drug use.

Research indicates that changing social influences to using drugs
changes or mediates drug use behavior, and the change in social
norms is more effective than just changing individual resistance
skills or providing information on social or physical consequences
of drug use.

The I-STAR parent program activates parents in various strate-
gies. The student curriculum involves parents in the student's I-
STAR homework, thereby encouraging parent-child communication
on drug issues.

The establishment of a school I-STAR parent committee supports
initiatives. A unique dimension of our program provides parents
training other parents in parenting skills, and community involve-
ment to support youngsters in adopting or maintaining a drug free
lifestyle.

A comprehensive community approach will require a partnership
or coalition of community leaders to coordinate drug prevention

7,5
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services and activities. Project 1-STAR enlists community leaders
and trains them in prevention

This council is organized into eight action committees to work
within their respective organizations to su port drug free youth in
various activities. This grassroots approach in developing critical
legislation has proven to be extremely effective in prevention pro-
grams.

Throughout the work of volunteers working with State and local
governing Betides, changes in social policies are promoted to
create an environment conducive to deterring youth from the use
of alcohol or drugs.

Recognizing the tremendous influence of mass media in impact-
ing the decisions of young people, Pro,iect I-STAR attempts to inte-
grate the media into the comprehensive prevention effort to advo-
cate drug free youth, developirg a working relationship with the
media, involving the media in community prevention efforts and
assisting the media in communicating the no use message.

The media becomes a positive influence on young people promot-
ing drug free youth in their news, programming, public service and
their advertisements.

Any successful prevention prcgram needs to know if its message
is being heard and whether the program works to change drug use
behavior. Project I-STAR asks these questions through its annual
survey of parents, students and leaders. The research design in-
cludes random sample studies to monitor the prevalence of alcohol
and drug use and the largest school-based longitudinal program in
the Nation.

We survey 12,000 students annually. Project I-STAR's research
design also includes annual surveys of several hundred community
leaders to study their health habits and attitudes.

In addition to its own research, Project I-STAR is part of a larger
study conducted by the researchers at USC and funcied by a grant
from the National Institute on Abuse.

The Midwestern Preventioa Pro also includes Project STAR
in Kansas City. Findings from it, the program show significant
promise in rucing the use of alcohol and drugs among youth. The
magnitude of prevention program effects range from 35 to 61 per-
cent reductions in cigarette uee; 20 to 31 p,rcent reductions in alco-
hol use; and 20 to 1)3 percent reductions in marijuana use. These
are calculated in comparing the difference in rates of increases in
schools receiving the program and control school&

In addition, the analysis of the data and a one-year follow up in-
dicated that the parents reported their own drug prevention prac-
tices and personal involvement as extremely important in discuss-
ing prevention with their children, and even reports of exercising
regu arly were higher than control group parents.

Preliminary results from Project STAR in Kansas City prompted
curricular and program changes, including the addition of three
lessons focusing specifically on alcohol as a drug.

Other innovations resulting from effective efforts included accel-
erated implementation of community involvement in Indianapolis.

Training of personnel has been revised based on the results of
the observational data, analysis, and participant evaluations as
well.
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Does the successful a~..h to prevention have applications for
other types of risky bevior? My personal experience as an I-
STAR classroom taacher and observer of more than 100 classroom
sessions provides a unique perspective from which to com ment.

I have witnessed first-hand the excitement and confidence of
youngsters who come to understand the nature of pressures that
exist to engage in risky behavior and their ability to resist those
pressures.

This social-skills approach would seem to have great promise
when coupled with a support system established through a ccnnpre-
hensive community prevention program. However, perceptions of
normative expectations have such a substantial impact that a

in social nornm must accompany resistance skills and
know of consequences in order to be effective in preventing or
reducing any risky behavior.

Changing social influences to engage in risky behavior mediates
the behavior. Therefore, any efforts to prevent such behavior must
be comprehensive in approach, provide consistent messages from
all social influences, including man media, school, parents and
home, community organizations, and local community policies re-
lated to the behavior and require evaluation to assess effectiveness
of strategies employed.

Project I-STAR promotes the motto, drug free youth is every-
body's business. Although our focus and mission is specific to one
particularly risky behavior, the responsibility indicated in our
motto seems appro te for others as well.

The young e of our Nation need the best efforts of all to
promote b :" -based wellness and they certainly deserve no less
than our very best.

I mmomeW this committee for initiating this inquiry and I thank
you for Lie opportunity to share the nationally recognized effective
prevention model implemented by Project I-STAR.

Chairwoman SCHWIND= Thaa you very much.
It is nice to get good news.
[Prepared statement of Dorothy Wodraska follows:]
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ABSTRACT

PRCPARD STATNIIENT OF DOROTHY WODSASSA, AssisTANT DISZLROS. NOWT I-STAR
ISTODSPOSATSD, INDIANAPOLIS, IN

Project I-STAlf (INDIANA SIODNAWN TANRIr MARROWS AND ININISTANCE is a
prevention program Aniseed to reduce alcohol end other drug use among roans
people and to ere,- an envirommeet that supports amd anceerasee yoga to remmin

drug-free. 14 accomplish these goals, Project I-SIAR incorporates resistance
skills, competence skills, and envircomental support strategies in working with

youth, their parents, and the community to prevent the use of alcohol ond other

drugs among youth.

The comprehensive, communitr-wide program features multiple components:

a student curriculum, a parent program, commaoity organioation, a research

component, and media involvement.

The student curriculum targets student, in the transitional year between

elementary school end middleijunior high school, because this is a critical time

for young people. According to prevention rasaarcb, these students ere at the
greatest risk for experimemtation and are moot susceptible to peer pressure.

Therefore, by targeting young people at this critical age, Project I-STAR hopes

to delay the orset of alcohol and other drms gule amon youth and subsequently

reduce the level of use among ail young people.

Realising that parents ars ordinarily the first end best teachers of their
children, Project I-STAR assists parents in drug prevention through various

strategies A unique dimension of the I-STAR Parent Program involves !argots
training other parents in prevention strategies; parentin skills, and community

involvement. These efforts serve to support youngsters in adapting sad

maintaining drug-fres lifestyle.

Prevention is a process, not @insular event. Studies indicate that

comprehensive community prosramming provides the best opportunity for effective

alcohol and drug use prevention and health promotion. Thorofare, Project I-STAR

also promotes social policy change to create an environment conducive to

deterring youth from the ose of alcohol and other drugs.

7S
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=MEM
Am a cemprehansive, community-vide substance use prevention program,

Project I-STAR draws extensively from social learning and attitudinal thecwies
and adopts a social skills approach to drug use prevention. Spidmaiological
studies conducted by leaders in dreg prevention research such as B.R. play, B.
Forster, J.D. Hawkins, J.N. Nosenwits, N. Murray, M.A. Pent:, J.B. Rhodes, and
T.N. Killen are the basis for the social approach adopted by Project I-STAR.

According to these studies, social influences to use alcohol and other
drugs are major predictorsci drug useeoset in early adolescence. These include
perceived pressure from peers, adults, and Masa Media tO use drugs; peer and
adult use of drugs; peer and adult sauction or gmpmmul of drug use; and
availability and access to drug use situations. Also, the studies indicate that
environmental influences such as smoking and drug policies end community norms
for use nay interact to affect the progression of drug use in adolescents.

Therefove, Project I-STAR embraces the philosophy that 'mist influences
are key factors in the use end mdsuse of alcohol and other drugs and teaching
ovareness and resistsoce skills to youth will equip them with tho necessary tools
to remain drug-free -- ladies* Students Taught Awareness and Resistance. In
addition, to support the drug-fres choic of VOUS* people, Project I-STAR. creates
a community environment that meads a consistent "no use" message to youth through
ongoing coordinated community-odds stratasies.

Within this freest/oft, this social influence prevention program teaches
youth

a) to resist drug use pressures .

b) to be assertive in selectiog alternatives to drug use and drug use
situations,

c) to recognise and/or counternand peer, adult, and mess media
modeling influences, end

d) to change their perceptions of social norms and approval of drug
use.

Project I-STAR utilises a comprehensive approach to the prevention of
alcohol and other drus use among youth is order to effect all the influences in
a young person's life -- family, friends, school, community, and mass media.

The mission of Proje.t I-STAR embodies the philosophy of Project I-STAR:
to reduce the use of harmful substances among youth by teaching effective
resistance skills and by fostering parent and community support.

In achievina this mir-4cm, Project I-STA1 believes:

Students can be influenced to live a drug-fres life
style.

Preventive drug use education of young people is the
key to a drug-free society.
There are pressures brought to hear on young people
which make them susceptible to harmful use of alcohol
and other drugs.
Action should be taken to countract cultural concepts
that present alcohol aod other dross as acceptable.
Students need to be made aware of alcohol and other
drugs harmful effects end the potential for their

abuse.

The total commcmity must be involved in the efforts
toward the preventica of drug use.
Research is nocassery to validate the comprehensive
community model and its effectiveness.
The theoretical basis of positive self-imege training
and resistance skills training is the best curricular'
deslign for in-school programming.
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; t!, C. Is . .!.!).;r
Ihe public school superietendeets of Nerien County (Indianapolis, IN)recognised the mod for drug prevention educatiom for the youth of Indianapolisin the oid-00's. Swims of studeet discipline reports, observations fromclassroom tembers, sod results of notional suavity, of alcohol &Moths:droguesamong young" people served as an infernal needs amassment amd convinced theeducators thst lodiempolis area schools should take the lead and initiate drugprevention programming fee the youth of the commenity.

Seeking a research-based comprehensive progress for the community, the
sehool superintendents identified the Lams City STAR modal as desirable forimplementation in their schools. Seth programs - Kansas Citr STAR and Project1-8TAR in Indianapolis - are pert of the Midwestern Prevention Project (DPP),w hich ma developed end is directed by the Institute for Realth PTOMDtiOn sodDisease Prevention Research at the Univereity of Southern California (OW). OPP,Kansas City STAR, and Project I-STAR represent forma research projects es well
as educational programs sod services to the community. Utilising a researchdesign funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (UDA) and the Rational
Institute on Alcohol Abuse end Alcabolies (KAM), remarchstaff from USC serveas external consultants and evaluators for the two STAR programs to teat thebehavioral thesis of the total program.

Working in cooperation with Lilly Endowment, Inc. (private foundation), sndthe USC research staff, the school
superintemdents established the service agencycalled Project I-STAR.. TM mimic= of Project I-STAR includes supporting the

schools of Narim County and, since 1989, the seven surrounding counties throughthe training of 1.) classroom teachers in the resistance skills curriculum, 2.)
parents in preveation techniques, end 3.) other educators and community leaders
in prevention strategies.

Project I-STA1 targets the student in the transitional year between grade
school and middle/junior high school (6th or Ith grade). Research on adolescent
development has suggested that transition years are especially critical forpreventive interventions, because adolescents are particularly vulnerable toadoption of problem behaviors such as drag use and at the same time receptive tointervention efforts.

The 11 Marion County public school
superintendents serve as the Board of

Directors for Project I-STAR guidine an executive director and other staff
members in the implementation and ongoing development of the project. Wien
Project I-STAR expanded its service to the seven contiguous counties in August1969, two public school superintendents were added to the board to represent the
interests of those seven comities.

Rather than administering s formal needs assessment, Project 1-174R crestedresearch base by conducting s baseline survey of students in the spring of
1987. The purpose of the survey was to assess the attitudes and behe.ilre of
arm students regarding the use of alcohol end other drugs. The survey also was
being used as a pre-test to compere changes that are expected to occur in studentdrug use over a five-year period as the Projett I-STAR prevention prosrem isimplemented in area schools and communities. A total of 5,890 students in 48
public, three private, and 29 parochial schools in Marion County were surveyedin the baseline study.

In 1987 (nassurini cs itithiaLaNUALLA40.31) approximately 351 of seventh
and eighth grade students reported consuming one or more alcoholic drinks, 221reported smoking 0/541 or more cigarettes, 71 reported merijuane use and almost 51
reported using smokeless tobacco. Other drug use Vas measured as grag_tautsua

: of the 5,890 students surveyed, 101
bad tried "uppers," 91 had tried

"downers," 42 had tried LSD, 3! had tried heroin, and lt had tried cocaine.

so
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Ibe ultimate goal ef Project 1-STAA is to aim= TER U. Of AMOVOL AND

enmagaugussmagmenoria racataasman bybelpias youth rervistiss the

social pressures tobaccos involve/ with theantossydruas (tobacco, alcohol, and

marijeana) tad illicit drugs. Ito achieve this goal, &VOW I-STAAteaches dearly

adolescent Children appropriate social resisteace skills a order that they coo

respond to those pressures.
Farther, Project I-STAR is committed to cresting a

community errirommeet that supportc
drag-free youth thremph a system of wall

coordiostad, cammanity-eide strategies that coamoni:ste coosistont messes*. to

yommg people in support of drug-free behavior.

Today's adolescents face s member of serious health problems that not only

thresteu their survival, bat their personal development and psychosocial well-

bsims. Lanni* es list of adolescent
social/health issue, is the use of alcohol

amd other drugs.

Studies have pointed to compel/missive
comemnity programW4g as the best

opportunity for affective alcohol and dres use prevention end bealth promotion.

Also, evidence suggests the elements of family, community, end media combined

vith school progressiag can make mn impact on the harmful us of alcohol and

other drugs by youth.

After colloids:sties; of these studies and the informal needs assessment, the

Project I-STAR Soard of Directors adopted the mission to "...reduce the use of

harmful substances amosg ye/1th by teaching effective resistance alai!, 'sad by

foisterieg person amd commmmity support."

To accomplish this goal, Project I-ITAR initially set these objectives:

1. To inplement the student
curriculum in sll I-STAR charier schools by

January, 1991

2. To implement the parent prosrsm in 102 of participating I-STAR schools

by 1992

3. To develop and orsanise a Community Advisory Council consisting of

community leader representing the 'Nadia, medical/treatment field,

religious community, worksites, youth agencies, education, family,

and government by 1990

4. To conduct both a longitudinal and raohmasemple annual survey of Marion

County area adolescents to both monitor the behavior sod attitudes

of students tosarding drug use and to evaluate program effectiveness

through 1993

5. To increase public awareness
of Project I-STAIL and the preventico

message through prestntations,
training., educational brochures, news

releases, networking with other community agencies, video reports, and

video and radio public service announcements

AI a minimum, Project I-STAR expects to teach every young person who

receives the I-STAR curticulumthe
resistance skills necessary to maintain s

drug-free lifestyle.

bi
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ZABGELISISLUIGNal
la its effort to:educe the level of alcohol end other drug use among young

people, !rejoin I-STAR targets the middle/junior high school student. This

transitios erode from elememtary to middle/junior high school (typically grades

sin and seven) is a critical age, because young people are more susceptible to

pear inflations st this time compered to other stases in their development and are

at greatest riek fer Weenies experimemtation.

Sorlyadoleseamce is a high risk period for young people, also the one most

amenable to change and the ow moot associated with prevention of onset -- the

satire use el alcohel, tobacco, and other drugs.

Therefore, Project I-STAR targets a specific age level of youth,

middle/junier high school students, with the studint curriculum end parent

presram, but through a comprebemsive approach.

The research component of Project I-STAR includes students from grade six

throseb 12. A. described is the section on evaluation ("D."), approximately

12,000 students are surveyed annually as pert of the I-STAR longitudinal study,

which includes both students who did receive the I-STAR curriculum and students

olio did not, and another 3,000 to
4,000 students are randomly surveyed annually.

Project I-STAR obtains backgrousd information from each student is order to

analyse the survey results in a variety of ways. This informatics includes

gender, race, socio-economic level of parents/guardians, education level of

parents/guardians, and occupation of parents/guardians.

However, Project I-STAliconeiders
all youth at-risk for use of alcohol and

other drugs.

Project I-STAR requests that students in the transitiosal grade from

lementary school to middle/junior high school receive the Part I cutriculum.

Than as those studemts advance to
the subsequent grade, I-STAR requests that ail

students in that grade receive the Part II cerricalse.

Project I-STAR features communiy model for effective drug prevention.

With the comprehensive approach,
Project I-STAR mobilises the community to semi

a consistent "noose" message to yowls people from all their influence* in life.

Ihe populatioc of Indianapolis
(Marion County) is &mixture of urban, rural

and suburban. The following filmes were obtained from the Indianapolis Chamber

of Commerce end reflect 1980 canvas numbers:

Total population 765,233

afilLZIMENIUM All

1-14 173,800 Halo 364,199 White . 601,092

15-19 70,242 Pamela 401,034 Slack 155,310

20-24 77,393
Hispanic 0 6,818

25-64 364,497
Other 0 2,013

65+ 79,298
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ACIIIMIKANRIFIRAIZGIES

lie a comprehensive prevention program, Project I-STAR deveieps strategies
and implemeots activities to reach its vesicles audiences with the overall goal
of reducing the use of eleelsol and ether drug ose amoms young people.

The Project I-STAR two-pest corriculum sets ths stage for ffective
prevention education by targeting theadddle/junior high sehool student. During
the I-STAR emissions, specially trained classroom teachers help students become
sears of the social pressurise to use alcohol and other drugs and equip them with
Skills to resist those pressures. Pert I, a 13-session program, is implemented
in the tint year of middle/junior high school. Part II is delivered the
following year reinforcing the Skills students acquired in Part I as well as
providing the students with additional skills.

The entire curriculum is activity-oriented with few didactic moments end
features teleplay, assertiveness Avining, solf-immombuilding, problem solving,
correction of misperceptions, decision making, and homework with parental
involvement. The research-based curriculum incorporates educational methods and
strategies proven successful in the classroom such as the Socratic Method,
Normative Expectancy, Socisl Learning TLeory, and Diffusion of Innovation amongmany others.

The I-STAR parent program activates parents in drus preveetion through
various strategies. The curriculum involves parents in the students I-STAR
homework thereby encouraging parent-rbild communication shout the issue of drugs.
TO further involve parents in prevention, each I-STAR school establishes an I-
STAR Parma Committee to support I-STAR end oiler drug pievention initiatives in
the school. Tbe committee is composed of the school administrator, several
parents and frequetly students. This kers group of parents receive training
from I-STAR in prevention stratesise and then return to their schools and train
other parsecs in those same strategies. Project I-STAR guides parents in
implementing preveation acti.gities in their schools and communities such as
obtaining pledges from community members to support drug-free youth, spoosoring
I-STARnights at tba school with educatiomal programs, and disseminating posters
sod decals throughout the school and community.

Project I-STAR enlists proninent community lesders and trains these
volunteer' in resistance skills and prevention strategies. This group is called
the I-STAR Community Advisory Council. Eight actions committees were formed fres
this group to wore within their respective zrganisations to support drug-free
youth tbroush specific activities. Activities achieved include:

GaeranstathilonCarsibe
Developed &brochure entitled, "RSVP," that outlines the legal liabP.Nties adults
have for condoning or encouraging underage drinking. They distributed those to
aparteent complexes, schools, parents, and any interested groups.

Wok
Sponsors an anima' news conference for hieb school ,iourealists to provide the
young poopls wi - an educational experience in their :ield of interest and to
involve thee in comrenicating the drug prevention message. Also, sent a cover
letter vies the I-STAR brochure, "Lookiflos's Tr'king Prevention," to area 'oldie.
The brochure gives guidelines on appropriate ereinology when talking or writing
about alcohol and other drugs.
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Rabbet
Sucoureged the siring of a new Timothy Churchman/se anti-drug video, "Kid Pow PowPower," on a local televieion station.

Stiftelficesellon
Developed a bookmark sad found a printer to donate the pristine of more than
MGM bookmarks utth the 'I-STAR Techniques to Bayne co them. The bookmarks
were given to every I-STAI student in the eight-county area.

Misibitromy
Developed sod implemented the debut presentational' I-STAR', =ware/unity Youth
Activities Packege. (This pachage of 44 dleug preventiou activities for youth ingrades - 9 -as created by Project I-STAR to be used by adults working with
youth outside the classroom setting.)

NagIRW/Esiftat
Developing* medical/treatment referral directory for school counsea, J and areaphysicians.

*WNW
Approached the 23 largest employers in !brim County and received commitments to
promote drug use prevention within their worksites. I-STAR provides these
employers with the necessary materials.

Paefflynise
Produced a countertop piece with a tear-sway drug prevention sample for area
businesses' customers and clients to take. Its message is to parents giving then
tips on how to help their children resist pru4sures to use alcohol acd otherdrug*.

The Project I-STAR staff and its community volunteers work together with
local law emforcement and other community groups in promoting drug-free
lifeetyles for youth and in *Hattie,' social policy. The Government Action
Cnonittee and Project I-STAR recently supported an ordimmace skieb nee passed ir
Indianapolis to license vendors who sell tobacco products. The Commit,
Advisory Council includes the chief of police, the sheriff, representatives from
the saystes office, the Governor's Task Force solider.* Drunk Driving, end others
who assist I-STAR in affecting social policy.

Sy encouraging alternatives to drug use activities, Project I-STAR
promotes brosd-based wellness; however, I-STAR is elrebol and other drew
specific in its strategies. Each year in February (winter blebs tie.) Project
I-STAA apemen' a dreg-free rap contest open to all children in the eight-county
arms. The 'wheels advertise the event for 1-51111 and distribute the registration
forms. The contest is an =tomato of an I-STAR curriculum activity to involve
youmg people in communicating the preveatico message by giving good advice to
their peers about not using alcohol and other drugs. I-STAR volunteers assist
the staff in the dry logisment end representatives from the media act as ledges.

Also, Project I-Irmeis workineith the United Way in distributing the new
Gomensity Tooth Activities Package to youth groups, so young people will

receive the drug prevention message outside the classroom.

Project I-STARelso produces an anhnal video which each year focuses on a
different aspect of drug preventidn and I-STAR. Ibis video is used by staff,
schools, community groups, and wortaites as an educatiooal tool.
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Project I-STAll recognises the crucial role of the coservity in the

prevention ot alcohol and other drys us &moms 'ouch and includes a formal

comenity organisation specific to the goals of I-STAR. As mentioned in previous

sections, I-STAR identified promineut commanity leaders and recruited their

involvement in Project I-STAR. This grour of leaders was trained by I-STAR staff

im prevention strategies amd became the Project CommissityAdvisory Council. This

council was subdivided into eight action committees establishing goals within

their respeetive areas.

Project I-STAR has taken a leadership role in alcohol and other drug use

prevention in the commmnity and the state by initiating this grassroots approach

to the prOblem. Project I-STAR was instrumental I. developing linkaess amons the

different segment. of the community includine business, education, goveramset

agencies, and youth agencies through the organisation of the I-STAR Cemmunity

Advisory Cooncil.

Ry the nature of the project's comprehensive model for prevention, Project

I-STAR establishes collaboration among
all groups of influence to young people.

Project I-STAR serves as a resource for the community in drug use prevention.

Project I-STAR links with agencies, businesses, and schools.

After creating the I-STAR Community Tooth Activities Packege, I-STAR

connected with the local United limy iteemcy to insure that the packages were

distributed to the people who really need them -- youth serving agencies. Also,

I-STAR plasm tomer'. information obtained from area treatment agencies for the

Medical Tteatment Referral Directory, a project of the Nedical/Treatment Action

Committee, with United Gay's data base. Vith this liekage, valuable information

will be shared between the two groups
'Nibs available for all interested parties

in the community.

The Project I-STAR executive
director serves on the steering committee of

tks Indianapolis regional
coordinating council of the Governor's Commission foe

a Dreg-Free Indiana called 'I-Chellenge.w In fact, I-STAR is one of several

partner agencies, with I-Challemge, in am application for an OSAP community

partnership grant. I-STAR collaborates with UM local Indiana Federation of

Communities and Governor's Commission for a Drug-Free Indiana.

Also locally, Projeet I-STAR participates in the Indianapolis Alliance for

Health Promotion and serves as presentees for various related conferences such

as the Indiana Prevention Seeouree Center annual conference, the Az-Risk Student

Conference, the Indians School
Boards Association, and many more.

One major objective is to serve the schools, and I-STAR provides guidance

to schools through presentation,
publicatioas, and consultation in development

and selection of diva education curriculum. I-STAR developed an issua paper,

"Effective Prevention Programs far Alcohol and Other Dreg Dse: A Call for

Comprehensiveness," to assist schools. Project I-STAR also participated in the

drug education curriculum fairs sponsored by the Indiana Department of Sducation

in the fall of 1990.

Project I-STAR alto provides, bua -sees and organisations with

presentations en effective drug
prevention streusels. parents can use. In

addition, linkages ars constantly tieing formed between 1-STAR and area

businesses. Businesses are assisting I-STAR in comunicating the prevention

message such as a local FromaryPstore chain printine an I-SlAilmessage to parents

on all their bees and a drug start chain also displaying an I-STAR message to

parents.
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=MUM
Project I-STAR benefits frame reamerdidesign which involves both process

evalustice and outcome/Upset evaluation components.

To demeemt program implementation, Project I-STAR maintaime reports,

evaluation forme, and traiebmismanels for the student curriculum component, the

parent program, the comenity organisation, and the research component. Detailed

training seneals are used in trainimg the teachers for the student curricula and

for the parsecs who implement the I-IrdelPareat Skills Program at their schools.

These ere written in a step by stop lomat and an easy to reed style with

objectives, materials needed, and background provided for each activity in both

programs. Ivalustion forme ars completed by each person trained in these

seepenente and are kept by Project x-sma. Also, emit year a committee of

selected teachers and parents revieu their respective training manuals and

prciprmes. Review reports are submitted to Project I-STAR by these individuals

for annual revision of each program by Project I-STAR.

lathe teacher training and curriculum implementation, each I-STAR teacher

is obeerved at least once, often times twice, by en I-STAR curriculum/training

facilitator. The purpose of these observatioas is to see that the curriculum is

being implemented as designed sad to provide assistaoce to teachers who

damoostrate an inability to follow the curriculum as it I. written. These

observatimas are documented, and a form called, "Classroom Observation Scala.,"

is completed by the curriculum/training facilitator for each observation

conducted. Thes are monitored by staff. The I-STAR annual teacher training.

are designed around the seeds demonstrated by the classroom teachers. These

forms else ere given to a research team at Indiaaa University for detailed

analysis. The information is merged with student survey information in order to

misses classroom bmplementation effects on program effectiveness. Also, I-STAR

teachers ere encouraged to complete end return a "Curriculum Report," which asks

specific questions pertainieg to the teacher.' overall implementation of the

curriculum.

To assess the implementatios of the parent program parent facilitators

hasp a record of ell parent programs occurring in each I-STAR school. In

addition, an I-STAR pare= facilitator attempts to &nerve at least one of the

two I-STAR parent program session at each school. Again, the purpose of the

observation is to monitor the quail., of the implementation and provide

assistance to parsots who ars not implementing the program as written. The

visiting I-STAR parent facilitator completes an observation form entitled,

"Pareat Skills Observation Poem,' and Project I-STAR uses this in evelnating the

implementation of the pareat propos. So formal evaluation of this information

is conducted to date.

The I-STAR Cummmaity Advisory Council loads the commumity organisation el

Project I-STAR. this council I. subdivided into eight settee committees

(education, pareatilmoily, media, medisal/trestment, worksite, government, youtN

agencies and religious) who establish goats within their respective areas and

implement these seals. ACommunity Advisory Council /lineal is provided to each

council and action committee somber to orient them to drug prevention, Project

I-STAR, end their role in prevention. The implementation of the I-STAR community

organisation is documented by *goods sad itinutes of all Community Advisory

Council quarterly meetings as well as "Action Reports" or minutes of the eight

action committees. Also, goals adopted by.each of the action committees and the

1
council itself ars assessed for tempt ion. Project I-OTAR maintains files on

these projects and any materials resu ing from them.
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The researcb immanent of Project I-WLMIumal designed by researchers at the
University of SoutbmiCalifornia. Sammie. records of data collection arekept
to satisfy the research design as well as grantors to this research -- Motional
Institute on Drug Abuse (SIM), the Minimal Institute cm Alcohol MOOS and
Alcoholism (MAW end Lilly Bodement Inc. Project I-87AR is part of a study
called, 'the Midwestern Prevention Project, ehich includes the STAR program in
Xmases City and I-STAR in Indianapolis. This study is funded by ODA. The other
grant assisting in the research of Project I-STAR is through Arisona State
University from MUM.

I-SIAR maintains all records of the data collection process from tracking
and editing to eurvey results. Data collection protocol is strictly followed by
staff to maintain the validity of the research. Project I-STAR conducts the
largest school-based study surveying students in grades six through 12 on an
annual basis. Appromimetely, 13, 008 students are being trecked since the
baseline survey was administered in 1987 (the 1-STAR longitudinal study) and
another three to 4,000 students are randomly surveyed each year (the I-STAR
random sample student survey). The lengitudieal study follows a group of
students who did not receive the program (control group) end a group of students
who did receive the program (experimental group). The purpose of these surveys
is two-fold: to assess the effectiveness of the program and monitor the
prevalence of drug use Among the students.

Eight form with veryins amounts of questions (fnms 111 to 130 different
questions) ars used in collecting information from the students measuring
prevalence in the past week, the past 30 days, and lifetime. Surveys include
mainly questions on gateway and illicit drugs, but alsu questions appear
regarding their perception of peer drus use, self-esteem, the latch key issue,
alcohol warning labels, extracurricular activities, haw students view parents,
end students' future plans.

Also, carbon monoxide samples are collected from students to validate their
self-reports of smoking habits.

Results of the student surveys ars released periodically to the public by
Project I-87AR. Preliminary results indicate that studonts who did Reg
participate in the I-STAR program Wel, 252 more likely to increase their use of
marijuana and 212 more likely to increase their use of alcohol than students who
did participate in the I-STAR pregram. The reduction rates in drug use measured
on independent samples of lOth grade Indianapolis aree youth are 10 to 50 percent
better than national averages.

In the past three years, Project I-SiAR has distributed two parent
questioonaires and one community leader questionnaire to assess their attitudes
and behaviors regarding the drug issue.

Preliminary results from Projuct I-87AR in Kansas City prompted curricular
and program changes includins the addition of three lessons focusing specifically
on alcohol as a drug. Other Lioovations resulting fros evaluative efforts
include accelerated implementation of the community component and collaborative
initiatives with other community service agencies.
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Chairwoman &HUMMER. I move aleng now to Jose Duran.

STATEMENT OF JOSE DURAN, M.C.P., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
H.O.P.E. (HISPANIC OFFICE OF PLANNING AND EVALUATION.
INC., BOSTON, MA)

Mr. DURAN. Thank you.
I have submitted written testimony.
My name is Jose Duran. I am the Executive Director of ie His-

panic Office of Planning and Evaluation. We are celebrating our
twelfth year of operation in Boston. HOPE is a leadership develop-
ment, training and technical resource center, as well as a planner
and provider of support services through which succmful pro-
grams are developed as models and replicated by other agencies to
multiply the positive impact on the Hispanic community.

HOPE also serves as an information, communication and com-
munity action resource center to gather and disseminate informa-
tion within the Hispanic community and to the public.

On behalf of HOPE, I would like to thank Chairwoman Patricia
Schroeder for ir-iting me to testify before the committee and to de-
scribe HOPE's activities for preventing risky behavior in Latino
youth.

I would also like to acknowledge and thank the National Puerto
Rican Coalition for recommending HOPE to provide testimony at
today's hearing.

The National Puerto Rican Coalition is a national advocacy orga-
nization based here in Washington. We are gratified to respond to
your request for information about HOPE's youth prAiect which is
entitled "Poder Latino de Jovenes," which translates into "Latino
Youth Power." In Sni& the word "poder" means "power," but it
also means "to be able to."

What we are trying to do at HOPE is provide opportunities for
Latino youth to learn that they have the power and that they al..,
able to make changes that axe life affirming and health promoting.

Beginning in 1987, as part of HOPEs Hispanic Leadership Devel-
opment Program, HOPE convened and invited key individuals in
the Latino community acrnss the State to a series of forums and
roundtables in four areas: education, health, employment and hous-
ing.

At the kick-off conference, AIDS was used as the example to
highlight the health care status of the Hispanic community in Mas-
sachusetts which was described as "islands of third world health
care on a continent of first world affluence." Massachusetts' Latino
poverty me (47%) is the highest in the country according to 1990
census figures.

In Boston, three out of every four Latino children are growing up
in poverty.

At a subsequent health forum in 1988, HOPE worked with sever-
al community-based organizations to design a conference that in-
cliad'n1 first-hand accounts from Latinos and Latinas living with
AIDS. Their wwerful testimony about life conditions and about
living with H.W disease helped to establish and articulate the foun-
dation and the unifying presence that have guided the development
of HOPE's comprehensive "Proyecto L.U.C.E.S: Latinos Unidos
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Contra El SIDA, Latinos united in the fight against ADV." In
Spanish, the word "luces" means "lights" and we at HOPE are
committed to designing and delivering an enlightened approach
toward health promotion and disease prevention.

This means we continuously ask those from our community who
live with HIV disease about bow best we could reach other folks in
our community with effective education, prevention and care.

Several HOPE staff are themselves iteroppsilve, Hying and work-
ing with HW disease. HOPE's basic tiring Premix' and our or-
ganizing include, without *teflon: the need and the

t of inchaiw persons living with HW and other diseases, as
well as those in recovery from substance abuse and their family
members, in the design and delivery of health education, disease

,vention, and comprehensive care; the efficacy of community-
,. neighborhood-based, street-corner-based and home-based ap-

and intervention; the urgency of involving youth in early
awareness activities that promote total health and livelihood. And
if we want teens to listen and to believe, we must include teens in
meaningful ways on every level of our prevention efforts.

Our basic ple:aning principles also affirm the wisdom of talking
to people of ail ages in terms they understand most and in ways
that increase the likelihood of their acquiring knowledpe and culti-
vating attitudes that will, in fact, translate into behavior. This can
only be a result of designing, delivering and implementing pro-
grams and activities in a culturally competent manner. The neces-
sity of taking a fuller view of health risks and health practices, one
that takes into account the social, economic, physical and political
status of individuals and communities at risk, and the dual necessi-
ty of taking a comprehensive view and a reality-based approach to
human behavior, one that takes into account other facts of life:
substance abuse, physical abuse, sexuality, sexual preferences and
practices. And the need for approaches that acknowledge and un-
derstand human behavior within the context of people's contempo-
rary realities, and that for many folks includes poverty, racism,
sexism, xenophobia, homophobia, and a lack of access to quality
education and health care; the lack of lobs at living wages; and the
lack of adequate and affordable housing. And the basic require-
ment of taking a balanced approach toward public health promo-
tion and community rsblem-solving, one that incorporates both
problem-focused and nsource-focused perspectives.

Respecting these planning premises, HOPE went about and de-
signed Proyecto L.U.C.E.S. as a comprehensive program of edut .-
tion, prevention and support services that includes these basic com-
ponents and approaches:

Training and consultation-designiw training modules for com-
munity-based staff and volunteers uWW.iw peer education, leader-
ship development, and community-based total health promotion.

Community-based prevention and education interventionin-
volving youth, parents, family members, npighborhood residents,
friends, lovers and loved ones, as well as community-based organi-
zations, merchants and representatives of churches in community-
wide prevention and education campaigns and interventions. Infor-
mation and communication strategies, including visual and per-
forming arts, cultural activities, multimedia educational materials
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and interpersonal, street level, grass roots, home-based and neigh-
borhood-based canvassing and outreach approaches as part of an
overall social marketing and public information campaign.

Advocacy and and fostering the in-
volvement of from the impacted conmunity, devel

led au"' " groups, training speakers, forging alliances
I.. 11,6 41 within our community, as well as networking

and with other communities and institutions and helping to
set up necery linkages within the overall system of care.

Now I would like to describe in more detail HOPE%
detk and model for preventing risky behavior in Latino you

pilot demonstration phase of this intervention has been
funded 4 :4 a subcontract that HOPE has with the New Eng-
land we Institute in Watertown, Massachusetta The New
England Research Institute is the prime pantee of a five-year re-
search grant funded by thei_National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development HOMs role has been to broker, to design, to
coordinate and to implement a two-year intervention involving
Latino and Latina youth in 16 census tracts in the Roxbury and
South End neighborhoods of Boston.

First let me describe a little bit about the process that led to the
design of this project. During the first year, a baseline door-to-door
survey was =ducted within the 16 census tracts to assess the
level of youths' knowl Age and awareness about AIDS, to learn
about their attitudes towards health risks, and to identify the type
and extent of certain behavioral practices related to health risks.

An ethnographic study was undertaken within the research area
that took a year for its completion, to lee-n more about the teens
in the area, about their families, neighborhoods and community in
terms of knowledge and beliefs abmit AIDS, substance abuse,
sexual attitudes and behaviors, relationships and communication,
and about AIDS in relationship to the church, to the health care
system, and in relation to other community concerns.

Several roundtable discussions and focus groups were held with
community btakeholders, including teens, parents, family members,
merchants, folks from the church, and stair from community-based
orpnimtions, private and public agencies, so that we could ascer-
tain the boun&ries and the tolerance levels for explicit edacation
and prevention messages.

We also consulted, through key informant interviews, with a
raw of experts in a variety of fieldsmedicine, social work, psy-
chology, education, public healthand with persons living with
HIV disease, persons in recovery from substance abuse, and indi-
viduals involved in alternative health care, as well as with persons
of various religions, spiritual and political perspectives.

And, finall:-, we studied many of the available guidelines for
AIDS education and prevention, sexually transmitted disease pre-
vention, pregnancy prevention, violence prevention, delinquency
prevention, and school dropout prevention to identify qaality assur-
a ice benchmarks for program and also to identify common
themes related to the "risky business of adolescence".

The baseline research identified the following risky factors for
HW infectim and sexually transmitted diseases: Infuent or lack
of condom use; unprotected anal intercourseboth heterosexual

it
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and homosexual; IV drug use, including steroids and the adminis-
tration cf medication, needle use other than for drug use and
almse, for example ear piercing and tattoos; and a lack of or incoin-
plete knowledge about the risk status of sex partners; and, the fre-
quency of intercourse.

Recommendations based on the ethnographic fmdings indicated
that an AIDS intervention with Latino youth should be community
basul, target a broad age range, involve community outreach,
present factual and explicit Wm.:nation, instill a sense of cultural
pride, be bilingual, facilitate a sense of empowerment among teens,
utilize peer leaders, and involve parents of adolescents.

There were a number of other recommendations that were ad-
vanced in our key informant interviews and community stakehold-
er focus groups. In the interest of time, those can be obtained from
the statement I have entered into the record.

The project designed as "Poder Latino" includes a research and
evaluation component, a parent and family module, a peer module,
a community organization module, a public information communi-
ty education and social marketing module, and advocacy and public
affairs.

The specific activities of the project include: A 12-week peer edu-
cator and leadership development training phase that involves 12
youths per cycle who are paid a training-related stipend and who

Nito a contract that commits each youth to participate in peer
tration activities that are designed to reach other peers. Each

trainee works during the school year 10 hours a week and during
the summer 20 hours a week. They are paid a training-related sti-
pend of $£ an hour.

To date, we have completed four cadres of 12 youths each and by
the end of this year we will have completed four additional cadres.

The activity phase that is simultaneous with and subsequent to
the training phase includes an array of options for youth to partici-
pate. For example, the youth produce a quarterly newspaper. They
make speeches through a youth speakers' bureau. They present
group multimedia presentations. They have worked on and have
completed radio, TV and print public service announcements. They
make site visits to AIDS hospices, to substance abuse clinics, to
detox centers and to treatment facilities where the youth have an
opportunity to talk with persons living with AIDS and those in re-
covery.

They participate in neighborhood canvassing, leafletting and
public information advocacy activities, including a letter writing
campaign in support of the Ryan White Care Act during which
these youth helped to generate over 250 letters to their ...ongress-
men and women, something we have difficulty getting adults to do.

There are also recreational, social and cultural activities, includ-
ing visual and performing arta presentations, and they are current-
ly working right now on a youth enterprise and entrepreneurial
project marketing T-iihirts, posters, flyers and brochures, as well as
music and theater presentations will be available as a revenue gen-
erating activitv

We designed a training component for parent volunteers to equip
them with sexuality education to conduct home-base sessions with
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other parents who, in turn, agree to host and help to conduct other
sessions utilizing trained parent volunteers.

We have a staff training component that provides basic health
education and prevention training to workers from a variety of
cow' .inity-based settings.

Melly, we have an interagency coalition of community-based or-
: tions, each of which has been awarded, through the HOPE
I t Fund, implementation assistance grants to partici-
pate as ftinded partners and to assist in recruiting, sponsoring, pro-
moting and hosting the youth activities_

There is a long list of educational materials that we have also
Those are also on the recort

my final few seconds I would like to address the fourth
question that you asked me to speak about, and that is what would
be my poP-v recommendations for improving the health and well-
being of Latino adolescents and their families.

We have heard in the testimony today a lot about school-based
Those are very, very important. When one considers,

however, the high school dropout rates among minority youth, it is
critical that community-based organizations and community-based
approaches are included in both policy initiatives and in funding.

the light of the current distrthution of AIDS cases in the
United States, as well as the demonstrated commitment of Latino
and other minority organizations to "own AIDS," and the special
caty of these community-based organizations to provide cultur-
ally competent and linguistically apprwriate outreach, education,
prevention, counseling and treatment, it is critical that these orga-
nizations be invited by funders to participate in the development,
evaluation and implementation of disease prevention and health
promotion efforts.

We need, also, to increase human resource development. Federal
.esearch institutes and universities must redouble their efforts to
train minorit, researchers and health care providers. We must ex-
amine ways to train staff in community-based settings. And, again,
if we want teens ;.o listen, to believe, let's train our adolescents on
the front lines of this public health emergency throuigh training-
related programs that can provide training and other job opportu-
nities for youth that can possibly lead them to their future careers
in public health, public and community service.

And, finally, we need to remove structural lxirriers. High per-
centages of Latino and other minority ye:it _A and families in the
United States are poor, uneducated, unemployed or underem-
ployed, and are at risk of poverty health and face other sociocul-
turri barriers.

11:lese factors account for the disproportionately high rate ofHY
disease and other diseaaes among United States minority communi-
ties. Reaching the objectives for Healthy People WOO will be linked
to the extent that there are improvements in these life circum-
stances for all of our citizens, but particularly for those Hispanic
and other racial and ethnic communities that are disproportionate-
ly overrepresented among these social problems.

I have one final thing, and that is that we must, in our policies,
target teens themselves. Teens in the schools, teens out of schools,
teens in the streats, and a forgeten group of teens, and those are
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the teens in the juvenile justice system who are neither in school,
often not in community-based organizations but somewhere making
their way through the juvenile justice system.

Thank you.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. We really appre-

ciate that.
[Prepared statement of Jose Duran followsl
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At a subsequent heelth forum In INS. HOPE Worbed with several cometurtity aroanlestiore to
design a conference that included first-hand accounts from Latinos and Latino living with
AIDS. Their powerfel testimony about life conlitions end about lifting with KW disuse ligipsd
to establiah and arteulete the foisidation end unifying principles that have guided the
development of HOPE'. comprehensive 'Promecto L.LI.C.E.S.: Latinos Wefts Contra El SIM
Latinos United in the Fight Against AIDS'.

In Spanish, the word 'tuner means "lights' arid we at ROPE ars committed to designing and
delivering an enlightened apProacif toward health promotion end disease prevention. This
means that we continuously ask those from ar ocesinhelity +Aso face life with HIV disease about
how best we coins; -each Midi in tor community with effective ediestion, prevention siva care.
Several of HOPE staff ere themselves seropositive. living erei wmicing with KW disease, and
they ire centrally Involved in designing, Implementing and overseeing HOPE'S
AIDS/HIV-related work.

Min's bask Planning Premises and organising principles affirm, without limitation:

the need and benefit of irk olinff Persona living with HIV and other diseases, as well as
those in recovery from mestance abuse, are their family members, in the design and
delivery of health education programs,

the efficacy of commoity-based, neighborhood-based, street-based and home-based
Meroaches end interventions, and the value of designing, delivering and lesPlemenling
PrOdraos and activities ln a culturally competent manner,

the trgency of involv q youth In early awareness activities that Promote total health and
livelihood: and, that if we want teens to 4ten ano to believe, we must include teens in
meanireful ways on E WRY level of oar prevention efforts.

the wisdom of talking to people of all ages In terms they understand most and In ways that
Increase the likelihood of their appropriating knowledge and cultivating attitudes Met will
translate into behavior.
the necessity cif tng a fuller view af health risks are health practices. one that takes
into atpuit the social, economic. physical and political status of Individuels and
communities "at-rieee,

the dual npmseity at !Mind a COmProhefainfa viaW and rialltr-besed eoProach to WNW
behavior that tears into accent other facts of life: substance atime, physical violence,
sesuallty, enual preferences and practices. Aret the need for approaches that adrowledge
and indarstand human behavior within the contest sr" balks' contemporary reeltitles, that
ter Many includes: poverty, racism, sesism, xenophob.a. homtPhOble. , d a relative lace of
Riess to quality atilizat, In and hoalth care, Jobs t living wages, aE "labia and adequate
housing.

the "ask requirement of taking a balanced aerofoil toward Wale health promotion ard
COmmunity prOblesS-aolYind. One that incOrporates both problem-focused and
resource-oriented pereoectives.
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Reepecting these crembses, HOPE designed 'PM iota es a oomPrehenellve engrave
of education, prevention and susport care that incluiu these bails comoolients and approacheik

IcalninsLaraLS:ongiglatku designing training modules for staff and volunteers utilising
Peer education. leadership development. and. csmsenity-tased *total health* proststice.

Graisaugtr_ftinrataa-Lianialago_kilinmaLlza involving Youth. parents, faille
ossavbers, neighborhood residents, friends. lovers and loved ems, as well as,
commtnity-based organitations and merchants in coattounitywide Prevention and education
campaigns and interventions.

IntarmatimArd-CommalsailmiclUstastm rcludina visual arkl PerforsIng arts,
culural activities, multi-mdla educations] materials, and. Interpersonal. street-level,
grdagraate, home-based and neighborhood-based amassing and outreach approaches as
Par* of overall *social marketing!' and public information casioalans.

albssaa_aggLikistgalealgsm mobilising and fostering the involvement of members
from the 'impacted comeurate in. "LaMothe, Living with AIDS/HIV Coalltion9,
developing Peer-ted swoon grape Veg. "Nano a Nano Brother to Brother% Veined
speakers es. HOPE Speakers &read, forging alliances end building coallions within oLr
commuruty num Leadershie Alllavice% as well as, networking and linking with other
communities and helping to set t.m necessary linkages withbi the overall system of care.

Now, I will describe in greater Metall. HOPE", program design and model for Preventing risim
behavior in Latino mat: 'Egget.Lasingt.

Ths Pilet dasicrienratien Phi= of las intervention has ban keeled Omen a eub-tantract
HOPE has with the New England Research Institute in Watertown, Masses:humus. The New
England Research Institute is the prime grantee of a five-year moire' grant funded by the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHHD).

HOPE'. role has been to broker, design, coordinate and implement a two-year intervention
!necking Latino and Letina youth in if einem tracts in the Roebt.ry and South End
neighbcrhoods al Boston.

We any proud to report that, to date, Poder Latin° hae been awarded one of two statewide
l'youth Achievement Awards" by thr Massachusetts Caldrons Advocate Networ% one at three
statewide "Commtrity Leadership Awards' by the Latino Health Network. end. Paler Letinalo
Public service announcements Paths, and TM./ are also wircers in the *Teen Nadia Contest'
conducted by the Reston Initiative fcr Teen Pregnancy Prevention. In addition, Paler Latino
youth recently participated in an AIDS advocacy letter-writing camPaign elkneored Inv the
National Nino Rican Coalition nut earned for them a trip to Washington. D.C. dieing the
recent school spring bre*.

1) 7
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Mowing ie a met deecription al the process, struchre. and Warmed cancomes and impacts
thet HOPS Umorperated Intr the projectis design.

1. Proms:

1.1 During ass first year. a baseline way a! door-to-door Interviews was conducted within
the 16 censue- tract research alma to assess the level of youth's Mowledgelawareness
about AlDS, to learn about their attitudes toward health rills, and, to identity the type
N. extent at certain behavioral practices related to health rifts.

1.2 An ethnogrepfsk otter was todertakan within the research area to learn mare about the
teens In the web, about their temilies, neighborhood, and comemity in terms ot
Ancoaledge and beliefs about AAA substance abuses, sexual attitudes and behaviors,
relationships and comeimication. end abalA AIDS in relation to the chsgsh, to the
healthcare system. and, in relation to other community concerns.

1.3 Several roundtable dissuasions ano foam grams were held with community °Maleholderer
Includino teem parents. finny membere, merchante, and, staff from comairsitY
organisations, private and public agencies to ascertain the bandaries and tolerance
levels far Implicit education and prenntion maseams.

1.4 Wis also consulted. through imy MI:meant Interviews, with a range of experts In a varity
a fields trodloiro, social wort. PsYchalagy. etc.), and with persan living with
HIV dilmalle. persons In moven/ tram sutartanco amis. Individuals involved in
alternetivil healthcare, as well as, °grams al various religious. assiritual, and. Political
po rpectives.

LS Ws studied many of the available guidelines tor AIDS educatim end prevention, kaxualli
yrensidtted disease prevention, pregnancy prevention, violence prevention, delincluerscr
prevention, and, school drop-out prevention to Identify qualltv assikraram benchmark's for
program design and to identify common themes related to the ''rleirr business at
adolescence'.

2. Matins:

2.1 The basellne research identified the following rig* factors far HIV infection and
sexually-transmitted dlegames:

- intrequent or lack of cordom use
- unprotected anal Intercairse thetervessual and hososegual)
- IV drug use (including steroid* and medications)
- needle use other then for drug usefabIge tee. ear-piersing, tattoos)
- lack/incomplete knowledge about thy risk statue of see partners
- frequency of intercares

46-963 0 92 - 4
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2.4 rep conceptual medal for AIDS risk-reduction that was derived from these findings
addressed the following dimensicas

Within the context of pride in Latino culture:

- parent influences
Pesr Irdluences
self-estsem

- salf-efficacy

Within the contest of inewledge /attitudinal/behaviors. stall develaesent and behavioral
dianee ar reinforcement

health beliefs
personal ar intwpersonel practices
sueceptibility
severity
beiWlits
barriers
cues to action

Within the conceit, of media teposure, school-based and community -eased programs, the
health care system:

AMMO V Ifficodedge
- knowledge about other health risks

health promotion
- distese prevention

The conceptual model assigns a °probability of HIV infection" (at risk' statimi to
categories of youth from the tweet communities. based en evidence from seit-reports
rrilbrdine wowledle. beliefs. and behaviors An particular, condom and needle um).

2.5 The project design that was drawn from this conceptual model inchded the following
componenty

fluustbariLLISWILLKII baseline and follow-up interviews with youth in the target
research area prier to mid following two-year intervention.

bouiLeritiellIII-ESSUISI sexuality training of parents alvi lasile members to BM. ex
Peer educators and to meet In smell home-based sessions With Other Latino Parents tx
discos AIDS in the local commirdty and to learn methods for improving comminicaticn
with teenagers.

N)
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3.2 An astivitiss press. shaultanseus with and following the training phase. that includes an
*mit of onions: a Ruth newstoper, man speakers' toreau, gram multi-media
wesentatiorts (radio, T.V. and print Wilk service armicemante. Ate visits to AIDS
respites, Sesame Masse clinks, deals centers, and ovatment facilities, intsrviews
with youth ate persons living with AIDS, neighbornood carwessino, leatlettIng and
outreach at speckif ecomerdty events Meath fairs, festivals, tiedraisine waft/. end.
Milk information advocacy activities Dette--writing acepaigns, Relic hearing
testimony/. recreational, social ere cultiral activities. incluling, visual and perfcrming
arts presentations (murals, T-shirts, pastors. Were, flio-charts, brochures.
oliato-novelas. musk and theetre.

3.3 A training component bar parent volunteers to emir them with sexuality education to
ccreart home-tamed sessimis with other parents tea In turn, aline to hest NV halo t'a
conduct other liome-based seesions utilizing Venue parent valuntoars.

3.4 A staff training component that provides basic health eacation are prevention training
to workers from a variety of commirtity settings.

3.5 An interagency coalition of community organisations, each awarded
"Implementation-assistance grants° to participate as breed partrers and to assist in
reirultIng. aPerthltrIng. Promothe me hosting the mar activities.

34 A variety of ethmational materials, rierebooks and guides. Including:

For parentic 'SO Queetttris 11 Answer* Meddler & Hardback far Conducting

"Charles Con Nis MIAs Talks With Ms lade. arid, 'trairmrs guidelines- &RN
suefiested activities end lasso*

For youth: lintre Mteibtroo Among Chavelver guidelines (for home-based
seasionel. °Teen Paciatri Unchees Odcreational breaks's*, condoms and
Inertial:lam bre:hires, Information about how to become involved In Pother Latino),
and, a vadat), al educational materials and products designed to provide basic
°mention aid mecum information (gum wallet cards, Mgt cards, decals,
bumper eiders. T-Shirts, bets, etc.)

Far staff: eGuidelinas for %larking With Latino 'faith" (written by members of tray
Latinos Living With AlDS Coign:bath Training arrival" tor AIDS education and
prevention, sesually-transeitted Mesas's, other infections (nipecially
Tuberculosis), substance shun, miltwal eampsterce, replication materials related
te =Oran Plerelire. Project devolapieent. staff training and evaluation.

Far commitaty: Relit displays (' /Nostra Tu Resosto Show a Little ResPect"),
radio, T.V. and print Public service annaseements rams. Tu Vida Take charge ot
Your Life °Quite es Rationr ifietiende TU Cultura Defend Yaw Culture),
commirtity celebrations Macias a La Vide memorial event to honor Move who
nave died from, and to support those who we living with HIV), visual and
Performing arts events ('Artiste far HOPIV art saki, °Sin Monte theatrical
presentstian) and publk art prssentations (murals and postsre).
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Chairwoman Scintornisa. Our final diatinguished witness this
morning, who has incredible patience, is Kathleen Sullivan, and we
are very happy to have you here, Kathleen. Thank you for hanging
in there all morning, and the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN M. SULLIVAN, DIRECTOR, PROJECT
Ramer, GOLF, IL

Ms. SULLIVAN. Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen, for
the opportunity to appear before you today.

Dies anyone believe that adolescents ought to be sexually active?
Does anyone believe that arkilescents ought to be involved in
drugs? We have asked this question of thousands of citizens across
the country over the last six years and have never found anyone
who believes that adolescentr ought to be involved sexually or in-
voked in drugs. These is tremendous unanimity on this point

We all agree that it is a problem, a malfunction in society. The
evidence of that recognition is the fact that we have developed over
the past 20 years enormous programs, organizations, operations at
every level of government within our communities to fry and
combat this malfunction. The disagreement arises when we dimm-
or decide methods for dealing with this malfunction.

For the past five years Project Respect, of which I have been its
director, conducted a study funded through a small grant from the
Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs, the results of which I do
believe you will find very interesting and encouraging. It is at-
tached later.

One statistic that emerged unexpectedly is proving to be very sig-
nificant. When asked "Are sexual urges controllable,?" students in
the course said-28% said "al "the top they could choose on
the pre testand this increased to 48 percent after the I0-unit
course.

But the figure to note is the very small number, only four per-
cent, who said "never" in both the pre and the post tests. This
points out that our young people know instinctively that their emo-
tions can be controlled.

What they want to know is: Why should they be controlled and
how to control them. If we recognize this as a key to unlocking
their attention span, we then find our young people are a lot more
responsive then most adults give them credit for.

To the question: "The best way for young people to avoid an un-
wanted pregnancy is to wait until they are married before hawing
sex," 43 percent "strongly agreed" on the pre test, and that in-
creased to 59 percent Aer the 10-unit course. Coupled with those
who "agreed," the figure was at 88 percent after the course. The
number who "disagreed" at the end of the course was only four
percent.

To the question; "The best way for young people to keep from
A.=:' or some other sexually transmitted disease is to wait

until they are married before having sex," 37 percent who "strong-
ly agreed" before, and that went up to 55 percent "strongly
agreed" after; coupled with the "agreed," it was 85 percent after
the course. The number who "disagreed" was only 6 percent after.

114
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In freA, the attitudinal improvement has accelerated over the
period of the pilot test. One possible reason is the emphasis that
abstinence wovides the healthkst frmn disease as well as
emotion trauma, not pregnancy. 4, observation is warranted
by the among young males over the
years. statistics showresClethe clear abstinence message_ not
only provides healthier attituthe, but indicates an effect on behav-
ior as well.

Note the improvement fttwill 1988 to 1990 figures. When asked:
"Do you feel that sex among unmarried teens is"one of five dif-
ferent degreesthe figure from 1 *: was 93 peccent "very _

in the pre test, went up to 29 percent in the post In 1990 it was
percent in the pre and that went to up to 41 percent--"very
wrong"after.

A very challenging question in our pre and post test is in rela-
tion to what we call "secondary virginity," and that tremen-
dous sathe and sarcasm from the press and some 4,- When)

asked: "A teen who has had sex mitaide of marriage would benefit
by deciding to stop having sex and wait for marriage," they could
answer one of five answers. In 1988 the top one"absolutely
true"went from 17 percent in the pre to 88 percent afterwards.
The 1990 figure showed 28 percent pre and 44 percent afterwarvls.

Another statistic that neecls much more attention is that 94 per-
cent said it was "important" when asked: "If you were pregnant or
had gotten someone pregnant, how important would ifbe to share
this problem with your parents'?" This contradicts-94 percent said
it was "very important." This contradicts the often heard state-
ment that youngsters cannot, or will not, talk to their I :." ta;

"Facing Reality" include a spacial separate parent guide: w- hi'crinids
The very format of our two texts, which are "Sex

proving to be a 'good bridge for building communication between
home and school.

While most programs in the past. were set up under the general
term of teen pregnancy, we now note this gives the appearance of
it being a female problem. We also now recognize that pregnancy is
only one factor of the problem. Actually, it is an outcome of the
problem. The problem really is adolescents being sexually active.

We all currently recognize the numerous diseases that are ramp-
ant. There are over 80 sexually transmitted diseases, and teens are
leading the age group in most of these.

The CDC shows the greatest jump in the number of full-blown
ALM patients is in their 20s, v.thich means they contracted the dis-
ease as teenagers.

"Ne must oleo give far greater attention to the emotional trauma
growing among our Idolescents to date. Another finding of our
evaluation was the correlation of sexual activity with alcohol and
drug use. Most students involved in one are involved in two or
three. I refer you to graphs 9 and 10 of our OAPP Final Report. We
point out to students that when under the influence of alcohol and
drup. emotions are high and resistance is low.

We must direct our teens to the evidence. Is there such a thing
as safe sex? No. Only safe partners.

How can society insure tliat our young people will be healthy,
safe partners when they grow up? By giving them the complete in-
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formed= fior what constitutes a truely healthy lifestyle. That is,
true abstinence.

This nformat3on should imlude that no amount of contracep-
tives can prevent the emotional trauma of adolescent sexual in-
volvement. All contraceptives have failure rates, and, in particular,
the . -4. failure rake of condoms.

thdng an interview on the NBC Nkghtly News last Decem-
ber, it became evident from a statement matk) by a student that
our young people do not know that for years established research
has shown the condom to be the least effective form of birth con-
trol.

In my 90-second sentence "sound bite" reply, I explained that
our yams people did not know about the past research of condom
failure, whom rate among the adult poptlation is 10 percent and
among teens it is 19 percent, and that these statistics of failure
were regarding conception where only one of the partners, the
female, could conceive for a mere four or five days of a month.

In the transfer of disease, the failure rate is much more likely 50
to 60 percent, as each partner can contract or transmit that disease
every time.

My opponent, who had a second chance to speak, responded,
"But that is all we have." My plea, "No, it isn't. We have the
choice of abstinence, the real health:, lifestyle for our youth," did
not get aired.

It has been very unfortunate over the past two to three years
that the impression has developed that abstinence programs are
not successful. It is aniiiing to those of us working day to day with
the enthusiastic response of students and teachers to hear even cer-
tain Senators and Congressman say, "Just Say No" programs don't
work. Maybe it is because they do not know that, in fact, absti-
nence education is not a "Just Say No" approach. We teach the
kids to bc able to ask and answer what part of "no" don't you un-
derstand. They have told us that they pull these "No" cards out on
a date, and it guarantees two hours of communication instead of
action.

Abstinence is really what should comprise a comprehensive
health course for sex education. We are hopeful that through this
committee, now that we are being given the chance to share our
research and show the effectiveness of one demonstration project,
you will advance the abstinence concept through every available
outlet

The cost effectiveness is exceptional, as can be demonstrated
from our pilot schools over the past six years. At the Federal level,
Project Respect received $107,500 for last year, out of approximate-
ly 1.3 million of Title XX appropriation, which, as far as I know, is
the only money spent on abstinence at the Federal level.

In the State of Illinois, there is a program called Parents Too
Soon, instituted in 1983, with a budget of 6 million. This current
par its budget is $21.7 million. Over a period of a year and a half,
I, as well as other parents, were mewed verbally that they taught
abstinence, but all the evidence we were ever given in materials
were four posters.

After much negotiating and with a statement from our then Gov-
ernor James Thompson, which stated that abstinence should be

11 6
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stressed at least as mu& es other types of Programs, Proiect Bo*
spect was able to get a small portion of funding three years ago for
schools which wanted to implement the Sex Rp.sct curriculum
and which we could not accommodate in our Federal pilot pro.
gram

This year, the abstinence component is still under. . one per-
cent of the PM However, we have served 12,11 stmlents
in 75 schooki the State of Illinois and have put on 18
community seminars in this current year promoting abstinence as
the healthiest lifestyle, with only 111120,000- out of the 21.7 million.

1.6" tt to tin Auditor General's report of June, 1990, pir
Respect one other ais the only two of 820 contracts let by
ents Too Soon Program, whit& even did any evaluations at all. The
auditor's report concluded that, ever all, Parents Too Soon "offi-
cials could not determi= which program otratacies ond elemirats
were effective, ineffective or even counterproductive."

As noted at the i.S:9 then is an overwhelming carsensus
in the belief that ts should not be sexually active. We
urge you to carefUlly study the results of ceir demonstration project
and to give us the "ty to have tawhers, parents, principals
and staients appear you and give evidence as to the support
and acceptance of the abstinence concept

I feel confiding that upon b fully briefed as to the en-
couraging results, you will " that a substantial portion of
all funding ought to go to straight abstinence education. I am not
referring to new money or new programs but redirecting of exist-
ing moneys.

In view of the fact that what has been predominantly taught for
ffi years has not worked, it is only fair and just to the taxpayer
parents who want our youngsters taught the healthiest lifestyle,
that the major part of all government funding should go to straight
abstinence.

We are constantly told that kids having kids are more
and more dollars. Let me ask you to analyze tbat these who
are having kids are themselves products of the nondirfvtive, non-
judgmental approach to sexuality that has been in existence for the
pastO years. Is this not substantial proof that we need a new ap-
proach?

Recently, in Rockford, Illinois, I was told the cost of psychiatric
care for a teen who attempted suicide was $500 per day. If we can
keep these youngsters healthy, we can save millions.

Abstinence is inevitable, as expressed by numerous people at all
levels today, including Governor Douglas Wilder who said, and I
quote, "If these young men and women want to have a future, it is
imperative that they embrace the ultimate precaution: Absti-
nence."

A promiscuous lifestyle is unhealthy, regardless of the sex of
one's partners, it is a matter of facing reality.

Since we can show promising results wi:h a minuscule appropria-
tion of under 1 percent, we have every reason to believe t .iat with
10 percent we could show quite an impact. With 50 percent of what
is now spent, we could probably solve the problem, saving hundreds
of millions of the government budget ar d saving millions of our
students from trauma, and disease, as well as death.
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Thank you very much.
Chairwoman SCHROEMIR. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Kathleen M. Sullivan follows:1
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FINFAMED STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN M. SUMMAR, DIERMenNa, PENWECT REEFEM,
Ckny, IL

Ladies and GOERJAHMat

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today.

Dome anyon believe that sdolescents gob& to be sexually

active?

Does anyone believe that adolescents Ruby to be involved in

drugs or alcohol?

We have aaked this question of thousands of citizens over the

lin Silt year, and have never found anyone who believes that

adolescents gm= to be sexually active or involved in drugs.

There is tremendous unaminity on this point! V. all agree

that it is a problem, a omalfunctionw of society. The evidence ot

that recoanition is the fact that we have developed over the pest

20 years enormous programs, organizations. operations at every

level of government within our communities to try and combat this

"malfunction".

The disagreement arises when we discuss or decide methods for

dealing with this malfunction.

For the past five years Project Respect conducted a study

funded through a small grant from the Office of Adolescent

1 r
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Pregnansy Programs (0.A.P.P.) the results of which I de believe yeawill find lan interesting and enseereging.(1)

One statistic that seemed unasgeatedly is proving to he very
significant.

When Amid, Are SOKUll urges centsullablete
301 said *Always* on the pre test in this pest year and that

went up to 411 on the post test. Set the figure to note is the
way small number, 4*, who said *Revere in both the pre and pose
tests.

This points cut that our young people Wigs instinctively that
their motions can be controlled. What they west to know iss

gla should they be controlled and

mg' to control them.

If we recognise this es a hey to taloching their attention
span, we then find our young people are a Iot more responsive than
soot adults give thee credit for.

To tbe questions

*The best way for young people to avoid an unwanted pregnancy
is to wait until they are serried before having *ex.',
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634 Strongly Agree on the pre test and 99% after the course,

coupled with those Who "Agree', the figure is 1191 after the course.

The numberifto
disagree at tbe and of the course is only 44.

TO the questioas

*rho best way ter young people to keep fres getting AIDS or

some ether semeally transmitted
disease is to mit until they ars

married bettors having ems."

37% 0Strengly Agree,' before the course, after, coOplod

with the "Agree* it is an after the course. The number who

"Disagree* is only *0 after.

In fact, the attitudinal improvement has accelerated over the

period of the pilot test. Ono possible reason is the emphasis that

akitigemajmagis&shiLbasukis
from diseases ss well

as emotional trauma, net just pregnancy. This observation is

1 .

ma_maxi,(2)
Thus_aitiaugs_abax that the clear abstimesoe

massage not only provides healthJer attitudes but indicates an

effect on behavior &swell. Note the improvement from 19811 to 1990

statistics:

When asked; ofto you feel that sex among unmarried teens isTA

A. Vary Wrong I. Quite Wrong C. Nat Very Wrong D. let Wrong

at all II. No Reopones

The figures few 1999 were 20% 'Very Wrong' in ths pre and 29%

in the post. rn 1990, it was 33% in the pre and 410 in the post.

1 1 1
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A very challenging question in our pre and post survey is in

relation to what we call 'Secondary Virginity°.

When asked: "A teen who bas had sex Outside of marriage would

benefit by deciding to step having sem and wait for marriage."

They mould amasser see of fives A. Absolutely True B. Very

True C. Somewhat Irv- D. Net True at all 2. Ne Isepesee

The 1988 figure went from 17% in the pre to 33% ia the pest.

The 1990 figure was 28% pre to 44% pest.

Another statistic that needs much more attention is that 94%

said it was important when asked, 0 It you were prvgnamt or bed

gotten oomeene pregnant, hew important would it be to share this

problem with your parents?' This tontradicts the often beard

seatament that youngster* cannot or will not talk:to their parents.

The vry format of our two texts include a special, separate

Parent Guide, which is proving to be a geed bridge for building

communication between home and school.

While most programs in the past are set up under the general

term of 'teen pregnancy, we now note this gives the appearance of

it beirg a 'female" problem. We also now recognise that pregnancy

is only ono factor of the problem, actually it is an outcome of TUX

problomi
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By giving tb ee. the cenplete infarnntion for whet reerstitutee

a true healthy lifestyle, e.g. Weaning true shmtinence.

This imeorestion Wield tooled. that; no ameent et

contraceptives clan prevent the enotionei treema of adamant

sexual activity (7), ALL contraceptives have failure =tee (1), Mt

In particular, the frightening failure =tee of onodenr.

while doing an interview an the Nef Nightly Neve lest

Zeoeseer. Abscess evident fronastaterosnt Rade byastudent UM&

our young people do not knov that tor years establiaind reeeemik

has shown the condos to be the LUST urvenyi fora of birth

control.

In sy 90 second sentence (TV amine bite) I explained thet Onr

young people did not know about the pest research of amine

failure, whose rate among the adult popmlatiins was 104 ratios. see

among teens 190, and that theme statistics of failure sere

regarding conception where only ane of the partners, the terrie .

could conceive for only 4 OT S days of the =nth. In the transfer

of disase, the failure rate is acre likely 504 to 60% as amok

partner can contract or transmit a disease every time.

ay opponent who had a second chance to speak, responded 'bet

tiat's all we isavo.N

114
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Mg pleas wRo it isn't, we have the choice of abstinence, the

real healthy lifestyle tor our youthow did met get aired.

ft has been very unfortunate, sang the peat 2 to 2 years, that

the impression hes developed that abstinence programs are not

successfal. It is sussing to thawed =working, day today, with

the enthusiastic response of students and teachers to hear even

certain senatore and congressmen say, waist say Row programs don't

wora.

Maybe Ws because INCLIiiaddLISOM that, in fact, abstinence

education I. not a *just say Sew approacib.

AbiltiAOACO is really what should comprise a moomprehansive

health' course for sex education.

We ars hopeful that threw* this committee, new that ve are

being given the shame to share ger research amd show the

effectiveness of see demonstration project, yce will advance the

abstinence comoept through every available catlet.

Tbe cost effectiveness is exceptional. As can be desonstrated

from our pilot schools over tba past six years. At the redarai

level Ptoject Respect received $107,500 for last year out of

approximately $2.3 million of Title XX appropriation. Which, as

tar am I know, is tbs only money spent an abstinence.

1 it
I I
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in the stets of Illinois, there Ls a progrem, Permits ToeDoom, instituted in 1903 with a budget et 4 manias. This surrentyear it is 22.7 million. Over a peeled ef a year and a balf, Ifas well as otber
pezemte, were esserod verbally that tiny tamgbtabstiasmoe, het all the widows

we were gives in materials were4 posters.

After much negotiating, and with a statement from our thengovernor James R. Thompson (9) whicb stated
abstinence should be

stressed "at learnt' ae mmich as any other type of program, Project
Respect was able to get a small portion of fondingthres year' ago,
for schools which wanted to implement SOX RUM= and which we
could not accommodate in our Federal Pilot program. This year,
the abstioence

component is still under 1% of tbo P.T.O. budget.
However, re have served 12,000 students in 75 eaboole throughout
the state of Illinois and have put on 13 community seminars, inthis currant year, promoting abetinence am THR healthiest
lifestyle, with only $320,000.

According to the Auditor General's report of June, 1990,
Project Respect and moot/um are the only two of 320 contracts lot
by P.T.S. which did any evaluations.

The auditor's report
concluded thst, overall, Parents Ito Soon 'officials could not
determine wbich program' trategies and elements were ffective,
ineffective or even coonterproductive."(10)
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As noted at the beginning, there is an averehelaing consensus

in the belief that adolescents should not be semually active. Ve

urge yom to carefelly study the results of ous demenstration

pxoject and too give us the opportOnity to have teachers, parents,

principals and asigmaga appear were pea and give evidence se to

the sapport and
afteptance of the abstinence concept.

I feel confident that, upon becoming telly briefed as to the

asocoreging results, you will recommend that a sUbstential past of

a n l o s ought to
gotchetraight a b s t i n e n o e education. I meet

referrine to IINM money or SW programs but
redirection of *misting

monies.

in view ot the feet that what has been predominantly taught

for 20 years has not worked, it is only fair, and in justice to the

taxpayers/parents who want cur youngsters taught the healthiest

lifestyle, that the major part of ALL govarnmemt fundin, go to

straight abstinence.

We ars constantly told that Rhide having kids* are coating

moss and mere dollars. Let me ask you to analyse tint these

*hide,* who are having kids, IWO thOMSOIVOO products of the nom-

directive approach to
sexuality, that has been inexistence tor the

pest 20 years. Is this not
substantial prow that we need a new

approach? Recently in Rockford,
Illinois, I was told the cost for
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Chairwoman Scnaoemm. (.74mgressman Wolf, do you have any
questions?

Mr. Wm,. I do. I want to thank the panel for all the testimony. I
have a number of questions, and I will try to be relatively brief and
maybe ask a couple to each of you.

Zedosky from West Virginia, do you have any evaluations?
When did you set the program up?

Ms. &Bossy. The model program in Harrison CArunty was set up
in 1987, and we do have an evaluation that shows a significant in-
crease in knowledge. That is in elementary schools.

The other programs I are our visic- and our plan for
comprehensive initiatives statewide.

Mr. WOLF. SO the senior high programs are not in effect? What
are your plans and goals?

Ms. Zsnosxv. We have ounprehensive health education
in pl=. The other parameters, such as the teacher 11:erinsess,
.,Ith service, counseling components, are not fully in place.

Mr. WOLF. I see. Will West Virginia be putdm them in place?
Ma ZICDOBILY. This is a commitment from our Governor and our

annmittee. We will be putting them in place.
Mr. WOLF. What did the evaluation of the elerientary school

show in 1987?
MB. &MM. It showed that when the children personalized

their health behavior and understood their own ownership of that,
they made significant improvement in diet and exercise habits,
their cholesterol levels decreased, and their self-esteem increased
significantly. There were interesting drawings that the children did
of themselves pre-and poet-program that indicated that they did
understand that ty could control much of what happened to
thenuelves and their

Mr. Wow. Could you send us a copy of the evaluation?
Ms. ZEDOEINY. ni be glad to.
Mr. Wou. Thank you.
Ms. McKee, I want to welcome you. I know you are a famous

person. I saw you on television. You said something that I found to
be very true. You made the comment about being free from embar-
rassment. When I was a kid, I stuttered very badly. I experienced
embarrassment and fear in school as a result of my stuttering.

I think a teacher like you can raise the comfort level in the class-
room by coming to the defense of the child that is not quite sure.

So I think you have really struck a nerve. I wondered what do
they do in senior high school? You are speaking more from elemen-
tary experience, I assume.

Is there anything like this in senior high schools that you are
aware of?

Ms. McKim. Our senior highs and high schools do have a guid-

entire county po tion, which, of course, limits very much what
ance counselor i;ucalace. There is one health nurse that serves an

she can do for children.
We found, of course, that one guidance counselor at our one high

school in Hampshire County, wh:ch is servicing about 450 students,
is just not adequate in any way, shape or form to meet the needs of
these students.

1 "
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It falls very much on the high school teachers, to become men-tors and caregiver; of individual students. It is quite a burden tobear.
Mr. Wogs. Thanks.
What about parent invigvement?
Ms. McKim. We have a very limited parent involvement.. In fact,I have been very active over the last several years in trying tocarry on workshops with parents, make home visits myseg to ti7to get parents involved. Involvement isn't even the terminologythat I am striving for.
I canmet get parents to even sign a releaee form for me to taketheir child to the doctor in my car.
I often have to go to tbs home awl show them where to " sothat I can take their child. That is the minimum standard whatwe would term as involvement
Mr. Wow. Why is that?

hard just to exist. see me and see the school as the only hope
Ms. McKim many of the families are trying very

that their child has being sonmwhere where he can get a warmmeal and someone to care for him.
The papers don't get home. The parenth very often cannot read

thee.zm...,. Thank you.
Ms. Wodraska, do_you have any evaluation of your program? It

sounds like you do. How long has it been in effect?
MS. WODBASKA, Our program has been in effect since 1987. Our

sister program in KanSaS City has been in effect since 1984.
Mr. Wm". How old are the children when they first enter the

PrZa14'.0D11.A8NA. Either in middle school or junior high, whichwould be approximately 11, 12-10, 11, 12. It depends on the struc-ture of the school. It is a two-year program. They come in either inthe sixth or seventh grade, or the seventh or eighth, depending onthe school.
Mr. Wour. Have you seen improvements?
MS. WODSASKA. Great Improvement We have the largest longitu-dinal study in the Nation. It is included in my written testimony.
Of the results we have published the findings, and what we havedone when we were loolthig at the Kansas City findings, obviously

we were lucky.
While it wasn't as strong as we would like to have seen, we madeimprovements and in particular, we didn't see as strong of a reduc-

tion in alcohol in Kansas City as we would have liked.
And so in Indianapolis, we wrote three lessons that were specific

When we look at the use of alcohol as op-
and cigarettes, the acceptance, the social norm,

of alcohol really impacts on the results.
But this did IeIp. So those are the kinds of program innovations

that we made from Kansas City.
But we have extensive research on that. We also do informal

types of research. We do informal surveys as part of the actual pro-
gram curriculum from the youngsters. Self reports that help usverify what we are doing in our other types of research.

Mr. Woi.r. Is this anything like the D.A.R.E. program?

120
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Ms. WODZASZA. Well, it's interesting that you should ask. We
had the same birth process. Over 11 years ago, the program called
Project Smart was initiated in Los Angeles, designed by the same
people at the University of Southern California, and from that pro-
gram eminated pPrig Star and Project I-Star.

The Smart was placed in the fifth grade level,
fourth :linfiafthl grade level, and they found through the research
that that was not the most effective for the social skills approach
that we used.

And so, when it was transferred to lianms City and Indianapolis,
we moved it up a little hit, and we found that our research indi-
cates it is more effective.

Mr. WOLF. Moved it up from
WODRAFIXA. One grade level.

The D.A.R.E. program keeps it at the original level where it was
placed. The D.A.R.E. program has a unique objective of trying to
integrate the policeman into the classroom which I think is a very
fair obksctive.

And what we have done in Indianapolis is actually take those
conununities where the police want to get involved, and we train
them to "team teach" with the teacher.

The differences I see in the D.A.KE. program is that they rel-
egate the teacher to a monitor in the back of the room, and yet
your teacher has that ongoing consistent influence with the young-
sters all year long.

So we have kind of married both objectives, the objectives of the
police department in wanting to have a presence, a positive pres-
ence in the classroom before their relationship becomes punitive
with the youngsters, and the fact that you have an ongoing profes-
sional teacher, and they can work together and long after the po-
liceman is out of the classroom, you still have the teacher giving

the consistent message.
So we believe that our initiative in Indianapolis is going to be

much stronger than the actual D.A.R.E.
Mr. WoLe. We have D.A.R.E. in two of my counties, in Arlington

Loudon County; and they seem to feel it is good, al-

tho I haven't seen the evaluations.
I it started in L.A., and apparently the evaluations out

there are fairly good.
Do you think yours is better?
Ms. Woman*. I believe it is. There is an extensive research con-

ducted by Dick Clayton.
Mr. WouP. Is it favorable or unfavorable?
MS. WOORAMEA. Over a three-year period, it does not seem to in-

dicate that there is a cause and effect to programming.
Mr. WoLv. Could you send that to me, and could you give us a

copy of your program, and a synopsis of it, so that I could send to
my loml counties

Ms. WODILILSKA. Absolutely. Sure could.
[The following information requested is retained in comittee

files.]
1. News release of November 20, 1990. highlighting Project I-STAR's most recent

high echool data.
2. Prevention News Reprint featuring I-STAR Survey Results.

1 '
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& I-Erms_policelschool initiative retentsandations.
4. 'UM Ma, and Dray," conference paper by Everett M. Rowns, Annenberg

School for Communication, University of Southern California.
& tams Brochure.
Mr. Wme. Are there other states that are doing what you are

doing?
Ms. WonaAssa. We have a public-private partnership. Our re-

search is somewhat underwritten lrf Unite-A-Grant through U.S.C.,
but our program itself is hurried by a local funder, Lilly Endow-
ment, in Indianapolis, and by Mary Dow Kaufinan Association in
Kansas City.

So there aren't many communities just yet that can find that
public-private al' '4

Our program is .. at no cost to all of the communities, and
schools that we serve in an eight-county area, which is quite
unique.

Mr. Wo1.2. Does it require a lot of parent involvement?
Ms. Woman*. A lot. As I indicated before, we bring the parents

inI thought it was interesting, Mr. Riggs had saM he had to be
involved in the program. We involve the parents in the actual cur-
riculum through homework where it opens up a focused dialog to
discuss, with your youngsters, the drug issue.

We involve them in training so that they can train other parents
in prevention strategies and parenting skill% which is unique.

times, you have a parent program that has a professional
deliver to parents. Well, here we train our parents to deliver to
other parents, saying "Look, we have the same problems, we can
solve these together."

And then we involve them in community organizations so that
they can actually go into the community and require that the
public policies that are in place about not selling cigarettes to
minors and alcohol, that indeed the local merchants are complying.

So we really empower the parents, and that is one of the unique
features of our rogram. It is awhen we say comprehensive, it
really is compre :'. 've because we involve everybody, the parents,
the community, the media.

Based on our research, we say that we are research based and
research driven, and we indeed are.

Mr. Wow. Is it available in all Indiana schools?
Ms. Wonamaxa. No, sir. It began in Marian County, which is In-

dianapolis, and in the seven contiguous counties that border that.
We have a layered approach.
And Lilly Endowment was wry _favorable to us moving out in

the layer process. However, our full funding from Lilly will cease
in 1998 unless they become extremely generous again and give us
more as we move throughout the state.

Mr. Wm'. Is it just in Indianapolis then?
Ma WODRASKA. I hope not We will be looking for additional

funds. We have a very good base. We just received our second na-
tional award last August

In May of last year, the AMA recognized us out of 140 other pro-
for excellence in prevention programming, and from the

tra.S719Secretary of Health and Human Services, Louis Sullivan, we
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earned that award in August for excellent!, in prevention program-
ming.

Mr. WOLF. Well, if you could send me a syn of it and also
the D.A.R.E. report, bemuse I have 4, I., every year with
another Member the resolution commending the D.A.R.E. program,
and I would like to see it.

I would also like to send that to the schools in my district
Mr. Duran, I appieciate your testimony. It sounds like you have

a pretty good program going there.
I just wondered, one , =-:". Do you get into values at all? Do

you get into things like , t?
You said you Wei parental involvement, and it is community

based, but I wonder, do you get into values, right, wrong, and this
is appropriate and this isn't appropriate?

AN. Yes, it is a very value-based program. It would
differ, if you are talking from the parent component to the commu-
nity c rganization component to the peer component, and the ap-

gilt%the community wherever they are.
is to try and reach the teens, reach the parents, and reach

And when we have done that, we have seen a wide range of dif-
ferent values.

Mr. Wow. Do you have an evaluation of how successful you are?
Mr. DURAN. The evaluation is slated for next year and the fol-

lowing year. The intervention itself will terminaterather, the
Federal funding through NICHD for the intervention will termi-
nate this November, and the Research Institute will then do the
follow-up survey all of next ysar, and then the analysis the year
following.

Mr. Wow. OK
I would almost be tempted, Ms. Sullivan, I am running out of

time, to ask the others to comment on your approach with regard
to abstinence. And I wanted to ask you a couple of questions.

I wrote a couple of notes down in pages. On Page 6, you had the
failure rate of condom. Wha:ledoozou base that on?

You explained how did not know about the past re-
search of condom failyureonvoll said the rate among adult popula-
tions was 10 percent failure and among teens 19 percent.

And these statistics of failure were regarding conception where
one could possibly conceive for only four or five days of the month.

In the transfer of disease, the failure rate is more than 50 to 60w:rieit because each partner can transmit a disease every time.
do you come up with these figures with regard to the failure

rate of condoms in relation to pregnancy and also the failure rate
in relation to disease?

Ms. StruivAre. The failure rates of contraceptives is detailed in
contraceptive failures in the United States estimates from the 1982
national survey, which was in Family Planning Perspectives, as
well as the more current one, which was also in Family Planning
Ft.rspeetives, 1986 and 1984.

And these are
Mr. WOLF. Could you submit them for the record and let me see

a copy of that?
DU SULLIVAN. Yes, yes, I certainly will.

1 3
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There is also an interesting thing. As far as I know, maybe Dr.
Kolbe could comment- We have been trying to get whether or not
there have been any studies done of condoms failure rates for dis-
ease.

And as far as we know, there were two attempted. One was
among married couples in Florida, f. one was started UCLA
which was discontinued because they realized they were literally
anreading the disease at such a high rate.

And this is of great =cern. Now we did a very grassroots
survey at my office, which was not funded by any grant anywhere,
and took just a matter of going to the drug store. And we bought
five different condom products, by the way, and read the instruc-
tions inside, which I thmk is something that as far as I know is not
done with any of these youngsters among the programs that hand
out condoms so liberally.

And each package said, "this product recommended for vaginal
use only," and it save no reference to failure rates, which I
thought was interesting.

It is the only product I know of today that literally does not even
give an indication of its failure or effectiveness.

Now, the point is very serious, though. They are only really safe
if they stay in the package and they are never usPdi. We all know,
all women knew for years and years and yea. hat you didn't
really depend on condone to prevent conception.

And yet all of a sudden in the last three to four years, it is
being referred to as "the only thing we have" in a life and *bath
situation. Where pregnancy is notyou know, a child is not a
death sentence.

When it comes to AIDS and sexually transmitted diseaees today,
it can be a death sentence. And yet we are misleading our youth.
Where is truth in advertising when it comes to information regard-

sexual activity among our young ple?
What I am pleading is, it simply isn't beim coveted.
Mr. Wour. I think you raise a very good point.
Doctor, do you know? Have there been studies pertaining to the

transmission of disease with regard to the failure rate of condoms?
Dr. Koi.az. There have been some fairly recently, and there are

experts in our Division of Sexually Transmitted Diseases and Divi-
sion of Reproductive Health that could testify.

Mr. Wm". Do you know what the failure rates are?
Dr. KOLBE. I am m-ry, I don't.
Mr. WOLF. That is important- Otherwise, you may literally be

playing a game of Russian roulette whereby a young person can
die.

If you could submit them for the record and then I will have my
staff check with the Food and Drug Administration and Dr. Sulli-
van's office to see if there are any more recent studies.

If you could submit them, Doctor, I would appreciate it
MS. SULLIVAN. Excuse me, Congressman.
This is an ad from one of the condom poducers. This

ad is in regard to latex gloves, but it aes to latex conclonis, also.
And it is really quite graphic. We have found this is a wonderful

demonstration in the classroom. This is what a pinhole looks like
to a virus, and when the kids realize this is what we are talking
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about, they are much less likely to trust their lives to one little
piece of latex in an emotional situation.

Mr. Wm?. Well, that is a veay point. I guess in closing, let
me thank the panel. This is a . . issue. Let there be no mistake.

I come down on the side of abstinence. I believe that is the appro-
priate resp4mse.

Now, let me just say pulilicly, there are some good families and
good people that get involved and mistakes happen, and I under-
stand that. I listened to a radio program today of a man who had a
daughter, 14 years old, who became pregnant She was from a good
family and they had dcnie everything possible. I understand that
things still can happen. You have to love this girl and help her.

But I think overall when you are young, ph need to have the
leadership of your parents and the community and of the groups
like yours, Mr. Duran, and the West Virginia school system. If they
can say, abstinence is the approach, and instill values, I think that
is very, very important Particularly not only when you are dealing
with the issue of pregnancy but when you are dealing with the
issue of death. To have a young person come down with one of
these diseases and die, no matter what the case is, your heart goes
out to them, and mi just want to do everything you can.

I think, Ms. ftllivan, you make a very good point with regard to
tke question of abstinence. I also think it is important, and I don't
know how we accomplish this' goal.

Ms. McKee, I wish I had had you for a teacher. I had some great
teachers and some who weren't as great, but I think you would be
very sensitive to a young kid who stuttered and didn't know what
he was going to do later on in life.

But I think that more institutions can raise the comfort level of
these young people. I think they are looking for role models, they
are looking for somebody who is willing to say that this is wrong.

And Friday night after I gave a graduation speech, my youngest
child (I know I don't look old enough to have five children who
have graduated from high school, but I do, and I am only kidrling)
we had an all-night gradtmtion party, and the graduation
went from 11:00 o'clock until 500 o'clock in the morning; no drink-
inf:..attIty wife and I were there.

of our job was the clean-up crew, and I watched these kids
and you could just see their comfort level having increased because
a lot of their teachers were there, a lot of the parents were there,
and it was okay not to drink.

They were playing games and doing things, and since Fairfax
County has had that program, there has not been one accident, nor
one death. I would urge every county, every school to look at this
prtgram. You might want West VA to look into it

Up until that time, you would constantly hear a report about a
kid on the way home from a graduation party who was killed.
Then you think of the hurt and the pain and the suffering of the
family involved. Every time I hear a story like this I think of Mike
Barnes who was a Congressman from Maryland, a Democrat. I just
think of how good he would feel knowing it was his legislation to
raise the drinking age from 18 to 21.

I have often told him, Mike, as a result of what you have done,
you have probably saved more hurt and pain and suffering and
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agony in a family, and they don't even know that you have saved
them because they didn't lose their loved one.

But if you Wan% done that, they would have - . the tele-
phone mli 120, 3:00 o'clock in the morning from State Police,
that that) had been an accident.

As a result of Barnes doing that, he saved a lot of lives. I think if
we do things whese the structure, the government, the church, the
different communities like yourselves, Mr. Duran, tell the
kids, this kit what we and these are the parameters

Y°don't have to drink, you don't have to do these things I think
can make a tremendous diffetence.

To those kids who do it, I think we should just put our arms
around them and tell them we forgive them, we love them, we care
for them, and get _them back on track.

I had never heard of the term you called secondary virginity.
Ms. SuLuvam. It is a very, very definite "attention getter," and

when they listen and discuss through it., they realize they may
never regain their physical virginity, but they can regain the emo-
tional virginity, the Psychological. And they can start all over
again. And that is really what we are aiming at with all these pro-
grants.

If I might just comment once more, our statistics show very
clearly the correlation between the drinking, drugs and sexuality;
and that is why our new textbook, "Facing Reality," is the compos-
ite approach.

Mr. Wou. When does that come out?
Ms. SULLIVAN. Ws out now.
Mr. Wm,. Could we get a copy?
Ms. SULLIVAN. We started pilot testing it with a grant from

0.A.P.P. last year. It is a third on substance abuse, a third on sex-
ualty and a third on the cultural influence because the same things
that affect one affect all three. And drinking is usually the entry of
the three itema.

Mr. Wour. Could we get a copy of that textbook?
Ms. SULLIVAN. Yes.
Mr. Wolz. If You could, give it to the committee so we can take a

look at it,
Ms. SULLIVAN. Certainly will.
Mr. WOLF. I want to thank the Chair for holding_ these hearings.

I think they are very important. I don't think all wisdom, truth
and knjw1 - lies on either side, and I think we are all searching.

But I thiA you rnake a very good point, Ms. Sullivan, whereby
you ask for funding to be increased because although there may be
people that don't think your approach works, not to try it is abso-
lutely crazy.

I think that all these things ought to be looked at So I personal-
ly believe, and if I have anything to say about it, I would certainly
favor that increase in the funding for the abstinence approach.

=Iolhiiirk the panel.
SCHROZDZII. Congressman Riggs

Mr. Rims. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
I guessI will keep my questions a little bit briefer because I

know we are in the lunch hour, and we have a lot of other things
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togoonto. But I do have some specific questions, I think, of each
of die . ..- vely quickly.

Ms. v, you talked about the comprehensive that
you have ... ted in West Virginia, and I ... "0 P- en-
dorse that approach. I want to be clear in my mind that the school
based component again, when does that begin? At what grade? And
is that an articulated curriculum that continues there forward
until the child leaves the school system, or the youth, I should my?

MS. MUMMY. Yes. We require health education in grades X
tlyough in West Virginia, and one full unit is required for

graduation.
our ;program will begin early, there is a definite scope and

sequence. And they will continue all the way throughout their
schooling. With those other seven ts of a comprehensive

'17Rtoworas.rgtbegins in tne earliest grade in the eighth grade?
around the heath ucation comptment.

MS. ZatiCOXY. No. It . in kindergarten. Every grade from K
through eight rettnires . education with one full unit in
grades nine through 12 for high school graduation.

Mr. Moos. What does that mean?
Ms. ZROOSItY. One year of health education. You know, you may

have four units of English, two units of history, one unit of 11-.alth
education.

Mr. RIGGS. In the aggregate, grades nine through 12. I see. I wish
you well.

I think the comprehensive approach is the right one. So it does
begin in the earliest grades, in kinde

rMa. ZEDOOXY. Actually, preschool, Latetz:wne don't have overall re-
sponsibility for all of the preschool programs.

Mr. Rum. And this is a standard state mandated portion of the
curriculum in West Virginia public schools?

Ms. ZEDOOKY. Yes, adopted by the West Virginia Board of Educa-
tion.

Mr. Moos. So this is the State Board of Education?
Ms. ZSDOOKY. Yes.
Mr. Rims. Ms. McKee, congratulations.
Mr. McKsa. Thank you.
Mr. RMS. I just wanted to get your views, maybe a little bit or

slight1T out of context that there is a lot of talk in this town about
educational reform and educational excellence initiatives.

In my view, you know, it still comes down to underscoring the
importance, indeed the critical role, that the individual classroom
teacher plays. Also, involving the individual classroom teacher a
certificated personnel, more involving them in school-based man-
agement, even discussions about curriculum.

Do you have an opinion on that?
Mr. McKEs. Well, you have just elaborated upon the platform of

my most popular speech. Most definitely, teachers and students
make education happen.

And until we can get that across to law makers, that the most
effective policy allows teachers and students to use their expertise
in establishing curriculum and establishing how schools are run, I
really don't feel we are going to have any true strides in education-
al reform. Luckily, we are moving in that direction.
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I am yery glad to see it ". However, it is certainly notbil

happemng to the degree it to happen.
Mr. WOOL Have you had a chance to take a look at the Presi-

dent's .educateo hiarl package?
Ms.
Mr. Rms. Do you like what you see there?
Ma Mass. I like the attention being given to education, be-

cause for many .years there was not much given at all. The fact
that the federal level is -40, , its attention towards education is

That 6,', I am very excited about
veritv.ieRfilsrl ree very in getting your anis, if you
would like to communicate them to me here at the committee or
directly to my office, anything we can et to - th involve-
ment or to strengthen or in the case it like the school dis-
trict where you are currently employed, WiNin a parent-teacher
school compact Because I think that is critically important

Ms. McKee. Exactly. I appreciate that from ., I am most excit-
ed that the America 2000 strategy puts em - on community-
based .", and comprehensive packaging.

Mr. Thank you.
Mrs. Wodraska, I am very concerned, more from the perspective

of a parent of an adolescent, and a former law enforcement officer
who used to come into contact with kids in what were, for them,
very awkward and troublesome circumstancesI am very con-
cerned about the students indicating that teen alcohol use is on the
rise.

Do you have an observation there, and does the old nexus hold
true about indicating at-riskthe incidences of soft drugs such as

uana and more serious, even deviant behavior later on down
the l e?

Ms. WODRASKA. Several studies have indicated a precondition for
harder drugs down the line, that they start here. Ilmt is almost a
given in the prevention field.

In terms of increased alcohol use, our studies show those are de-
creasing with our program involvement. However

Mr. Rioos. May I ask you this, quickly, on that point, is that
where you begin? I mean, how much do you focus on alcohol educa-
tion, alcohol consumption prevention?

Ms. WODRAEIKA. Our program is considered primary prevention
for the pteway drugs: alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana. But the
perspective on alcohol is particularly disturbing. We are showing
reductions. However, they are not as large as the reductions for
cigarettes and marijuana But if you look at the social situation as
it is, for the last 20 or so years we have gotten so much education
and community play about the risks of smokily. So in our society
there aren't too many people who think smoking is a really neat
thing to do. There aren't a grNit deal of people that would support
it. Kven our airline regulations, on domestic flights we don't smoke
anymore.

Marijuana it is not a popular, socially acceptable thing to do.
However, alcohol is such a socially acceptable thing to do for
adults. When we celebrate, what do we do'? We have alcohol. Our
young people, they want to be adults. They gravitate toward alco-
hol.
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We have situaticais in our community where the policeman will
verifY this, it is actually the parents or some of the adults in the
community who will rent their motel room, buy the keg and say, as
low as stay Imre and you don't drive and drink and get into
those drugs, it is okay.

But what we didour government action committee with the col-
laboration of the eight county inosecutors, put .. a flyer, arid
what it is is, the adult legalities to providing alcohol
for } younsters. And it got pw. The schools
loved it, sent it out around prom time. We d4vzøminated it

the hotel-motel associaticm, and the restaurant association.
the response we got from that. As long as our society

views as a viable way to celebrate or relax, or all the rea-
sons they give for using it, it sends a message to our youngsters,
although it is illegal for their use, there is no such thing as a re-
spcnsitge use because it is illegal tui well as a myraid of other rea-
msit is not healthy. Our words and our actions don't always co-
ordinate there, so the youngsters pick up, if you want to be adult,
you drink.

If you look at the curve that research has provided for us, you
see the curve for onset for early adolescence starts in the sixth or
seventh grade. It goes up for marijuana and cigarettes, but the al-
cohol curve goes up off the chart. Almost invariably when I ask the
question, adults will say, it is acceptable. It is a very acceptable
part of our fabric.

So we have designed specific lessons in our curriculum to deal
with alcohol, and we do try through our community interventions
and our community awareness programs to bring the point that al-
cohol is a drug. It is not just that other thing.

Even .1 our adopted terminologyyears ago you heard
people say, ; . and drugs. Now you hear them say, ahol and
other drugs. Simply by adding "and other," it focuses on the reality
that alcohol is a drug. That has helped a great deal.

Mr. Rums. 'Thank you.
I should point out I represent the prime wine producing region

in the United States, the Napa wine valleys, and my vintners are
very concerned about what they perceive to be a neoprohibitionist
movement in America.

I want to point out the very careful and well-thought-out expla-
nation you just gave regarding the absolute reason and utmost ne-
cessity for having the school-based programs that impart some in-
formation about alcohol binges, and all the damage and destruction
it can do in our lives.

I think if alcohol was banned, and I am not an advocate for that,
there would be little for us to do. I can remember nights as a
patrol officer going from one incident to the next and the common
theme, if you will, that ran through every single one of those inci-
dents was alcohol abuse, so I appreciate your perspective.

Mr. Duran, speaking or criminal justice, do you work closely with
the criminal justice ? I think you mentioned, are criminal
justice system referrals important to ymir program?

Mr. DURAN. Of the youths involvW in our program, a quarter of
them come from the court system.
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Mr. Riaos. Obviously, those are indeed at-risk youths, but are
those what we would callwe used to have a 601 section. You are
familiar with that in California?

Mr. MIRAN. Yes.
Mr. Moos. I believe it is the Welfare and Institutire Code. Now,

it is sort of a grey area institutionally speaking, but are those
yopths who have et.:14, ;..1 some sort of at-risk behavior likely corn-

:.,.ing more serious _

Mr. . Yes, those that are in for statue offenses related to
things that are illegal or criminal because of age, as well as other
more serious offenses, mostly related to drugs and drug-related vio-

lence.
Mr. Amos. Are you coining up against the gang culture in your

work? What does that overlay to all the other problems confronting
the modern youth that we have been discussing here today?

Mr. DURAN. Sad to say, the gang phenomenon has reached the
cities and towns in Massachusetts.- NYhat we are coming up against
is an extremely more violent related phenomena not just confined
to gangs. In a recent study, for example, among high school stu-
dents, it was found in this stutly that about sewn percent of
themthese are about 2000 high school students outside of
Bostonhad been involved in a physically violent altercation in
which one of the persons had to seek medical assistance.

We found among some of the youth in our program and the kids
that they were working with as well, that incisients of sexual inter-
course were also related to physical violence or threat of physical
violence and coercion. So I think we are seeing now in our urban
cities as well as in some of the more rural, outlying towns, that
there is an increase in physical violence, there is an increase in
gang and drug activity, there is a large increase in the school drop-
out population and the persistence of poverty. And I think all of
these converge into an at-risk status.

Mr. RIGGS. There continues to be a tremendous problem in Cali-
fornia. You mentioned drop-outs, particularly severe in the Hispan-
ic community? Any comments on that situation? I don't think we
have made much headway in California in terms of reducing the
number of high school dropouts.

Mr. DURAN. I think certainly to answer that question in any
competent manner we would need a lot more time than I could pos-
sibly have to answer it right now. I think one of the reasons we
have not yet made headway about intervening into this problem is
that we don't fully yet understand how to t.ake what we know
about the reasons people are dropping out and how to incorporate
that into a school reform agenda.

More often than not, there are studies that are commissioned to
examine the problem, and I would submit that probably where we
should spend our resources is to take what we already know and
examine how we can incorporate that into the reform measures,
like parental involvement, like what is happening in the classroom
and how we can support our teachers and respect them as profes-
sionals.

All of the adjunctive support services, all of the enrichment pro-
grams and after school prwrams, and all of the things that were
present when I was going to school made for a very enriching
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comes particularly to sexuality in our schools. We have said, you
can chose whatever field is okay for you. We throw in a bone and
say, we all know abstinence is the one sure way, but, and the "but"
is what is emphasized, and the "but" k what comes through when
the emotions are high and the resistance is low csi the Pridav or
Saturday night.

Let me communicate to you one of the greatest motivatim -

ers in the entins dnig and alccdiol scene today is a black, wonderful
black mid-80-year-old, six foot seven, 830 pound "role model" who
is so clear, and he brought out at our seminars in Chicago, he said,
why ck our gangs? Because they are "directed." That is
what anft to young Ie. They want "direction." And
they are not getting it from = schools, and where are the par-
ents?

Too many of those parents today are themselves products of the
"nondirective" approach. That is why they can't control their kids.
That is why they are not cooperating with the wonderful teachers
and schools, because they were taught you just can't get those
kinds to listen. So they have the idea that "my teenagers aren't
going to listen." So they have abdicated their directive iole. We
must get back to that "direction," that is why the gangs are prolif-
erating to the degree they are.

I think Milton Crier speaks eloquently for the black population.
He ought to be put into everybody's school and city in this country.
And I can guarantee you that in two to five years you would have
a marked Mavnce, but instead, no, he is not the one being sup-
ported by most of the federal dollars. It is those who say the de-
spairing role, there is nothing you can do with these kids, make
sure they have got their condom before they leave class this after-
noon. That is not going to work.

Mr. RIGGS. I agree with you. And I wouldn't want you to think
that I am one of the despairing cynical masses. But I want to get
very clear on this point. I totally agree with you that young people
are crying out in many, many instances, for clear direction. That
includes teaching about morality and moral values.

Ms. SULLIVAN. You are right.
Mr. RUM. They obviously look to their mrental influences, who-

ever is filling those role models, princimlly for their clear direc-
tion. But the one thing I want to be clear on is, when you talk
about abstinence until marriage, do you mean no sexual inter-
course? Is that really what it means?

Ms. SULLIVAN. Very definitely. Every reason to not engage in it
as a teenager is applicable. I mean, call it monogamy, call it mar-
riage, call it monogamous partner, that is what it is. That is the
bottom line today. No adult isn't shattered by a broken physical
union. We know that.. Adults don't go in and out of physical rela-
tionships, that highly charged physical state, without emotional
trauma, disease, and/or whatever else goes with it. To expect our
adolescents to go in and out of that highly charged physical union
is ludicrous. And we are, in fact, leaving them to that bad habit
development of where there is nothing we can do about it.

Mr. Moos. So you are acknowledging that there will be sexual
behavior and activity?
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Ms. SULLIVAN. There always was and there always will be. Our
" is to hold up an ideal, inform mi what is right and wrong,

unhealthy, good and bad. And we must give our young-
sters directions. Otherwise, we are going to see a catapult of
the woblems we have today, as I said, we all recognize. We cannot
keep going in the same direction.

Mr. itroca. I understand. And I am willing to support you to the
extent, as Governor Thompson did, or as you indicated Governor
Thompson said in your written statement, that we ought to put at
least as much emphasis on stressing abstinence as we do on any-
thing else.

Unfortunately, we dmet have any young people to testify before
us. I think that would be a good idea.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Chairwoman Samoan= Thank you very much.
I want to say I am depressed. I am very depressed that we have

allocated so few resources. The prcograms we are hearing about that
work are just a little drop in the bucket, =Meer you saying You
may Icee your funding and you may not, and will the private sector
keep coming forward.

Outside of West Virginia, I don't think there is another State
that has got a comprehensive program.

Ms. &MM. And we are not fun&d.
Chairwoman SCHROMMIL Exactly. That says to me, before we get

all excited about this, this is great, we have programs, it is like
throwing a bucket of water in the ocean and expecting it to rise.

I also think when you look at the statistics on our teens, they are
devastating. If anyone thinks more teen parents is a good idea,
they are going to love the way we are going. If you are to
&Ale the number of teen pregnancies, and we dW in the 1 we
are on another real downhill trend.

I thought your West Virginia testimony was very good. You have
ga to deal with the whole range of families. It is wonderful to have
families that are there which you can work with, but a Nation of
dysfunctional families soon becomes a dysfunctional Nation. It is a
little harder to figure out how we step in that direction.

I also have to say, as I listen to all of this, how saddened I am by
the messages we see on TV. I have been very frustrated. We
haven't taken on the alcohol problem. Sports are breaking out,
what is it, beer and ball? I don't know how you would have ball
games on the air if you didn't have beer. And it has been like a
right-of-passage, a thing to adulthood.

And I think TV is such aand sex on TV is unbelievable, too.
You watch a few soap operas and you probably learn more than
you would in any human sexuality case study.

And we have all of that bombarding our kids, and I think that is
probably a much more pervasive influence, so it really is very dom-
inant in the culture.

And so I find that very frustrating. I think what I hear from all
of you is teens can be dealt with directly. And one of the things I
worry a little bit about is, we want to give them very clear mes-
s:nft, yes. We want to state very clearly what the values are, Yes.

I3ut as I was listening to all of this, I was thinking how very easy
it would be for a teen to take away the message that condoms
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aren't 100 percent effective and you really shouldn't have sex, but
if have sex, it doesn't matter whether or not you use condoms.
I t think anybody would want that to be the bo tom line mes-

flares, you are exactly correct, Mrs. Sullivan, that women have
known for a long time, condoms don't prevent birth; they are the
least effective of the birth control things. But we also know that in
tenns of disease, even if they are usinif other forms of birth con-
trol, they should still use the condom if they are engaging in be-
havior that we are concerned alma because it is not monogamous.

As I hear some of this debate, I keep thinking how easy it would
be for a teen to pick pieces of that out and justify their behavior
and say we got it from these hearings. That would depress me to no
end.

You want to make sure we are also sending a very clear message
out at these hearings that while we don't approve of premarital
sex, if they do it., they ought to be protected, and it has become ap-
parent that it is a death-dealing disease which is certainly out
there, and we can't guarantee even with all those things they could
be totally protected, but it is better than running the risk and play-

intRussian roulette. That troubles me a lot
Zedosky, I wanted to ask you uut the American School

Health Association. They were saying that they supported the free-
dom to discuss other risky behaviors in programs that were funded
by the drug-free schools.

One strain that I heard through the testimony was how correlat-
ed this risky behavior is appearing to be. Would you support what
American School Health Association is saying? Do you feel all
risky behavior should be tied in?

Ms. Zimosav. Absolutely.
We have heard about the relationship of alcohol which reduces

the ability to make good decisions and may lead them into prema-
ture sexual activity. I think that the programs are strongly interre-
lated. And, in addition, if you look at the load on the classroom
teacher to teach the basics of reading and writing and math and
then you also have a health education program of study, it must be
an integrated, well-thought-out, comprehensive program. And
every time you add a separate program to that, it makes it very
difficult for the teacher to allocate the time. And so they may, in
fact, teach a drug-free program as a health program, and the chil-
dren do not then get information about nufrition and physical fit-
ness and the other aspects that are also killing Americans prema-
turely.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER, I thought both of your points, and I
know we all sit here as parents, but your comment on how hard it
is for this Nation to say no, I mean, it is very hard for parents to
say no, too. So if you grow up in a home where parents are hesi-
tant about ever saying no, dealing with no and then we have all
heard the game of "no means yes," where it was date rape or any-
thing else, that really does cut across every single thing. It is an
empowerment tool we really need to give them. So I am pleased to
hear you say that,
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I wanted to ask, too, was information that was specific to behav-
ior of West Virginia teens from the CDC's youth risk behavior
study helpful?

Ms. Zencorv. Very helpful. Many times in a rural State where
we have not had the incidences of crime and violence of a large
city, because we dmil have one, there is a belief that our students,
therefore, are immune from the risk behaviors that they may see
publicized in ths media.

This demonstrated clearly that the rural population is as much
at risk as any other group of teens in this country.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. And I would like one more time for you
to explain how this is not fUnded.

Ms. ZEDOSKT. It is a dream. It is a vision. We have the commit-
ment, but in order to really do comprehensive health programming
teachers need to be retrained. Evaluated, nationally certified =-
fields need to be purchased. There needs to be a conunitment to
change food service offerings, to_. increase physical education offer-

,- to increase access of health services, to increase numbers of
.1 nurses and counselors. Those things are not fund.

And we feel that the prevention aspect of those
be very cost-effective down the road for a healthy tion.

The reason the businessman in West Vinia been so com-
mitted for so long is that he has recognized he cannot afford the
workers' health care costs that come to business. And that has
bmun to be a 0:eme amou businessmen in our State.

You are right, we need healthier workees, and the only way to
get them ia to start young with children in promoting activities.

Ms. McKim. May I also conunent on that? A thrust of miru3 has
been educating the teachers and parents as to the role certain seg-
ments of our curriculum which very often are not thought of as
health related can have in effecting health behaviors. The reading

eiculum in particular, because I am a reading specialist. We
the fact that in rural areas, girls, in particular, have abso-

Maly no outlet for interests or hobbies, at a point of feeling suc-
cessful. And very often their seizoielsist becomes the only way, ths
only means fry which they feel

So that if I and other teachers, contribute to the child becoming
a successful reader, very often that deters his sexual romiscuous-
nes& This is something we very often don't address in any way,

or form in our curricula.
Making children feel successikil very often deters them from be-

coming sexually active. And as I said, that is something that very
often is overlooked when we are addressing health issues and cur-
riculum components that deal with sexuality.

Chairwoman Soracamsa. Your sensitivity, I think, is why you
are Teacher of the Year. If we could only clone that

When you talk with young women, it cuts across everything. I
was even going to ask Mr. Duran about that, too, with the litspanic
young girls I think it is very, very difficult for them in that cul-
ture. There is this whole new phrase, the PBQ, the Personal
Beauty Quotient that is enforced on women of all ages, and that
when you really look at how th.., culture tells you if you are not
beautiful and you are not popular, you ars nothing, and we haven't
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found ways for young women to be able to mark off success in

other ways.
And we also see an incredible amount of incest in the home

where young children even have trouble saying no to family mem-
bers. In that kind of dysfunctional family, how do you operate in
the outside society?

Denver, Colorado, has just been sent reeling by the ex-Miss
America coming forward and talking about her -rience growing

up. It was very sobering to understand that, not I able to say
no to a parent, obviously, and how you tintn relate to t.

So how do you handle the women in the Huipanic culture?
Do you have women counse ors with them, or is there a
way to deal with the success that

Mr. DURAN. Part of our emphasis is trying to talk about all of
these behaviors, not just in terms of their negative coq- uences
but in terms of their attraction and why teens behave in the way
they do, so that we have a realistic context to talk with them
about. Teens get high to feel good, and

Chairwoman &mom& Or to escape.
Mr. Maim To escape from a situation that is intolerable and

where they are not feeling asgood as they could. Our youth spe-
cialists are both male and fe le. Our youth peer leaders' group is
made half female and half male. And we do work with the groups
together and then they separate into boys and girls groups, and

they talk about different issues with their counselors.
Part of what we are finding out is precisely what Ms. McKee just

said. Many of the young girls are having babies because it is the
one area where there is a sense of self-efficacy, a sense of compe-

tence.
And in terms of different values, we have to allow for the fact

that there are a range of different values from one culture to the
next. And what we are with in working with our par-
ents is that the high value on babies in any culture is often
times perceived as tacit approval of the pregnancy. And that is FP

very tough one for people to unpack and talk about.
Chairwoman Sammons. I know there are new studies showing

the infant mortality rate is lower among Hispanic women because

the families intercede and get them proper prenatal care, but it
also makes it more difficult to discourage. So it is very very hard.
But that is very very true.

Ma Sullivan, there have been all sorts of studies that have
shown that giving people knowledge about family planning doesn't
lead them to sexual behavior. You don't dispute those studies? Or

do you?
Ms. SULLIVAN. Your statementknowledge doesn't lead them to

sexual behavior?
Chairwoman Scrump= The one I cited in my opening state-

ment, showing that young women who had discussions with their
mother about what kind of family :11 .

MS. SULLIVAN. That statement II 11 me because I thought
you were contradicting yourself. Because I have got a rash of stud-

ies that I would be happy to send you that show quite the opposite.

Family Planning Perspectives has numerous articles showing that
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family planning education really has not worked. But their solu-
tion is more d the same.

of the main things that to be developed with the new Admin-
Our suggestion is, different And, in fact, ceie

istration oh:cation policy choice in curriculum. Schools ought tooffer a chigoe of what ,1 d cuniculum at all leveb:, be it reading,
literature, health, a ", d the traditional roles versus the
mothen roles.

And I can't agree more than saying if we had prrams in liter-
acy that really taught them kw to read they could read a lot of
these thirgs that would keep them out of buiMe instead of concen-

on &mum them how to_put a condom on sonething.
Scnnoznim. But I don't think that is the conomtra-

tion. I think the concentration that I would hope we could agree on
is that if young had the knbwledge we are talking abouthere teday_the are net 100 percent effective birth control
and 100 pzecent disease proof, but they are better than zero. And
you sdll would wear, if you want to be totally free and talk about
where teenage pregnancy leacb: you, they clearly then have degrees
of choices, but you make it very clear what is beat

Now, I clinft think that that drives them out there. And I
haven't seen anything that said that kind d knowledge then saysto WOW, let's go out

I think I heard you my, some of the condom programs have said,
here, they are. This is the answer to AIDE Is that what you said?

Ms. Sowvarr. Madam Chairman, I think you and I hear things
quite differently. Your wrap-up from what this panel said is quite
different from what I heard the panel say, to begin with.

But the bottom line is, how is the issue d condoms presented? Is
it tkme in a positive, well, here is how to use itlet's show you howand where to get itvtusus the presentation ofhere is why you
should not use it Because it fails. Because it will not protect you.
Because it does not stop the emotional trauma. And the manner in
which it is presented is what will either work or not work.

And I urge you please not to keep giving the double message as
the way you're describing it in your wrap-up, because

Chairwoman Scnnoznes. Excuse me. You don't think there is
anjzfs.waiupxre can handle both menages?

AN. Youngsters, no. Adolescenth cannot handle both
messages. They ate not mature enough, grown up enough, to do it.We have no

Chainvomaa Scusozass. May I ask the rest of the panel if they
agree with that? Did I miss this whole thing.? Mr. Duran?

Mr. Duaart With all due respect, I think that we as adults, one
of the problems that we are facing here, both in this discussion and
in how this discussion translates itself into implementation, is that
we give far too little credit to our adolescents. And so I think thatthen are a number of different messages that adolescents can
hear, can believe and can translate into their own behavior.

And so I think part of what gets us into trouble is that we get
involved in these either/or, black and white, right or wrong kinds
of analyses. The fact of the matter is that kids respond best to
things that are legitimate in their view, that come from people who
they can trust, and kids, in particular, are asking for no bullshit
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approaches. They want folks to cone clean with them and talk
with them about tlw reality. And they also want an opportunity to
share what is their own perception of reality and how they see the
world from their own perspective. And that often bumps up against
the ideal world that many of us as adults would like to place in
front of them and say, this is the best option for you.

The fact of the matter is, the kids, hearing all sorts cof messages,
like adults, are still engaged in risky behavior. If adults, with all
that we might attribute to our maturity and to our wisdom and to
our education and our ability to make decisions still buy cigarette
packages that have health warnings and still smoke those ciga-
rettes, how can we expect, how can we be truly horniest with our
kids and ourselves to think that simply giving them this informa-
tion is going to stop behaviors that are part of the whole range of
human sexuality, that are a part of each of us?

If we went around in this room, assuming we are all adults in
this room, and ask how many of us are practicing safe sex, safer
sex, how many of us are abstaining from thirw that are bad for us,
I think it would be a very sobering experience to the extent that
we would be honest in answering those questions.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. That iscertainly, I would agree total-
ly.

Does anybody elseI don't mean to misconstrue what I think is
being said here. Does anyone else want to

Ms. WODRASRA. I think it is extremely important to be consist-
ent. I made reference to this in my testimony.

In terms of drug use, what we concentrate on, the no use mes-
sage is definitely the one we have to give to our adolescents be-

cause there is no such thing as responsible use. Consistency is very
important.

What else is very important is the social norms, the perceptions
of social norms, whatever your society is for you, whether it be
your culture as a teen or adult, the perceptions of those norms
often indicate whether or not you are going to get involved in risky
behavior.

As we have often thought that everyone--if you pick up the
headlines, you think that every child of a certain age has experi-
mented with something, and you are a child of that affe and you
want to belong the chances are you will try that, which our re-
search indicates that every child of this age doesn't do it.

So we have to correct misperceptions of youngsters. Consistency
is very very important. I don't think that information alone causes
a change in behavior. It certainly has not in our case. It has to be
combined with social skills approach. Information, although neces-
sary, is not sufficient.

I think what I hear Mrs. Sullivan saying is the' we have had a
heavy dose of incorrect information on one side and m .ybe not a
fair balance of reality, what should be as far as information about
consequences. And then, of course, you know, the Lord himself
gave us free will so we all have that. There are going to be choices
made.

But as I said, information in itself doesn't necessarily change be-
havior. We learned that throughout our research with the sub-
stance abuse.
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One thing I would like to say, 'A and I think it is very im-i

portant, men in the gnievention .. you are reading more and
more about Imilt4n resiliency in youngsters. Part of that
is resistance skills. think that is very important- WINsi you are
looking at Wilding resiliency you need to look at the kick; who are
not engaging in risky behavior. So often we focus on the bad news.

Look at the numbers here. Let's look at the number of kids who
go thrtmgh the same kinds of influence, have the same types of
pressures, what have timely done to be able to resist? And I don't
think . _4. of that focus; has been there. I think we need to do
that. I that is a healthy focus for the prevention field. And
there is much writing being done of that right now.

Otairwoman Samoans& I think that is very true. One of the
things we found that wEss very . in ray state was to take
young teens that were exchange .4t. ts from other countries, and
at the end of the year say, " oksy, you come from countries where
there is lower drug and alccdtol abuse among kids, there is lower
teen pregnancy rates. And on and on and on. You have lived in our
culture for a year. What is the difference?" And it actually goes
back to what you say, Mr. Duran, they all said there is a lot of
bullshit in this country. They want no bullshit answers.

And in our country we were dbalt with much more as adults.
They told us the consequences of this. We don't think it is a good
idea. But here we all tiptoed around things until we are sothey
were not getting the clearest mage they could.

I think if every community did that, the comparativeness of
an adolescent in another culture versus our culture would be

ZEDOSKY. The other point I would like to make is that in our
programs we do say to students that it is very wrong to be sexually
active as an adolescent But it is our responsibility to educate chil-
dren for the future. Formal education ends for many students at
high school. They do not go on. They may learn to balance a check-
book in math class and never again do it in high school, but it is a
skill they need later in life.

So it is my belief you equip them with skills they will need. The
message is, you need this information to make good decisions as
you move thmugh life. Decisions about diet, decisions about exer-
cise, decisions about sexual activity, decisions about birth control,
access to health care providers, which one, where ean I get this in-
formation, and this health service.

I think that is what we are trying to do in our school systems is
provide them with standards, yes. And then information on which
they can base lifetime decisions.

Chairwoman Samoans& I think that is probably the way we
should be going, and I thank, again, West Virginia for looking at
that.

Let me just end by asking Dr. Kolbe, did you have anything you
wanted to addare you going to get for us the latest studies on
condoms?

Dr. KOLBE. I will make sure that the CDC provides that informa-
tion for you.
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Chairwoman Sonoma- I think that would be very helpful if we
could get it within the next two weeks. I think it is important W

have the record whole.
Mr. DURAN. I am sensing that you are approaching closing the

session, and I would kick myself for not having said this. This is
more by way of editorializing than suggesting Federal policy. I

don't know whether I am just reacting to the artwork in this room,
but I think it was Mr. Johnson earlier who said that we have to
premise all of our discussion today on the fact that there wouldn't
be any new resources, and the likelihood of allocating any more
Federal resources to this problem is nil.

And so I would ask this question simply for the record and for
this select amimittee. Why are you not seeing this as a national
defense issue? I went to school and college with the benefit of na-
tional defense student loans. Those came into being by dint of the
fact that the Russians put the Sputnik up in the air. If we can't
consider public health, particularly the health cd our adolescents
who are the caretakers of our future, as a national defense issue,
then I think we not only have dysfunction ammig our families and
within our communities but there is something dysfunctional going
on in the Federal spending priorities of this country.

Chairwoman Samos:Dm 1 think that is a very good note to end
on, and you picked the symbolism for why we had it in this room.
As I pointed out, we have got money for all this wonderful art, but
we don't have money for adolescents.

It is interesting the kind of things we do fund. And part of it is
because it is tricky, as you saw from the tension that can arise
when you start discussionparents all want to be able to handle
this themselves, and then when you ask someone when is the last
time they hau a good conversation with their children un these
issues, very often you find they have never had one and are afraid
to.

When there is that much tension I think the Federal Govern-
ment has been very hesitant to go in there. But I think we are all
reaching the point that it is a national defense issue. More coun-
tries fall from within than without. A nation cd dysfunctional fami-
lies becomes dysfunctional.

So the Chair is very pro allocating a whole lot more resources in

this area, any way we can. And, as I said, that is why I was very
depressed when I found how hard it is to find these programs.
There are a few out than, that is the good news. The bad news is
there are very few and there are thousands and millions of chil-
dren who are not being taken care of.

Let me thank you all for your appearance. We will continue this
hearing tomorrow. With that, this hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE CAMP, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF MICMGAN

Madam Chair, thank you very much for holding this hearing today. I am pleased

to see such an illustrious panel and 90 many people here today to discuss how we
can keep our kids safe. It is so important to families everywhere around the coun-

try, in both urban and rural areas, to have the capability, and the opportunity to
protect our children from harm.
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°Wren today face hardships that most of us never had to experience. Teens areexposed to alcohol, oocaine, crack, and other drugs much earlier in their lives than
ever before. We cannot just stand by and watch our children suffer the hardships
most of us only heard about. We need to take action to protect their lives, and theirftsturea

Today, we have the opportunity to wotect them. Let's work togrther as lawmak-
ers, parents, teachers, and providers to find the best solutions to these problems
facing our youth. They are the next generation. Their fUture depends an us.

PREPARED STATUES:NT OF Rms. CLY1/2 HOLLOWAY, A RIEWWWTATIVS DI CONGRESS
PROW i STAYS OF LOUIE/ANA

The myths about teen sex, "safe sex" and now "safer sex," unfortunately have
spread as wide as teen megnancy and AIDS and hundreds of thousands of teens are
paying dearly. The hearts of today's teens are not hungering for better birth control
devices, more condoms, more "safe sex" dames, or school Lased health clinicswhat
teens hunger for is guidance, dowdier& and standards. Yet, the response to this deephunger has too often been to throw up our hands, throw in the towel and throw out
the condoms to our kids. Of COMO this is done with much hand wringing by well-
intentioned parade and "experts" who consider the "we don't want you to have sexbut if you do. . . ." method of sex educed= as the only "realistic" way to ge.In an area of their lives where children mast need adult direction, we can't stand
by and do nothing. The messages that kids get today are anythrm but neutral. Most
everything they hear from their school teacher to MTV tells theni that sex is a
matter of choice and not a matter of values. We cannot be neutral when our chil-
dren are in the war zone.

Neutrality is particularly absurd when we know that the methods of the "safe
sex" crowd don't work. Studies by people and institutions who favor these methods
have shown they have failed. Study after study by the Alan Guttnracher Institute
(the research arm of Planned Parenthood) show all that is gained from sez educa-
tion and school based health clinics is more knowledge about an, not more responsi-
We behavior. In fact their own studies show that many of these prrams have in-
creased the rates of sexual activity of those who have participated. This is not sur-
prising when we consider the pordticar of Flamed F renthood President, Faye Watt-
leton: "We are not going to be an organttration promoting celibacy or chastity- Our
concern is not to convey "shoulds" and should note." Well I disagree. I think we
should primate chestity and celibacy for our teens.

After two decades of Ignoring moral responsibility and millions of dollars spent on
otlManning for what do we have to show for it? In 1988 almost one
every five sexually experienced unmarried teens became pregnant. One out offive! And for those who practice "safe sex" the record is no better Among unmar-ried women under 20 using =dome, a study in l'amily Planning Perspectives found

that 13.3% of white women became pregnant and 22.3% of nonwhite women become
t in the first year of use. As Dr. Robert Noble, professor of medicine at thetrzelven:ity of Kentucky College of Medicine recently wrote in Newsweek "Chndonts

aren't going to make a dent in the sexual epidemics that we we facing . . . Unmar-ried people shouldn't be having sex. Few people have the courage to say this public-ly. In the context of our culture, they sound like cranks. Doctors can't fix most of
the things you can catch out there. There's no cure for AIDS . . . There is no safesex . . . If the condom breaks, you may die."

But the good news is that all that is really required is that we change our
mindsthe main obstacle to children's well-being is a huge mistake in the judge-
ment that it may be okay for children to have sex. This is clearly a mistake.

Why do we oppose letting children be children? We speak of "children having
children" when 14 year olds get pregnant, but when this same 14 year old is havingsex, she is called a young adult." If children are having children, it is obviously
because children first had sex and it is too often because nobody told them it wasthe wrong thing to do. It is not that abstinence has been tried and found wanting, it
hasn't been tried because it's viewed as too hard to do.

I would like to share a challenge with my colleagues first made by columnist, Wil-
liam Raspberry: "Are we prepared to concede that they [teens] will do things we
know are not in their best interest? Well some of us will insist . . . that when itcomes to sex, the only acceptable instruction adults can offer adolescents is "Don't."
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A good example of the latter might be to allow Medgaid reimbursement for prevestive
health services provided to all studerts in a school, not just those individually determined
ellgthk, when the school qualifies for a Chapter I schookvide Fujian because the majority
et ha students are low-income.

TOBACCO USE PREVENIION

The Council arcourages the House to move leghlstfon on tobacco use prevention which
Senator Kennedy and 19 of his colleagues have inueduced in the Senate (S. IOU). In order
to Kober tobacco me preventloa efforts in the schools, S. RISS e,tbUdia Vont Program
to shanis for effective prevention assistance; amends the Drug Free Schools and
Communities Act of 1986 to allow funds to be used for tobacco use prevension as well as
illicit drug and alcohol use prevendog and provides incendves forgate eduestkm agencies
to create smoke-free elementary and secondary school buildings, grounds and school buses.
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Amonoder: Iternamv ov dmorr F Lzvs, Dmicton, tIonstmo FORCES. WASHING'

TON, DC, _Berms Tux Coaaarna om LAMM AND HUNAN ROOM= or am UNITED

STATEN, MAT 8, 1991

Ms. Chairman, members of the Committee, I &predate dds opportunity to testify

about the potential for ansosystem collaboration us support addesonsent of the national

goals far education and to help assure success for all child:en and families, including

those now at rish of long-tenn disadvantage.

I am Janet bay, Director of Joining Fontes, a nodose' effort to promote

collaboration which is cosponmed by the Council of Chief State School (Akers and

the American Public Welfare Association. These two orgsnizatkins represent the top

state officials in education and human services Their cosponsorship of Main Forces

reflects the concern and commitment of these state leaden to the well-being of our

nation's children, and their belief that that well-being cm be assured most effectively

through the trephined efforts of the codas symenu saving children and families.

For almost three years, Joining FOUTS has worked to expand interest in and

suppon the implementation of greater collaboration between schools and human service

agencies. As part of that wcwk, we have traveled extensively throughout the country and

have talked with hundreds of policymaken and practitioners who are reachhtg beyond

their traditional professional boundaries to make connection that ONMS. Ow program

files contain almost 11000 temples of the creative partnenhips being formed among

lostkutions which are very different, yet which are nonetheless commined to a common

pal the well-behe and success of those they jointly serve.

The challenge now before this Committee, states and communities throughout the

anion is to make the collabonmion anbodied in these inspiring examples the norm

rather than the exception. Much of the responsibility fm meeting that challenge rests

with inclividusl arnmunides. But there are three critical ways in which the federal

government and the states Meat help:

1) linnatbrashampasity-dmmmusitialuarailusdagiaslicascallx

2) AssaJbstuaicandlesIsalhamitzuaJelnutstian.ILLscazavsit and
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ilinatibamallomagzusounintludissausuauulsound
inissanumastamasigs

Coatlidolis112411LCgogieLiction

We are all 6:oilier with the hatmting stadsda which paint a bleak picture of
what is happen* to America's children. Of the chile= entering school in l988, one
in four was boon into poverty, half a mMica were born to amp parent& ova half will
at some point live with tody we parent, in householth that are pone to poverty and
MOM Two million chfidan a year are reported dated and neglected. Families with
children now constitute a thlid of those who are homeless.

Deeply nnubling in themselves, these «mations are of even greater concern in
light of growing body of research which MIMS dear the correlations between sodal-
and economic tisk betas, educational achievement, snd long-tam well-being, The
same condbioos that propel a fanny to seek help from a human service agency are

fundamentally related to a child's performance in school. Children who are &prepared
when they begin school, who are boom or in poor health, who are abused or neglected,

whose chaotic home life provides little canumnee or support for achlearnent who miss
school to ate for a younger sibling or to help provide inconie for the family these are

child= whose Naas in school end, eventualiy, in the workflow is truly lo jeopardy.

Although none of these rhk factors makes school failure inevitable many of
acne "at risk' do rucceed such harthhips create formidable bonier: for millions of

runpters. If present poems bold, at least twenty-five percent of America's r -tg
people will not graduate from high school; those who live in eaten areas or wt roe

from low-income familia flee even more dire prospects. In an economy that demands

ever-increasing knowledge and skills to command a place in the job market, that future
is no future at all
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Fo Haymakers. administrators and line staff throughout educetion and hem=

strode= are wall aware et the growing chasm between the enormous sad oasis

problems of tuft and That the system as presently cocepred so able to do to help.
Schools slaw cannot campanula for the disadvantage created by troubled houses and

troubled communities. %BM and social services alone cannot promise a hopeful

Mute to those who ladt shake demanded by the job marks.

The pp between whet aims and what is needed is driving promisiag reform in

virtually all sectors. An important firn step in welfare reform was taken two and a half

years ago, when the Family Support Am of 1988 10480 Amdangeogy Indebted
the mission of our nation's public welfare systems mumbling federal, state and local

efforts to strengthening fernlike and beipleg them move toward self-suffidertry. Tod*"

au attention is on the nuked goals for education, which make es least as challenging a

comr:tment to the suoops of children and athdts.

These inevidual efforts at systemic reform are terribly important. But it is the

famougan GI those efforts with their stearkehiy similar and interdependent

objectives that maim thls a pardadarly opportune dose to sums the Boluses which

on remit in a tandem web of support for our children and families.

IlliglAkcaskilands

The lambed, al eseniples of collaborative action in Main Forces' ffies are

testimony sod tribute to the way trass and comumides are beginning to form these

aided linkman The esemples are wide-ranging one school sad a single service

provider helping a targeted poup of youngstertr the joint commitment of the school

system and ail the orepr spades in a conummity to find more effemive ways of serving

fandliem the estebbilment in MUM of a mandate for school-based service centers as

pan of statewkle education rebrm.
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Because this morning% nem panel will give you an worm* to bear directly
from those who we running papa= and initiatives e these. I will not try to describe
in detail what la happening. But it is worth main in at lead broad trims same al the

dgnificam adinements. The *My to detect early dins of trouble and make an
effective connection to Denims means that Widnes and families ate getting the help
needed to stey cm neck, be( ame a small problem becomes a aids. As communitiescome

to undulated the unmet weds of their citizens and the previously mapped potential of

the various system new Mods of services are being crested. And, wimps most

important, the paunchiest is being laid for a far more cumin, comprehenthe and
well-integrased set of suitpows for child= and families.

2flatAtbusletZnisulnistia

A coostwo thread le almost successild endeavon is that they are
communitrbased either entergin directly from action by the community itself Of

resulting from a stataitddated woes that allowed local liedbility in implementation

Ind fostered local owlership of the results.

If collaboration mast be men:idly a foe* based pores building oc the
=kw weds, suessitlus aod opportunkka of Indiekbm1 oommunides is there a role
for other levels of gotenaustit? Almalotely. In fact, to exec beyond a set of isolated.

albeit shining examples, ths *tab snow be set and collaborative lobby uipported and
reinforced at asz

Thee typos of suss and Wen! acdon will be particularly important to stimulate

and ensure the staying power of communhylevel collaboradow

1) wis tttt 4, , 41.

2) AnaciliaLikKiiditikaiLbaida end
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Sugashallamaniiiix_Cmagio

Even those who have been most successfal at it will tell you that building bridges

between who& and outside swim agencies b an eursordinerily Molt proms, which

often oast be aided by resowas beyond the consmunity fuel Technical assistance and

training will be vital if we me to realize a comprehensive and long-lasdng collaboradve

Ns is especially true wish respect to our most distressed contmunities. When

the state of New Jersey used a rcquesaforpsoposal proems to issue grants to local

communities for the School-Based Youth Stavin inftlative, the thy al Newark had great

clinically marshaling fts resources to admit a plan that could compete whin others.

As is so often the case, those who needed MIMI= the most had the least empathy to

organize thennekes to get it grant-wrielog ddlis ere not an equitably distributed

cougoodit). b was oily become a commitment and emehlogy misted as the state ievel

to panicle b elp to thr emsanity in developing fts plan that students in Nen:Mike

those in less disadvantaged areas, sow ase benefiting floes readily accessible services.

Coolidge, need not be so severe for nate agendas to ply a nimble role

hi geming consousitplevd collaboration started and in helping ft proceed more

smoothly. MK for ample, gadertook uelfare refoun &sift fx men parents am
by castles a stateilevel heeragency team, whose menders developed a meal

undemanding of each quad coestraints and capabilities, es well as a shared

undentanding of the yams mothers' needs. The state-level team then organized a

working wafers= and subsequent process that helped local tem develop a shnilar

understanding and begin design of detailed kcal plans for serving teem and their

children.
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The reality unfortunately, is that our workforte is replete with professionals who

have been well trained in their we Gelds, but who have been given hula if any imight

to how conclementruy systems huscdon and can be engaged in a common effon. A

sipifiant pan of apacity-builditig in the area of collaboration will be providing the

training that au bridge that pp and enable those in the various sectors to recognize

and pumas opportunities for joint acdon.

Relit** small Ike money grants have also proven to be valuable incentives to

prompt collaboration and underwrite some of the costs of getting a collaborative effort

underway. The Illinois Urban Partnership Grant Program awards such grans to school

princ4mis backing the pants up with training for the principals and with a dissemination

network that brings promising collaborative programs to the attention of non-grantee

schools and school districts in the state.

These menaces stragly suggest the importance of including a caper" building

component in any federal effort to sdmulate collaborative action, preferably L.

reinforcing same ability to suppon their local communities. Moreover, much as Illinois

is doing within the state, the federal pvernmea is well positioned to assure that a

national-level dhsemination capabilhy is fa place, so that those preparing to take action

can draw on the experienees of promising efforts throughout the country.

ailinttLibILEsainalainfalialgabs..kmand

All of car hutinem tell m that the statutory and regulatory barriers to joint action

dplficant, and when one Daus to convenations about collaboration, calls for

°waivers' and 'hunks. the red tape are often heard. At this pant, however. experience

hes not quite caught up with instinct thus far relatively few specific barriers have been

Identified. Certainly, this h not to suggest that there are none, only that collaborative

efforts are too Dew to have encountered most of them.
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But bemuse we know that, as aunosector collaboration minus& and noluses, the

ballets wal emeres, these is a need to have in place a commitment and imatibitharal

capacity to meshy quiddy problems which threaten kgitimata, desks* action oa
behalf of (*Wren and families. The amain of collaboradon is Unwed Id* plenty of

land shwa like Indian' that are /mond the purview of the fedezal pvernment and

swag we can at lean mime Mat those which can be added are defamed before

community moment= Is tom

The tecent emergence and resolution of a publem with implementation et the

Family Support Act often a good case in point. The Act makes dear that education is

cemnd to welfare redpients' ability to achieve ffnancial independence and, by

impileados, encourages the education "stem to be a partner in promoting tinnily self-

midden* Yet, federal regulation appeared to require that educed= agency funds

dedicated to serving welfare redpiesM would have to be transferred from education

the online agency and then cootracted beck to education to qualify for federal match

a contorted proems that belied the image of full partnership and posed a potential

barrier to the participation of edutation agencies.

Fonunately, tide wm a good cum* of bow barriers can be desk with

effectively. Once states wets able to demonstrate to the Depanment of Health and

'lumen Services that their pewees were legithnate and that accountability could be

maintained, an accomodation WU found that allowed funds to be used as state match in

the JOBS program and yet remain with and be expended dire* by education. That's

the kind of responsiventas that aunt be ensured, especially as the federal gOvenlment

itself encouregm die formed= of strong bonds across sectors.

I le

U collaboration is to be a sustained, integral part of the way we help assure

success for children and families, it must be woven deeply into the fabric of our

1 5 (1
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institutions and supported tn every Owe of legishuion and every hunting stream which

affexts those institutions.

San Diego's 1111thi4014i00 center on the Hamilton Bauman School campus,

which you wW bear about in mon detail shordy, is an emends =topic of how

collaborative endeaven can be sell integrated with the school heel 6/I families will
-.1:a the eau; because that b where they will register for school. In that way, the staff

will hays a chum to mem the Needs of every family and offer apptupriate =vices or

suppora. Moreover, in the minds of the families, the center will not be just a place

where 'bad kids" get sent when there's a problem going to the center will be as

natural u going to school.

Perhaps the most important way to assure widespread replication and long-term

survival of these effmts is to connect them with =bantam, imittnionalized Rending

sour= This was a motivation behind Kentucky's analysis of the potential for

suppleznentag state Kinds sppropriated for the creation of school-based Family

Ream= and Youth Saida Centers with Tide MX (Medicaid), Tide IV-F (.1011S), and

Tide MB (ChM Welfare) tads. The analysis, conducted by the Center far the Study

of Sodal Policy, seggested that the state could gain between $13 and $16 minion in

federal revenue to expand progrsnuning for ICennicky's children and &mines, simply hy

making more effective use of =reedy permissible optima under federal entitlement

prOVISOL

In the short term, the states and Wadi= must take the lead in connecting

collaborathe approaches with existing funding sources. But in the longer term, the

federal government too can me financing strategies to foster institutionalization of joint

endeavors first, by amain that new funding at this arena is structured In a way that

encourages sad hcilitates connection with existiag funding weans and mechanism end

second, by loosening the =rawly categorical nature of funding as communities identify

cross-cutting approsches that promise to more effective, and in all likelihood more cost-

efficient, in serving children end families.
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School systems ate not responsible
far meeting wry need cif dour rldems.

Elia where the need directly qffects learnav
the school must meet the challenge

So U is with health.

Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development. 1989

UNDERSTANDING THE CHARACTERISTICS
& COMPONENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE
SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMS

Children and youth. - t those at risk.
ban an increasing need far . 2. health
matniceian. accessible and . . . health
services, and a school environment that is
conducive to learning.

The thsee basic building blocks of a
comprehensive school health pmgram are
instruction. health services. aml a healthy
school environment To be effective, these
components must be coordinated so that they
complement and rehsforce one another.

This chapter looks at these three vital
components of school health programs. the
aMm of coordinating school programs
with other community services, how school
health programs can be assessed. and what we
knov about reaching disadvantaged children
and youth.

A. 5 Li
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HOW EARLY SHOULD
HEALTH INSTRUCTION

BEGIN?

HOW OFTEN SHOULD
HEALTH BE TAUGHT?

SHOULD HEALTH BE
A SEPARATE COURSE

OR tPITECIRATED
THROUGHOITI?

151

differences in nutritional needs for
pregnant women

Dental health

Disease prevention. including heart
disease, stroke. diabetes, and cancer

Tobacco, alcohol, and other substance
abuse prevention

Mental and emotional health. including
building self-esteem,slolitng with stress.
and communication

Physical educationfitness and exercise.

A. soon as a stucknt is enrolled. Instruction in
health is appropriate for all grade levels.
Instruction should begin in kindergarten or
before and continue incrementally through
grade twelve.

Even very young children can learn safety
measures (haw to cross the street or dial 911).
nutrition (that fruits and vegetables are good
for them, and sugazy snacks are not), disease
prevention (what are), drug abuse
prevention (what - 4 cantata alcohol, what
alcohol can do to a person. why smoking is
harmhd). and many other health lessons.

The more often health issues are covered, the
more effect the instruction has on students. A
tbree-year study of 30.000 ath through 7th
graders brand both knowledge and. more
importantly, positive behaviors increased as
Auden!s had more health instructimi. Fifty or
more clameem hours each yearabout an hour
mad a half a significant
attitudinal changes these students. (Connell
et aL, 1983)

Both mikr be needed, depending on content
and grade.. level. Most health experts
recommerld that health be a separate subject
at both the Junior and senior high school
levels. Also, because knowledge of health
pot/Ades a vital foundation for making healthy

1 5 G
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life choices. they recommend requiring
Insolation In health for high schod
graduation.

Health can be integrated into other courses at
all grade kvels. Health issues can be used to
teach writing and research skills. and in
Maw (growth and development). home
economics (nutrition). history (disease
control), and social studies (Foods and health
practices in other lands). Writing and
research assignments can address preventive
medicine, stress reducUon, or disease control.

Health can be taught effectively in short
frequent sessions in the early grades. Effective
learning more h ,y. comes from something
simple said often. demonstrated in various

and made relevant to students' lives,
ra.. than from a long lecture once a year.

mow SHOULD HEALTH Health should be taught by example. Conflicting
BE TAUGHT? bagasse.. such as being told not to smoke and

then seeing a teacher light a cigarette just
outaide the school door, can negate many
hours of classroom inststation. Worse. it
erodes trust and credibility.

Health should be taught with an understanding
of the importance of peer pressure and should
instill confidence in young people so that they
are strong enough to resist it Good curricula
that incluck role plays and practice rejecting
temptations to engage in risky behavior can
help build this strength.

P4ost of all, health should be taught in an
way. Although some health

such as congenital diseases. are
our control. students need to see how

much control they do have. They need to
understand the connections between what
they eat and how well their minds and bodies
function, as well as the relational,* between
exercise, strength. and stamina. On a larger
scale, they must see the cause and effect of
their behavior and take responsibility for how
their affect others: drunk driving, for instance,
puts many lives in jeopardy.

eIri

.*.!1,*
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SERVICES

Health lessons are taught by everyone--through
example as well as cusricula. AB school staff
net Just teachersshould have the opPottunity
to attend inservice training so that their daily
interactions with students reinforce health
lessons taught in the classroom.

At the primary school level. teachers and staff
must have training on how to integrate health
instruction into all aspects of the school
program. Very few elementary school teachers
have training in health. and most Mates do not
require teachers to take any coureas in health
instruction. In fact. elementaiy certiftation in
health is available in only 11 states. Even in
states with certification standards. certified
teachers are not always the ones who teach
health. (Lohrmann et al.. 1987) Clearly.
inservice training is much needed at the
elementary school level.

At the secondary level, most health courses are
taught by staff wtth little or no formal training
in health. (Lohrmann et al.. 1987) Visa must
change. Health instruction in secondalf
schools should be taught by well-traimd health
teachers.

WHAT is Mawr ai
Commaaismoits Ikasoor,

Hum Saavicsa?

A comprehensive school health program
provides students with servicesor access to
servicesthey need. For some students.
school is the only place where they get basic
health information and services. At a
minimum schools can tap into available health
remounts!' in the community.

Many people still think of school health
services as a health room with a nurse who

a Sand-Aid on a cut. This ts far
reality. First. the health 'a.l of

todays students are complex. Second. few
schools actually have a nurse on-site. More
often. a nurse visits a school for only a few
hours each week.

I b..
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Health services offered in a sehool setting or
coordinated with schools are

t. The growing healthinTeXtnr
and youth, the rising costs of health

care. and the working hours of many
parents make it kir children to get
needed medical attentkm. In addition. the
mainstreamhrg of children with disalmlities
into regular classrooms brings its own set of
heath issues.

WHAT SZETICES Ono= That depends on the needs of students and the
Scums Wyse degree to which these needs are met

elsewhere in the community. All schools
should provide routine first aid and care for
students with chronic and episodic illnesses.
operate vision and hearing screenings. keep
up-to-date health assessment and
immunizaticer records. and make referrals for
further care. (Pine. 198ill

Many schools go beyond this minimum.
provkling a range of health-related services to

good hea lth. prevent unhealthy
haviors, and identify possible health

problems.

For example. schoolecan take the lead In
promothrg good health and wellness.
encor:rang healthy behaviors, and teaching

w
This can include operating

nfaecilities and services to encourage
nutrition and exemise, providing with
stress reduction, and running staff and student
wellness programs.

&tools can a/so help prevent health problems
by raising staff and studer ' awareness of
health-rthted issues and problems by
sponsoring such activities as:

it... I. It
't

to t.t

Campaigns to prevent substance abuse

Sessions on resisting peer pressure

Prenatal classes

Sessions on preventing child abuse and
neglect
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some clinics, up to 75 percent of the
students use clinic services at least once
each year. Cif lic3 help prevent unintended
pregnancies: many report a 40 to 50
percent in the rate of births to
teenagers I UM& and
Wesson 1988) 0+ ,-- report that, on
average, over half of the students using
them 1ave no other source of
health care. (Lovick and Sternin1247)

Do Sonoma HAIM TO No. Many communities already have high-
PRovrna Au. Tom quality, affordable health care resources that

Seavnis? meet the needs of children. Schools can take
the lead in coordinating health services so that
they are easily accessible to school-aged
children and their parents. Schools also can
encourage children to use community health
resources.

Where these resources do not exist in the
community, where they are not readily
accessible to students, or where It is clear that
students are not using them, schools shouldconsider needed lualth services in
or near the building. This may mean
building new partnership with community
health care agencies or tapping nontraditional
funding sources such as private foundations or
state and federal health programs.

DO SCBOOL Nemo No. almost never. It is a myth that every
Aural= Tau Cos sclwol has a nurse. Many do not. and others

or Au. TAW have a visit from a nurse only half a day tor
less) each week.

In some school diMricts, the school nurse is
the sole health professional. In (Wilt.% the
nurse wits with part-time staff. sucn as

other nurses, or paraprofessionals.
&hyostliair lea. the services provided by the
school nurse are supplemented with
contracted services, such as medical
diagnoses. laboratory testing. and social
services.

A nurse-to-student ratio is 1:750, or. in
ls with disabled students who are

mainstreamed. 1:225, according to the

f'd
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Iris The social environment promotes good health
SOCiat. in daily, often subtle. ways. Interactions

EnvetonianT between students and staff, as well as inter-
actions among staff members. can reinforce
lessons taught more kannally in class. A
healthy social environment nurtures student
achievement and encourages physical activity,
participation in eztracurftular activities, good
eating habits, and open communication. it is
also free from violence and crime. dnags and
drug dealing. and students who carry weapons.

Schools can foster a healthy social
environment by actively promoting the school
as a center for excellence, having and
enforcing strong policies against carrying
weapons in school. enforcing dnag-free school
zones. and sponsoring campaigns to promote
school as a "safe space." At a more subtle level.
school management that facilitates shared
decision making and cooperative learning in
the classroom also promotes a healthy social
environment.

Programs that focus on staff wellness have
been highly successful. Administrators report
lower absentee rates. fewer health claims. and
higher morale for staff participating in the
program. (American Association of School
Administrators, 1987) Wellness Programs for
staff can include strewo tests. health screening.
help to stop smoking. and exercise classes.
Not only do students set teachers ''practice
what they preach". students also benefit from
having fewer burned-out. stressed-out teachers
in their classes.

Tea Students' !catnips is dramatically affected by
EIN:n11011111. the climate of the school and the expectations

Eaviaonsmirr of teachers. If teachers expect black and
Hispanic students, as well as girls of all racial
and ethnic groups. to perform poorly. these
students are likely to fulfill these low
expectations. And, if teachers believe that
minority students are capable and smart, these
students are likely to succeed. (Neckennan
and Wilson, 1988)
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In addition, training school staff to identify the

signs of problems can help students rt help
before their problems become m&nwlmirtg.

Finally, students infected with HIV need a
supportive emotional environment at school.
Consequently. it is important for schools to
have clear policies prohibiting discrimination
against HIV-infected students.

COORDINATION
Almost all schools offer some sort of health
instniction through specific courses and
physical education: almost all schools offer
some sort of health seivices. whether
comseling. a health room. or a school-based
clinic: and almost all schools want to provide a

healthy learning environment.

Buzzing° What is needed is an apEroach that integrates

A MALTS TSAI' each of these separate saws. The many
people who contribute to meeting the health
needs of students need to communicate on a

regular basis. These players include teachers,
coaches, nutritioniall, food service workers.
counselors, psychologists. nurses and aides.
clinic staff. child care workers, transportation
supervisors. maintenance workers, school
secretaries. and anyone else involved in
student and staff health.

School health initiatives need a coordinator.
One person needs to be responsible for calling

regular meeUro and coordinating all aspects
of the school's .,-11 th programs so that each

person knows what his or her teammates are

dcdng.

Members of the health team also need training
in order to support their teammates and

reinforce healthy behavior.

The coordinator and the health team have a lot

of work to do, both inside and outside of the

school. James O. Mason. former Director of

the Centers for Disease Control. recommended
that school partnerships include five groups:

1 C f;
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options. such as using school systems to
provide group health insurance to children.
with the cost 1)04 shared by employers.
families. and public funding sources.
(Frez...iman et al., 1988) We can expect to see
communities eealoring these and other
alternative sources of Tunding for child health
in the years ahead.

Finally, a comprehensive health program cwi
produce cost wings that offset new
expenditures. The Dallas public schools
estimate that they saved more than $150.000
in substttute teacher jpay alone during the year
they instituted a staff wellness program. (Blair
et al.. 1987)

HOW CAN WE ASSESS SCIPIGL HEALTH PROGRAM?

As more and more communities e their
school health programs. the d for solid
evaluations of the effectiveness of these
programs will Increase. This section dismases
how success MA be measured. what we know
about the effecttveness of comprehensive
school health programs. and stsategies for
reaching disadvantard youth.

How CAN Moms, Evaluating a three-pronged comprehensive
13a Iltaa1t7azo7 health program is important and difficult and

includes measuring the process of
implementing programs as well as program
outcomes.

At the state level, process goals might include
develophig a statewide policy statement.
requiring certificatkm for teachers of health
courses, adding a health course to high school
gradual:kat requirements. requiring or
recommending that schools be smoke-fr ee. or
mr4ditodsincentives for schools to offer only

in vending machhiels.

Comprehensive school health programs have
two primary outcome objectives: to increase

=and to help students practice
behavior. lb measure the first

increased knowledgesome states are

1 7 0
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reported a reduction in drug use and cigarette
smoldrig. (Nelson et al.. 1901: Errecart et al..

1991)

We also know that the more often health is
tauglit. the more likely it is that students will

change their health practices. Students with

three years of health instruction were less

likely to drink alcohol, take drugs. or ride with

a drunk driver than their peers who had only

one yew of health Instructimi. a 1988 study

found. (Metropolitan life Foundation. 1988)

Proof of the effectiveness of comprehensive
programs is rare. partly because
comprehensive thsee-pronged programs are
scarce, and partly because of the difficulty of
documenting cause Iliad effect in complex
human behaviors. But research suggests that

health courses alonethe historical mainstay of

school health effortsare not sufficient to
improve the health of young penile or change

their behavior. lb be effective. instruction
must be coupled with services and integrated

into the whole environment of a young person.

This comprehensive approach is illustrated by

a program in South Carolina that sharply
reduced adolescent pregnancy. This program
included formal whool instruction to increase
knoWledge and decision-making skills as well

as intensive community outreach to help
parents and other commtmfty members
improve their skills as parents and role models

for youth. Although pregnancy rates declined
SigninCIEStiy in the target area. they increased
or-stayed the same In the four control areas.
(Vincent et al.. 1987)

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT REACHING

DISADVANTAGED CHILDRZN & YOUTH?

lbday. we know a lot about intervention
that successfully reach disadvantaged

- and families. blest of all. they are

intensive. comprehensive. and flexible. ln
Within Our Reach, Usbeth Schorr outlines the

172
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comprehensiverather than piecemealschool
health programs.

Goqd health is a prerequisite to a good
education. Effective educatical complements
and supports the health and social services
needed to overcome the conditions that put a
young person at educational risk

Schools are in a prime position to help ensure
that children and youth get the healthiest start

ciliary and have the tools they need to be
adults. Chapter IV outlines programs

and strategies that schools are using to address
HIV infection and AIDS. both as
comprehensive programs and separate efforts.
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WATS OR vast VeROONA

OFFICE of THE GOVERNOR
CNARENNIVON EMS

June 12, 1991
GROTON CAPENTON

GOVERNOR

The Honorable Patricia Schroeder
Chairwoman
Select Committee on Children, Youth.
and Families

385 House Office Building, Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515-0401

Dear Congresswoman Schroeder:

The youth of our country represent 10% of our nation's
population, and all of its futur. As a state and a nation, we are
faced with an unprecedented crisis in the health and well-being of
oar children.

for the first time in the history of the State of West
Virginia, our young people are lees healthy and less prepared to
take their places in aociety as were their parents. All this is
happening at a time when the challenges facing us ars growing nore
diverse, sore complex, and more competitive than ever b-,fore. We
cannot allow our greateet resource, our children, to fall to such
a plight.

West Virginia is not alone in this health crisis. Many other
governors are facing similar situations. I applaud your select
committee for working to assess this national crisis, and explore
programmatic solutions.

West Virginia is taking the lead by taking solid, proactive
steps to do something about this problem. Me have involved the
foremost people in business, education and health care to offer
input and to make recommendations, so that together we oan make a
lasting change. West Virginia is taking the lead by involving
individuals, organizations and agencies from around the nation to
bring all our resources to bear upon this issue. Recently, the
Legislature created a Children's Cabinet which serves as a vehicle
for the development of ccmprehensive children's programs in West
Virginia.

t)
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Our Vest Virginia Tisk Pores on School Health, and its
successor the West Virginia School nealth Committee, is working to
implement comprehensive community/school based health programs. VW
wholeheartedly agree with the Carnegie Commission's premise "no
other knowledge is mare critical than knowledge aboet health.
Without it no other life goal can be successfully achieved.*

Health promotion, disease prevention, access to health
services, and cost containmemt are major issues with which the
federal and state governments must deal effectively. Comprehensive
school health programs help address each ot theme issues.

I am pleased that your committee will have the opportunity to
hearths testimony of Lenore Zedosky, Assistant Director, Office of
Educational Support Services in the West Virginia Department of
Education. Mtn. Sedosky has been instrumental in the health
education initiativ's in our state. She is joined by nrs. Sae
McKee, the 1991 National Teacher of the Year. Mrs. !Mee is from
Slanesville. She will be able to articulate to you the integral
relationship between health and education, and describe the impact
of a caring school environment to the development of high melt-
esteem and self-efficacy of children.

Our problems with health will not go away if we simply ignore
them. These are problems which we must solve together, or we will
not solve them at all.

GC/sh

Sincerely,

176
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carriftiftlislogLUIMIafrikial
The amjer goal of comprehensive school health program is to lead

starerne--- and school staff tomerd a healthy. peoductive lifestyle by empowering
them to sake responsibl personal health declaims. Students must learn about
the townies interrelationships between personal health practices and
comanity health OtitUll. May met learn to value their omn health as hey
component in attaining their life goals.

She eight components of a arnwohensive school health program are: health
education. health services, healtby environment, physical education. food
service, Caunseling/psychological services. teacher/scoff wellness and
community involvement. ehe Vest Virginia Task Force an School Health
recognises the ingertance ct integrating mii of these concepts la order to
have aucce-sful school program. A student who learms about preventive
health practices in the classic= must have access to health services swab as
screening and treatment. The school envirensent must be phymically, socialiy
and aotionally nuteuring. and the students must hove weaseling and
pegmArlogical services available as they learn to cope with the mem social
issues facing them today. The school food service programa must reinforce the
nutrition p-inciples taught in the classroom and physical education must
assist students to develop fitness habits that will serve them throughout the
course of a ltheine. Iinelly. the school staff must be role models for
students by believing end practicing what they teacb in the class roam.
carnality involimmeat. assistence sod cameitnent to better health for its
citizens ie the framework Chet will support the other programs.

therefore. the Following sections of this report demonstrate the
tenements detrmined by the Task Porte as essential in tiptoeing the health
of our students and the fUture health of our state.

Emilkftlals1021.81116-C2modnagleasmaseleks

ta order to establish the appropriate foundation for development of a
comprehensive Vest Virginia School Health program. we recommit the
establishment e4 %V School Health Committe (including both governmental and
non-goverrmental representatives) to collaborate in planning. implementing.
and evaluating such a program. !his committee will report to the Governor
through the Cabinet on Children and Families. in addition, we rernmend that
Vest Virginia accept the invitation of the American medical Association (ANA)
and the National 111180ClatiCel of state Boards of education (isWS) tc.

participate as a pilot state in implementing CODS SLUR recommendations.
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Skintliemitaddier

lidigslifidaltbsinge
Ve recommiti developing pre-school-through-sweds-12 comprehensive sehool

health eaucatice curriculum and teachers guide that impleammte updated WV
Depertment of Idecation health education instructionel objectives (191S).
curriculum should incorporate comoapts and activities from the best existing
guides (eem lour Vody. Growing Healthy. American Red Cross. American Heart
Aseociation, etc.). amA be reamed on the health end behavioral issues

identified in 'Objectives far the Nation: 2000" and 'Cods Blum Uniting for
Healthier Youth.° These issues include, but are not limited to. personal
health. substance abuse. including tobsoro, emnirommental/community health.
family life/ses adoration. consumer health and nutrition. safety/first aid and
seat belt usage. and mental beelth. She tascbers' menusl should include the
curriculum and classroom materiala . content and activities, parent Witeri412.

sod evaluation tools. Pre-service teacher preparation and continuing

education requirements should be developed for the curriculum.

g_chcaLliadtkiitsylsaa
Sthool-based health centers should be established to ensure student access

tO multiple health and wellness services. Services available should be based
on 'pacific health priOrities at each age level. These centers shouid be cm

the school Site with formal linkages established with commmity heelth
agencies and service providers. and should be made available for community
health 'duration. the number of school nurses should bo increased to provide
for primers/ coordination of services.

asinaLltildUlmilumment
in order for learning to take place, an environment must be provided that

is physically safe. intellectually challenging. establishes social models for
later life. and is emotionally nurturing. we recommend that each county board

of education, in cooperation with the school improvement councils .

periodically devise and review pls.:2 to ensure a school climate that is

physically. intellectually, socially and emotionally healthy.

auctutauga
School food service programs must become an integral part of the broader

school curriculum. with food providers and educators collaborating on common
goals. School food services should reinforce healthy eating behaviors by
serving meals that reflect the Dietary Guidelines for americans and provide a
variety of healthy food choices. School lunches should provide for food
choices such as salads, fresh fruit and low fat offerings.

PluttgaLAtatatign
We recommend that the Most Virginia Board of education review physical

education requirements end develop recommendations for program that

emphasises the following:
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An administrative memdats establishing /IMO coordinator for physiost
educetiao end trained physical education coordbasixtrs where eppropriate.

Thirty minutes of daily physicai education. seclusive of recess and
lunch periods, for all children A-di one regular class period daily for
children la grades 7-0. Due to Os impracticality of incressimo
ghysical education requirements for grades 9-12. Intramural programs
end mel1 ows. activities should be developed and students stacoureged to
participate in them.

Periodic fitness testing in conjunction with complete health appraisal'
for every child A-12.

An annual report on the fitness tatus of each school and each county
will include in tbe int Report Card published by the Deportment of
Education.

flamialles

Vs recomend thin effective personal/psychological counseling programs be
esteblished at all grads leveis. with particular sionista on the lementary
grades.

lichniagmaltuallidwatigo
chool ispinvamment councils must assume responsibilita for providing

information to county boards of education that will be used to develop plane
to ensure that ssrvioe groups, citic leaden and chambers of commerce have
opportunities to become involved in school health issues. The county board of
education should work wdth community medical providers, health education
resources, and labor leadera to address the health needs of all community
members, particularly childsen.

ValisbiLingAtifitilllasta
Veliness programs for school personnel should to established. The Pnblic

lboloyess Insurance Agency (MIA) should 'login its required wannest program
with school employees and develop a program plan that includes cost/benefit
analysis. implementation timetables. incentives for participstion are
disincentives for non-participation. County boards of education should be
encouraged to set up programs in coMunctio4 with statewide wellness efforts.

WISSIBRIBLIdglidgajkgainggdplim

&Very child in Vest Virginia should be provided with a quality
comprehensive school health education program at each grade loyal (K-S) and
during higli schorl. It is important that parentl. teachers, students.
administruors, health professionals. and the community be involved in the
dewier nt implementation. and evaluelon of programs. Further, the
onerglis And resources of agencies ind private organisations involved in
hoalth education should be harnessed nnd utilised as appropriate.

1 7 :
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Mialth instructiom should be provided through direct teething devoted
spectfteally te beams titeesstmellness instruction amd activities sbould be
provided through physical educations and both health and fitness inetruotion
should be integrated into subjects suCh as methemetics. science, bone
economics, social studies. amd lanOtnlo arts.

Cectifiee healtb edOcators should be ampler/Id et an nonanduf level. Ind
lementary classroom teachers ebouLd bine preparation to teach health at their
grade level. incressed emphasis should be provided em health teething through
staff development opportunities at the local level as well as through ligional
Memnon service agencies and/or Professional Development %enters.

leacher preparation program both at the undergradoste aod gradeate levels
most be based on the metommended West Virginia Mena Mutation Curriculum.
Swam health Issues chomp amd new informetion is constantly added, it is
important Met faculty in Institutions of higher educe:a-A are cogninot of
these champs and addmmt programmatic offerings accordineiy. Hodussisas must
be developed to assure that faculty bays opportunities to attend amd
participate to state and netional macrame dealing with these issues.

A mechanism Should be provided for ',stoning both the immediate and
longitudinal effectiveness of the comptehensive school health program whitb
includes assessment a health knouledge. attitudes. lifestyles and behaviors.

EaddLikanikaftddLategfinfildiall

Develop or mend community-based school health advisory councils that are
comprised of school nurses. parents. teachers, students and community service
provider*. The role of the advisory council is to make recommendations to
county boerds of education related ba coordination of services. resource
evailebility. school health programs. needs assessments and evaluation. The
advisory committee should establish forest linkages with faculty senates and
school improvement cconcils.

Prior to school entry, ell children should hive fitness testing and
complete health appraimal that includes. but is not limited to. the components
provided in the early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and rreatment (W1)
examination. all educationally relevant health care findings should be shared
with the adlool nurse to ensure coordination of &entices. Ito wv school
Health Committee should make recommendations for additional examinations at
specified intervals.

In order to enhance provielon of services to children and families.
communities should develop multi-disciplinary treatment teams that provide for
comprehensive delivery of navvies, to children at risk. Since numerous
professionals often serve the sam families, periodic review of family
situations should provide for better coordination of needed services.
Periodic reports of progress and problems should be submitted to the
Children's Cabinet.

- S
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Case managers should be sesignol to each family that has a child with
special health needs. Clerdination among agencies and persconel would be the
responsibility of the case manager, end family needs would be coordinated by
this individual.

All children. regardless of their spacial health care needs. should be
fully included in classroom mhich reflect their aducationsl goals, and should
he supported by a school healzt cars plan designed and implemented by a teem
shilb includes the school nurse. priarry care physician. the parents,
classroom Lamber(s). and other aides or volunteers uho my assist in service
prevision.

The school nursepepil ratio should be odified to allay for adequate
ptovision of school nurse sarvices to all students. Thus. future staffing
should provide for one nurse for every three elementary schools with a total
enroliment not to mooed 1,000. one nurse far every three junior high or
middle schools with a total enrollment not to exceed LOOS and one nurse for
ever, high school with enrollment not to exceed 1,000. If enrollment exceeds
tbe aboes recommadations, additional nursing personnel must be employed. The
role of the edbool nurse can then be expanded to assist with provision of
other swims such as some of those that are currently provided by physical
therepiets.

Scheel nUrele practice priorities should be based on the 'Standards of
School MUrse Practice es defined by the American nurses Association and on
the data collected in the School Nurse meads Assessment.

In order te increase services to eligible students. better linkage
should be established for students who are eligible for WSW (early Periodic
Screening Diagnosis and Treatment) or Pediatric wealth Services and Medicaid
Outreach. The schools need to know which students are eligible and then meets
appropriate referrals fee services.

UV Department of Bducation school nurse certification requirements should
be reviewed. A minimum of a baccalaureate degree with a major in nursing
should be required and certificate renewal will be bawd on job-related
graduate level course work.

A recruitment and marketing sechanien must be developed to ensure an
adequate pool of qualified school nurses. The UV school health Association
should take the lead in making recommendations and developing a marketing
strategy. Special incentives should be considered to attract well qualified
personnel.

limunisation certificates designed by the Ing Bureau of Public mealth will
be used for ethool admission. The certificates may only be issued by private
physicians at local Departments of Health. Thus, schools will no longer be
required to determine if immunisation dates are within legal guidelines.

The WV Board of Bducation should ensure that when new schools are
constructed. clinic specs is provided that is accessible to students and
community ambers.
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ilmommities should be presided with Om mammary technical assists:see te
Wawa prevision 4C misquote services to families. the tot Mimi Malik
nOmmittee can develop and disseminate tafermstion related to funding,
services. staffing. etc.

the VW empartment of education and lit gurasu of Public Health shield
collect data et regular intervals mimed to youth risk beholders. medical
n eeds. and Gault Worms. the data should be utilised in determining the
type of services to be offered to health/motors.

An evaluation omonsat should be built into all program effort. and
inforantion related to program effectiveness. and problems sbeuld be
disseminated to groups molting cm school health issues.

the comprehensive school health curriculum should have stromg fetus en
incleding integration of a feed services compoomot. Mod services

pergemel, admislatrators. health besChers. methes. home accomodate. and
Wheels laelth Merges Should be trained to affective ems to facilitate such
integration and collaboration.

CM:sliming that the Mem Oeideleme Mr Moods= support qualitative
directional, rather than specific quantitative approach to dietary changes.
the tonguing is recommended for sCheel meets:

limit fat particularly saturated fats:

limit sodium;

provide a variety of good food sources of dietary fiber and complex
carbohydrates: and

enhance the appeal and attractiveness of oCferod food.

A registered Olatitim or qualified nutritionist should be ampLoyed in
each ellge amd at the vest Virginia Depertmest of gducation to provide
technical assistance to schools in voralag toward the Dietary addellame ler
Ammeriems amd serving students Who have specialised autrittonal needs (i.e..
athletes obese students. handicapped studs:eta. prognamt stueents).

JOI, descriptions and minimum academic standards should be developed for
county food service directors.

in-mervice and pre-service training related to school food service goals.
purposes. and programs Should be required of all school personnel who
administer food service programs at teach nutrition education.

Any professional dw is rapponmible for health 'instruction (elementary.
health, physical education. home economics. athletic trainers) should be
required to complete at least three credit hours in nutrition as past of the
undergraduate and/or graduate teacher preparation program.

1 2
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the school cafeteria should become a learning laboratory by reinforcing
nutrition concepts thst ere taught in the classroom. Parent educatien
program must be implemented to assist parents in tbeir role am the major
determiners of children's sating habits.

Scheel administrators must adept policies and practices that =igen the
goals of echoed feed service and nutrition research findings. Policies
prohibiting the sale ot semrsotritleue foods should be strictly enforced.
including the sole 48 feed toe pre/it-mai= porpoise.

A public infermatiom program should be designed amd implemented at the
state. county and =hoot levels to espend service to all students by
~conies negative ins.= of =heel foe/ service programs.

PlgilegLintramal
The WV Depirtmant of *duration and the iv Bureau of Public mealtb should

establish a program to monitor the results of tests for load and radon la
=hoots, and to follow up on the success of measures taken to eliminate
centonimation discovered es a result of an aggressive testing and monitoring
effort.

The legislators and the WV Department of Education should support
inclusion of envirommtal sanitation in standards necessary in indiv.lual
sthool and in county accreditation. Steps should bo taken to strength= the
decision-making capacity of school administrators to address solutions toe
environmental problems within each sChool. Close cooperation and
collaboration between health departments and county school system, should be
encouraged.

Standard, and inspection schedules should be established for dealing with
hazardous materials such as PCS spills. cleaning fluids. pesticides. and
unused laboratory chemicals. etc.

llecycling programs are recommended in ll =boots. end um of
non-recyclable items should be discouraged.

Schools should be tobacco-free. including all buildings and the outside
campus. SmOking designated areas oe smokeless tobecco-use areas will not be
permitted on school grounds. includ' 43 during extracurricular iCtiVitiO2.
Students end teachers should be prov Ad tobacco cessation program) at the
school site.

lizalsaLligualgn
A minimum of three dayn per week of physical education. grades x-S. will

be =mei to miobics and cardiovascular conditioning. and muscular embalms.
strength and flexibility (activities could include aerobics. walking. tennis.
etc.). tive remaining too days could Include games, sports. and leisure
skills. Vecause of the impracticality of increasing required physical
education ior grades 9-12. program should be developed and students
encouraged tc participate in intramural and wellnese programs. Schools should
be required to offer electives in lifetime fitness activities. including

cardlovascular-type exercise.

1 3
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the state emeedinstors ler physical education wombd hove credentials thatissolude a stalest@ degree in 'Mercies Physiology with en ondergradeate degreeIn Physical Ihimostiow cw en undergraduate degree in the lean of sportsmedlamosieb a weenie degree in Shysicel Sderation.

An dowel Ilmestslotap Cemierenose *meld be consened to trete teem fromsoototsuai wonn to developing and implementing a teacheestaff wellnessprogrme as the cossesstame of tamepreheneive Wool health program. Pilotsites should be Omen tor implaritation on a phased-to basis.

The reonmoded wellness programs should be geared to help improve thelemelth of school systems, schools, schoc4 admiustratora, teachers. taff endmeet ingeetant, childeve.

itlignInipaluigaknin
Increase the role of the Secondary Schools Activities Omission inpromotidg health behinds' of *indents, especially those athletes under theirgmideltnes. end incrosse the health end safety knowledge and skills ofinetructorm amd wefts.

illblafgalemegjounighgnow

Sdhools should work with camenity medical and health education resourcesto establish comunity-uble welinese programs that address the health needs of
commonity members of ell ages. ibe programs should meet the specific needs ofthe comelty end the sdhool, and should rely on high levels of comunityparticipation and twollnemmt. Cemmemities and schools should reoperate insetting building utilisation guidelines for commaity programs.

ttummeity neebers should become involved in setting standards related tothe access of t eL5 to tobn000 vending mmillinse in communities and theariferOIMINIt of Wes prohibiting the sale of tobacco and alcohol products tominors. in addition, civic leaders can receive in-service training on Monthissues that will gamble them to serve es resource people and al Win Weemsto the schools. luminemses involved in school partnerships sh.uld beencoureged to provide creative activities that enhance healthy lifestyles ofstudents.

2assullasibmdssi

Increase the funding for lementary aneyeelors to provide services MD thelarge numbcr of students presently receiving no services or serginelservices. Provide a minimum of one COURSOiOr per school with minimumenrollment of 240. schools having fewer then 240 students should hove
pro-rated counseling services.
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0111Crine the paperwork associated with many ccemselor positions in order

to provide EDAM direct casseling through providing clerical assistance or

alternative althea; for kindling the increased information need' of the IN

Dapertnent of Oducetion. central offices. accreditation Indies. collages amd

universities. exceptional students. and annuntability emphasis.

ander* comprehensive developmental gu'eancs programs using advison
cameittees and increased puticipation of teaching staff in the delivery of

guidanie and counseling conents and practices to students.

Provide increased opportunities for upgrading skills of counselors and

teachers to address the currant needs of stBdents associated with changing

economics and families (for esampledivorce groups; single parenting; suicide

prevention: parent adaelltiCe; pregnancy prevention; minority concerns;

nar-traditional careers; and scenting diverse lifestyles associated with

different cultures and ages).

Aikalideclablaeadbathsgannsalingr

115mOns

The Ivgislature needs to ensure that mn ongoing source of Cunding be

established for the planning. implementation and evaluation of comprehensive

school health programs of et least $1,500.000.

The School Health Committee should work with officials reprteenang block

grants and categorically funded programs (i.e.. Drug Free Schools and alne

Iducation) so that these programmatic effortm are a part of the comprehensive

school health program. They should also work with officials at the Department

of Health and Human Resources so that health education designated funds

received es a part of their grants are utilised in the comprehensive school

health program.

Sore of the tax revenue which tha state currently receives or now revenue

from cigarettes and other tobecco products and alcohol. and from premium tem

on heelth, life and auto insursnes policies, should be earmarked for funding

the comprehensive sthool health program.

The WV School Health Committee should also seek funding from other

gOvernment and private sources for the planning. implementation and evaluation

of comprehensive school health program.

Funding must be identified prior to the legislature or ine Board of

WOCIAtiOn mandating +my changes in present ratios or numbers of school nurses.

counselors, physical education coordinators or other school health personnel

called for in tho welomentation of this report.

WAIMEA
It ie recommended that the West Virginia Board cd Education *My W.

2445 be amended to contain the following conditions;

5
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Tentbadm and/or curriedla could be thalidol cm tbs approved list only if
the publialist mill provide a thres-year mime of content to identify obsolete
inittemtlimamd provide omm and/Oz misted information as succiament.

litimptions for portholes of testbooks ame/er curricula would be for a
ons-pear period only. ano county board of education latch is granted
examption tor purchmme of toztbooke amd/ot curricula will be required to adopt
a textbook and/or curricula aod purchase ths textbooks and/or curricula the
following fiscal year.

the Vast Virginia Vomit of Education should establish procedures to
evaluate curricula. composed of modtles and including poosibly student
workbooks audiovisual'. puppets. eta.. that could be utilised in place 0!
basal textbooks and/or curricula in the health education subject area. If
other then traditional textbook materials Mt adopted. then training monies
met be allocated.

It la recommemdsd that the Governor isms an executive cotes requiring all
state moieties' be use meat belts Mill in the perfetmance of their official
*Oise. both in state vehicles and private automobiles. in addition, the
logieleture should enact law that requires all vehicle occupants to wear seat
bolts.

filmtUallemermIllim

It Ts recommenoed that the West virginia Legislature enact legislation
which will provide an additional ighteen hours of staff development time each
peer for all professismal staff members. It is the responsibility of the West
Virginia Legislature us determine the means of providing the additional
ighteen hours. The Center for Professional Development and the county
Professional staff Development Councils should devote attention to
comprehensive school health program training.

V. recimmend that signs designating drug-free school zones be posted at
appropriate locations neer all public schools in the state of Vest virginia,
at a maximum cost of between Ammo and $100,009. V. would recommend that
these signs be placed in tandem vith che existing school zone signs, and that
ftskiing for sign purchase be solicited from the Governor's coug-Free
communities Program.

ratiau2u
It is recommended that a block of questions to measure health knowledge,

attitudes and competencies be included in the standardized examination given
each student every year. Mess questions should be derived from the health
education instructional goals. Results of this testing will give some
indication of the program impact.
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1he years ahead present our state with a rare combination of challenges
and copy:Unities. Meng people today face am unprecedented number of health
risks and health prdblems. Mrs than ever before. there are increseed
oppertenities for an entire gemmratimm to fail in realizing their potential.
Met there are also mom annum thin leed to success.

Mere are powerful solutions to the problem at hand. vest Virginia can

slow significant improvement in the health status of its citizens by
establishing progressive compretensive school health program Cammunitiss.
businesses and individuals mill all benefit from these collaborative efforts.
Msaltby young people will become better educated. IWO productive and be Ear
lass likely to need premature. costly social and health services.

?his Task Porte has charted the course for a bealthier future in vest
Virginia. This course mill not b4 easysolutions to the health problems
facing our young people today will require the combined commitnent. tins and
energies of stat governnent, schools. businesses and individuals. Tet,
emoting these challenges and overcoming thew is the only sowed means to ensure
a brightr. healthier future for our state and our nation.
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THE HARRISCO COUNTY HEALTH EDUCATION
ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

Ibe Harrison County health Education Enrichment Program began as a
pilot project in 2987 as an effort to improve, through health education,
the overall well-being of West Virginia children. A nationally-recognised
curriculum, strong grassroots and top-level administrative support, and
concepts basis to healthy living are key components of the program. Since
its inception, the program has grown from a trial basis in three schools to
an integrated educatiomal component for some 3,000 children in six schools.
(Three additional schools will be added in the fall of 1991.) This ap-
pro.,. to health education has and should continue to serve am a model for
West Virginia schools.

Ibe impetus for this program is from the foresightedness and geuerosi -
ty of the C.N. Campton Family of Bridgeport, West Virginia. Monetary and
technical support are provided through the C.E. Compton Chair of Nutrition
Research at HVU. The program is a partnership effort between the Harrison
County School Board, Grafton Coal Cempeny, SaleerTeikyo University, and
West Virginia Oniversity. School parent-teacher organisations, classroom
teachers, local medical societies, private businesses and community volun-
teers help conduct program activities and give local support. Such a broad
spectrum of resources and guidance from all facets of the community is an
inherent program strength.

The prolram is built on basic health education concepts. The curricu-
lum asd activities impart a sense of personal empowerment and ability to
make a diffetence in one's life. Children become aware of personal choices
and how choices impact their well-being. They also gain a sense of respoe-
sibility for their own health. Specific goals of the program area

to provide a comprehensive and sequential health education program to
kindergarten through the sixth g..ade.
emphasise a nutritious school lunch menu that is served in climate
that fosters good sating habits.
to provide students with basis for lifestyle habits for
health-related physical fitness, stressing aerobic activities
fosta- more i.ersonal view of health through skill building, problemr
solving, informed decision-making and an awareness of the responsibil-
ity for individual health.
collect data on students' physical fitness, diets, attitudes, behav-
iors, and health knowledge.
make health education a school-wide activity open to everyone
develop a better understanding of the determinants of health-related
behaviors in children and how to champ them
provide health education vogram that will improve the self-esteem
of students.

The Know Tour Body (XYH) Program developed by the American Health
Foundation is the curriculum base for the Enrichment Program. XIS is
classroom based, health education approach designed to motivate children to
adopt healthies lifestyles and to feel responsible for the earl of their
ovn bodies. It is directed towards altering health risk behaviors during
the formative yters of childhood. Health and lifestyle topics are taught
within frame work of 'wellness approach thst emphasises the physical,
intellectual, emotional aed social needs of children. The major topics
include smoking, accident prevention, nutrition and exercise with applica-
tions to other health areas.
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The Enrichmynt Program also includes a unique screening component, the
Positive Health Profile, which provides an educational opportunity for
students to learn more about their health status. The screening includes
measurements of height, weight, blood pressure, pulse and cholesterol.
Results are mailed to parents and childree receive a copy in e personal
health booklet.

Indtvidual participation in program activities is encouraged and
provides opportunities fot personal growth. Tasting parties introduce
students to new foods and offer choices for alternative snacks. Plays,
writing and art contests, and mesicals focusing on health-related topics
enhance individual self-esteem and increase learning. Science projects nd
community health fairs brieg health cvecepts out of the classroom and into
the home and community.

Progress costs and administrative attention are most intense during the
start-up phase. Text books, teaching materials, learning modules, health
screening supplies, personnel, and evaluation materials are about $30 per
child for the first year. Subsequent years cost $19-20 par child. A
greatsX reliance on in-kind contributions, borrowed resources, volunteer
personnel, and community ingenuity can reduce costs.

Important information on the states of children's health has been
collected through out the program. Data from the Positive Health Profiles
indicates about 60% of children have cholesterol levels above tbe 1990
National Health Objective of ISO mg/d1. Heights and weights of children,
when compered to the WHAM II sampl, show Harrison County girls on
averege of SO heavier and boys an average of 101 heavier than similar
children natioveide. Questionnaires indicate children are knowledgeable
about dental health and effects of cigarette smoke, but know less about
nutrition, heart health, accidents and exercise.

There is measurable success with this program. Participants have
demonstrated gains in knowledge, personal behavior changes and a greater
awareness ol personal health status. School environments have also changed
as a result of the program. Lunch menus have incorporated a greater
variety of healthy foods and physical fitness clasees have added more
aerobic activities. On a broader scope, the program has provided insights
for future program development and refinement. The Governor's Task Force
on School Health has suggested using this program as a blueprint for other
health education efforts.

Several awards highlight the program's success. State awards include
the Nest Virginia State Department of Education's 'Leaders of Learning
Outstanding General Education Award°, August 1989, and the West Virginia
State Health Education Council Health Advocacy Award, April 1990. Nation-
ally, the effort has been recognised by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, °Secretary's Award for Excellence in Commynity Health
Promotion', October 19901 the Centers for Disease Control with the "Program
Evaluation Award in Coemunity Health (PEACH)', April 1990; the American
Medical Association's 'Recognitice of Excellence in Coordinated Comprehen-
sive Health Education and Prevention Programs° award, May 19901 and the
National Association fnt- Sport and Physical Education, °Recognition of the
Fitness Tun Videotapes , March 1990.

However, the greatest measure of success will be a healthier gen-
eration of West Virginia children.

1
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P.O. Sox Si
Get Rids 80629-00117

Mar Wiser, M. &Akin

Amu 27, 1991

lanormble /tank I. Rolf
Ihmidzstflmodtat Mass

Mums of Ispeesentetivse
Select Donates op albinos, Youth. and Families
313 Douse Office 11=fr 2
Washington, D.C.

Wear I*. WU,

Attedhod ars tuo representetive litters of ens =my vs here rsosivel
mar ths years, fres tons Who ars resat% out for help. It ls clesr upon
moan thaw that ao mount of m..Was cam solve or prevent the
motional trains Chid ls crying out thcomgt three letters.

lhs secondary virginity otooppt la the oginopriste anew and is %by
they ars so mppreolaties of our materials.

Thank you for tho opportunity to motif), Wore your Select Committee
om June 17th. 1 requost that these letters be enured as pert of ens record.

1919/sph

19 0

r-
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November 8, 1899
Mrs. Turtaxv, I want you to know that I think this course (sex is just

"greet." I know, I &heady told you that in child care when wt talked about sex re-
spec! also. I hope everyone learns a lot from this and undone: ads how important
staying a virgin really is. Sex is not as good as what people .,y it is. I know from
expesience. rm net proud of that experience. though. God, you don't know how bad
I wish I was a virgin. When you start having sex at 12 years old, then every guy

e
it from you from that day on. Almost no matter guy you go with.

ltrawfull If I wouM not have let a 22 year old guy talk me into it, then I would
not be in this situation and I wouldn't have these problems and feeling depressed all
of the time!! If I knew what I know now! I didn't know it would be this way! It
isn't fair! I was 12! This guy (22 years old) told me that he loved me sow much.
I actually believed Then right after that he left to California or something like
that.. I netvr seen him again! I'm 15 now and the pain never stops!

You would think that I would learn after that. But, I fallen for their lines every
time. But, rm not gonna fall for it again! Scnnetimes I think my problems would go
away if I would run away but, just haven't been able to leave!

I'm lost and don't know what to do next! Not too long ago, I found out I was pre-
grant. But, I had a miscarriage. I love kids and babies. but, I don't think I need one

VieI guess it was for the best. I have a boyfriend now, he says he loves me, God. I
its true. I just want someone to love me!! That's all I want. Is that so wrong?

t isn't fair!! It just isn't fair. If only I was a virgin. When you said in clam that on
your honeymoon and then when you lose your virginity to the man you love and he
loves you, and that it would be so speoial. I about cried. I want it to be special for
me too. Why do guys lie to get sex? Especially to kids.

January 25. 1988.
DEAR Pawner RESPECT, Hello. My name is Jacki and I'm 16 yrs. old. I really have

a serioas problem. I'm pretty much the only girl in my nei0borhood. There is a
group of beys in the arra (between 7-10 boys). Last summer the boys sort of "discov-
erecr me. I never thought that so many guys would want me, fat Jacki. But they
did. I never had too many boys in my life til I met them. They all started flocking
around me. It was great. I felt so wanted. The only real problem I had was choosing
which boy to please first.

But after a while I started feeling really down on myself. I'd feel real lousy when
I left. It's only getting worse. I have a reputation now. The boys don't seem to mind
sharing me amongst themselves. But lately they c^--- to get their kicks by putting
me down. But I want so much to get that wanted feeling back that I return day
after day. And day after day when I leave I feel depressed. Sometimes suicidal I
don't want to want to go back. All I get is heartache.

I want to prove to mself that I don't deserve what's happening to me. I don't
want to thrive and doper. d on their sexual charities. I want to improve myself and
lose weight. Maybe then I can show myself that I'm better than them.

The reason I wrote you ir because it sour-le like you really can help me. The ad in
the magazine said "When you've gone too far." That's what I've done. But, if you
can't help me do you think you could refer me to someone who can? I really need
some self esteem. Please respond quickly, if possible.

Thank you very much.
JACK!

Jure M. 1988.
DEAR PROJECT REsescr, It's taken me many months to get un the nerve to send

this. But I'm doing it today! A good day comes along and I think well, th-. boys
aren't so bad. I can deal with it myself. But I can't. I've proved that to myself a
million times but the evidence doesn't seem te show clearly enough for me to know
that I need help. I do need help. Do you have any meetings or anything?

The summer is only days away end all my free time will be spent doing sexual
deed for the boys unless somethiivi comes up. I hate myself for what I am doing
more so now than ever before. I feel like a fucking whore! I can't go on this way.
Please, please help me.

By the way I'm 17 now.
Very Sincerely Yours,

1 !?

JACKI.
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PRIPM11119 9,91111111211 US Laws P. Wm% Pa.D., Bajcvnva Demon sraa Scusca,
Tag AlUIMICAN PSTCHOLOO/CAL Ansocusaw, WASHINGTON, DC

The risky business of being an adOlestant in 1991, and the special

needs of the adoleMent pOpuIatIon, er now getting the attention of

Congreationsi milometers. thanks to two important events. The first is

the publIcailon of the Office of Technology Assessment's rePort. 6finlassent-

dutch, releaeed this spring. The second event Is this nearing. The House

Select Committee on Chlidren, Youth and Fealties le tO ne elstmended tor

focuing its ettentit On the importance of the adolescent years for sound

ille-spen Pesslopowit. end the Multiple rleks that face today's young people

se they neotiste the delicate age of beIng neither child nor adult.

As a developmental Monologist with a longstanding Intrest In the

welter a/ chill'en and young people, my removes hes focused on infancy.

arly child development. sudden infant death evidrome, and behavioral self -

regulation In adolescents. I sm a professor of psychology and sedIcei

science at grown university, wher I have Seen on the faculty since 1957,

and am plreCter of the Child Study Center there. I am currently on a leave

of shames to serve se Impeutive Director for Science of the American

Psychological AssociatIon. Through my research and policy wort, I have come

to believe that se Important as prenatal and early chllo car ars to thy

healthy developmer. of children, the adolescent years present special

hazards that can result In tragedy during these critical years or May result

in events that came lifo-long adversity.

As visiting ecientlet st the Nationsl institute of Menlei Health in

iges 1997, 1 hod tho opportunity to svpiore in depth the risite to young

192
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people that this hearing focus** on today. I strongly belles that the

science of psychology holds the hey tO understanding how and why our

children melte critical Choices In their lives, and how our society cah learn

to respond more effectively to the diverse needs of young peopl.

Platte LI young people today ere numerous. and have been well
-described.

there is an Imoortent point to emphasise: Mors children and young

people die or become debilitated from whist I describe as 'behavioral

misadventures* -- unintentional Injuries, suicide. homicide, abuse of

alcohol and drugs, and dangerous sexual Prattle*, -- than of ell dlasaMits

combined. Because the behavior of adoleepents figures so prominently In the

morbidity end mortality of this group of peopl, these causes cif doeth and

injury are almost entirely preventable. go bring our children toddy Into a

dangerous world. adults in this country must, therefore, provide the

children with the resources and shills ho navigate the difficult course of

development.

Lot's begin by looking at unintentional injuries. Few many years, both

thr aliblic and scientists celled them 'accidents. The term °accidents'

Implime that the events aro random and uncontrollable, and, consequently.

they were once given little research attention. ttcw, both the Centers for

Disease Control (CN) end the National institute of Child Health and Human

Pevelooment (KICK') are giving the subject increased attention and funds, in

largo Part because Members uf Congress have directed them to do so. Mot

surprisingly, 'he research ie showing how unintentional Injuries can be

prevented, through increased attention to tho environment, increased use of

Protootivs gear, and Increased public awareness.

1 " :3
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The OTA report, Stimimermat Mmeitt, catalogs the staggering economic

oasts of injuries. injuries surtainsd in 1985 by yOung people aged 18 to 24

hav a lifetime cost of 839.4 billion. (Separate dots are not available for

the adolescent years of 10-18.1 Given these costs, the federaf government

should prudently Increase its commitment to research end preventive

programs. For isemple, the entire budget of the National institute of Child

Health and Human Cecilia:gent in Fiscal Year 1291 Is only $478 million, mnd

Its research budget for Injuries Is only a fraction of that amount. It Is

time our nation put the kind of resources into reeeerch on Prevention Of

injuries that se now spend for reeferch on cures for adult diseases. Surely

we can do better.

Among the choices faced by adolescents art whether to begin using

alcohol, cigarettes, and otraw drugs. The National Survey mf Nigh School

Seniors showed that, in loss. about two thirds of seniors were drinking

alcohol within a wonth of the surrey, and about 0410 fourth were using

cigarettes and marijuana. Fifteen percent of the hIgh school mentors

surveyed could be considered at high risk, either because they were smoking

every day, drinking heavily, or using other drugs.

The good news is that Mistime prevalence rates of use for most

substances declined, according to the survey of seniors, from 1972 to 11788.

Still, ther appears to be a cure of students, from fifteen to twenty

PerCent, who begin using sumatan011e early, and continue through high school.

These children net ohly put their oen health at risk, but threlloh behaviors

such se drinking and driving, thap riek others' health as well.

1 4
46-963 0 92 - 7
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Based loon conferences which I chaird at the MINH a few years ego, i

have so-edited a volume soon to be published on rtek -taking and behavioral

self-regulation, particularly in adolescents. One of the authors, in her

olio excellent book called ihdelmiceote 'nag, summertime the literature on

the antecedents of substance abuse. The rlsk markers fcw later substance

abuse that Joy OryfoOs identiftee area

use of eUbstances st an early ale (10-12);

lack of expectation that school will be a succeesful xperience; low

grades; truancy;

lack of parental support end guidance;

consorting with peere who use substances, and favoring those peers'

opinions over those of parents and other adults;

- being a nonconformlet, or rebellious.

There are race end gender differences. uslss Ore mor likely to be

Involved In hoary drinking end drunk driving; female mentors are mous likely

to emoke cigarettes a. to use some drugs, such as amphetamines. Slack

females report tomer usage of all substances than other groUghl, and Oryfoos

suggests that In sost surveys where .actsi differences are measured, black

tudents shay lower rates uf overall usage than whites.

Regarding substsnee abuse there seems to be a national consensus to

prevent children se long as possible Iron beginning to smoke or drink or me*

drugs. Ther say be little disagreement about the message, but there ore

varying ways of delivering that messege tp target audiences of adolescents.

Some are more successful then other*. Several guiding principles for
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targeting prevention efforts ar mentioned by Dryfoos; I will expand on

three of them.

First, behavioral research amassing that the more a prevention mows

Is reinforced by a child's environment. social Institutions and family, the

wore likely it is to take bold. That is the reeson community-wide efforts,

directed at business**, the media, youth agencies, churches end families,

should complement programs In the schools.

Second, because a nuMber of rlsk factors, such is poor school

performance. are known to be antecedent* Of substance abusing behavior, it

MOOs liontol to focus obecIflo attention cm those Pr.bleme. A dropout

Prevention prOgram mav reinforce a program tO prevent inibetance abuse.

Third, because the middle school years mark the beginning of

adolescence, prevention efforts focused on this younger group may have a

better chance of being heard. before the initiation of harmful behaviors.

There are eany other risks In adolescence that this Committee has hoard

about in greater detail; the risk of teenage pregnancy, slimily transmitted

diseases, AIDS. In those areas and others, tho message of prevention can

work, provided dults ars willing to commit tne timg, the expertise and the

resources that will enable our children to lead healthier, more Pleasing

lives.

Loss then one half of one percent of the diagnosed AIDS cases occur

among teenagers, but this is not cause for optimism. Some studies suggest

that the median time between exposure tO the human Immunodeficiency virus

and development of AIDS is as much ilS ten years. Therefore, many of the

cases of AIDS appearing now In youth in their twenties wore contracted when
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the victims were teenagers. At Meet 40.000 new Cafes of NIV exposure occur

each year. end as mem sis one in ten may occur In teenagers.

Adolescents are lees likely to ues =Moms to prevent infection than

adults, and those who use them may be lees likely to use them consistently

end correctly. According to gigglowoont mai in 1055, more than half of

15 tO 10 year oids reverted having had sexual intrcourse in the last thres

months. but only 22 percent of the sexually active females Maned use of

COndOme. In retrospective study which 1 and a colleague at Brown

University conducted with adults. It was clear that aleehol pee lowers the

threshold for engaging in dangerOus sexual behaviors. In order to prevent

the spread Of HIV In the aenerai pegelation, It must be prvented in

adolescents. Per sexually active Writs end adolescents. the prevention

method Is the same: condoms. it Is imperative that adults provide

adolescents with information end equipment to prevent the spread of AIM.

Suicide is one of the most tragic behavioral misadventures. in 12117.

fifteen percent of tenth graders In a survey reported making at least one

suicide attempt. Depression is highly correlated with suicide attempt. and

completions. Iremaie adolescents, for reasons that are only partially

understood, face a much higher risk of depreesion than do their male peers.

Although female adolescents are less likely to complete suicide than males.

data from clinical populations show they attempt suicide three times more

often.

In 1047. the American Psychological Association formed the Task Force

On Women and Depreseion, a multidisciplinary group of scientists,

clinicians, and mental health activists. The Task Force released its report

1' 7
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In march of this year. The report, legoscLangjameasionAJULLIggtore_ing_

jrestment lima, contains a review of the scientific literature, and a

number of recommendations for further research. In its review of the

increased Incidence of deprenelon among adolescent issalso. tho Task Force

noted that several factors correlate with both male and finals adolescent.

depressions Low parental support; low self-esteem; low levels of attachment

to either parents or peers cw boths am depressed parents. But the gender

difference Is less well understood. Thews is vidence thu. satisfaction

with one's own body Seesaws to be sore closely associated with self-est.'s

In adoleeCent females then In adolescent males. Other studies efts that

girls are more disparaging than boys In appraising themselves, and reveal

mere disturbances In self-Image. Usual abuse may also account for some of

the difference; adolescent female, are two to three times awe likely to es

viotims of sexual abuse than adoleiMent males.

it le critical that increased resserch ttention be given to deereesien

and other mental Weirder* In adolescence. According to the recent OTA

rsoort, treateent costs alone in tea taw mental health problems in

adolescents, aged 10-16, were $3.6 billion. Many adolescents who need

treatment heve no acme wftatever to it, so It is clear that the costs to

our society are actuaily much higher. The ways in which youngsters become

depressed have been esteneively studied by psychologists, who have been able

to evolve effective treatments for this disorder through both laboratory and

clinical investigations.

As a scientist, I firmly believe thit the best policy orts Mit VOW

from research. &Owe a prevention program can be designed, the target

If;
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audience must be well defined and understood. What are the ttitude

differences between younger and older adolescents? What are the gander and

racial difference* in unintentional injury rates and substance abuso rates/

Which groups of adolescents ars most likely to seali counseling? Shot ars

ins specific mechanisms and processes through which some cnildren and

adoiesconte go Into a downward psychoiogical spiral from poor esif -*steam to

profound eadnese to serleue depression/ Title type of Information can vary

by geographic region. even by school district. Good research Is essential,

and it Is zponsive. Sut Compete should diamond that Dotter information be

meds available In order to target scarce resources toward more effective

programs.

Ws.i -designed research demonstration progress can serve as test cams

for the best IdOss in prevention. Theft projetits Should have strong

evaluation components, and PTCWIde for soversi years follow-up. to

demonstrate the long-term effectiveness of each project. Ths better the

e valuation, the more Congress nd state governments can bs sure of the

programs which ewe in different areas.

Anotner important component in making ths adolescent years loos risty

liss In protective laws. Very few jurisdictions mandate tne use of bicycle

and motorcycle helmets, despite the data collected bY state medical

xaminers indicating that in cycle accidents. the victims, C/ten children.

aro two to three times more likely to dle if they ars not wearing helmets.

This is a behavioral sitter, ilk& the issue of whether parents use

automobile safty Seats for their children. Protective IWO aro On Integral

aspect of the cOmmunity -wide reinforcement of prventicm messages.
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I 'Dorsi:Oats the opportunity tO SUbslt this statement, and rebind the

committee that the Assrlcan Psychological AssOcistIon Is willing to assist

in sproadlng ths word. and sussortIng truly informative rOSSarch, about tits

Roods or ndnIO9Cantn. &Id the nay. in which wo eon Oil WA maul thslr

world, and ours, safer.

,
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PUPAS= ermrnany or hitnuus L Virilmr, Pionewi, Scum of Pinsuc
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A Brief Summary of

The Schoolicommunity Program for Sexual Risk

Seduction Among Teems

Rooherg, South I:wells*

The progranberein described has existed in Bamberg Couety,

South Carolina since October, 1152. The outcome objective is to

reduce the occurrence of unintended pregnanciis among unmarried

adolescents. Operating under the premise that teen pregnancy is

a complex scoloculturel problem with many contributin7 AbOtOre,

the intervention employs aultiples ef strategies directed to all

members of the target community. Educational progress tor

teacher training, parent treining, community evenness, 11112th

grade instruction, and peer leaderehip have been orchestrated to

positively influence teens to delay/abstain from first sexual

intercourse, and for those manually active, to effectively use

centraceptioa. Additionally, contraceptive access and referrals

have been provided through school nursing services, and for a

short period of time during 19141987, through the available

services of a school-based clinic. Duo to south Carolina

legislative action the contreoeptive servioes were forbidden

early in the spring of 1907.

The autocue objestive is assessed yearly throu,b data

'poised from the South Carolina Vital Statistics Division for

pregnansies among 14.47 year old females. Three South Caroline

1



counties with similar demogrephic makeup serve as controls tor

noMpezetive purposes. Pregnancy rate per 1000 females (live

births plus fetal deaths plus induced abortions) is competed

yearly by this division of the loath Carolina 00Partaant of

Health and Znvirommental Control. Trend analysis of rates prior

to the intervention, and continued thereafter during the ongoing

project, provide important evaluation results. Pregnancy rates

of 54 to 60 per 1000 tamales ages 14-17 years prior to the

intervention were reduced to rates of 85/1000, 35/1000 and

23/10e0 in years 2-5 of the project. Pregnancy rates from A987

to 1989 have bean less taverable as they have slightly inoreesed.

Pates in the comparison counties have remained relatively the

same over the years of assessment.

Why the significant decline over 3 years and then the recent

rise in pregnancy rites in the past 3 years? Our own analyses

plus the extensive secondary analyse* by nessarch Triangle

Associates (funded by the centers for Disease control) can no

summarised es followst

1) aroed-based education programa throughout the

community, in conjunction with the availability of

contraceptives and referrals, works in synergy to

decrease teen pregnancy and explains the three years of

decreased pregnancy rates in the intervention county.

2) The absence of easy access to contraceptive services

(due to S.C. legislative action) appears to have

contributed to the recent rise in pregnancy rate even

though the educational program has continued vigorously

20 2
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over this time period.

2) thus, contraceptive services alone, or an educational

program alone, will not provide ample dosage to offset

this valor soolocultural problem. Seth most exist if

teen pregnancy reductions ars to be enpected.

it appropriate to note that the program and the data

collected over the years of the project are consistent with tbe

theorise and pest studies conducted Of social and behavioral

scientist*. Mese theories and studies, plus the results of our

small project, should be heeded if our nation expects to impact

upon the problem of teen pregnancy.

Murray L. Vincent, od.D.

Professor

Meal of Publics eseltb

University of south Caroline

et 4
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Asirwsx FROM LENom &mom le Quarnung Pony NY CaproussmAN Fawns WOLF

The Harrison County Health Education Enrichment Program

The Health Education Enrichment Program began as a pilot project
in 1987 as an effort to improve, through health education, the overall
well-being of WV children. A nationally-recognised curriculum, strong
grassroots and top-level administrative support, and concepts basic to
healthy living are key components of the program. Sin.le its
inception, the program has grown from a trial basis in three schools
to an integrated educational component for some 3.000 children in six

schools. This approach to health education has, and should continue
to serve as a sodel for West Virginia schools.

Organised as a partnership effort between local school board, a
private businesa, and two universities, the progress incorporates
several entities. Parent organisations, teachers, local Medical
Society auxiliaries, and r ariity volunteers all play a part. Such a
broad spectrum of resourcel, .nd guidance from all facets of the
coumunity is an inherent pr.gram strength.

Basic health education concepts are the foundation of the
program. The Know Tour lied! IKTB) Program developed by the American
Health Foundation is the curriculum base for the prograa. The lesaons
and activities impart a sense of personal empowereent and ability to
make a difference in one's life. Children become aware of peraonal
choices and how those choices will impact their well-being. They also
gain a sense of personal responsibility for their own health.

The Enrichment Prograa includes a physical assessment which is en

opportunity for students to learn more about their health status. The

screening includes measurements of height, weight, blood pressure,

pulse and cholesterol.
Important information on the status of children's health has been

collected through out the program. Knowledge questiornaires were
given to participating and nonparticipating schools to assess program

effectiveness. Children in the program scored higher on 7 of 8
categories of knowledge, with the greatest gains in areas of diet.

exercise, heart health, and effects of tobacco. In the nutrition
category, children in the program scored alaost 20% better than those

not receiving the curriculum. Changes in personal behavior have also

been evident at participating schools, with children reques rrg salad
bars and more nutritious snacks.

This program has had many successful outcomes. Namely, it has
brought together a network of community leaders working to implesent a

comprehensive school health program: it has provided valuable
information about children's levels of knowledge and physical health
status: it has served as an impetus for the formation of the
Governor's Task Force on School Health: it has demonstrated a
screening program that encourages high participation rates and
provides important information; aria it has incorporated evaluation and
feedback mechanisms that allow for program change.

Finally, this program has been applauded br state and national

organizations for its innovation. The CDC Peach Award, the AMA
Recognition of E.cellence Award, and WV Leaders of Learning Award ars

a few of the testaments to the success of this progran.
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What do we seam by weillolescents-at-rish"7

The American public has been heavily exposed to the phrase

"adolescents at risk". This is a kind of catch-all expression in

response to tbs rising rates of "new morbidities", another phrase

that refers to the delitericus consequences of teen sex, drugs; and

violence. I plead vilty to using this jargon to eynthesime and

quantify the current status of American Youth. my work has involved

studying the °states-of-the-art" in four diverse fields:

delinquency, substance abuse, teen pregnancy sad school

failure/dropout.1 I'hays tried to extract meaningful common themes

from these lacerate domains and to translate the findings of

reswarch ints usable information for policy-makers and the general

public.

ttx.matimalaiL.

'at risk of not crowing up into reeponsible productive adults whq

gen parent effectively. enter the labor force and narticioate in

thu_ssaLtioaLpsoceil. These seven million boys and girls (aged 10-

17) gqAll_they act out at early ages, are behind in school,

often t..-uant or suspended, and start using illegal substances

before their tcen years. In this group of young people, many (1.7

eill!on) will be arrested during a year and more than half will

hava hod sexual intercourse without using any protection against

pregnancy or sexually transmitted diseases (STD).

Who is et risk of what?

No matter what field of behavioral research, repeated studies

show the characteristics of high risk youth ars the same:

r
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* Children who start any high risk behavior at an early age

are much more prone to initiate other high risk behaviors. For

example, aggressive pre-schoolers Brasov, likely to be delinquent

when they get older.

* Nigh risk children lack parental support and nurturing.

Children with authoritative parents do well in all domains, as

compared to childray with authoritarian or permissive parents. It

is not the number of parents, it is the quality: One effective

parent is better than two ineffective ones.

* Low school achievement and low expectations for success are

common to these children. Those who arm two years behind their age

peers in school (indicating frequency of being left beck) rarely

complete hioh school.

* High risk teens cannot resist peer influences. They are

easily ewayed.

* Living in a disadvantaged inner city neighborhood or remote

rural area creates an additional barrier to successful and healthy

development.

The 'cmcmysticcal wisdom° is that all 'adolescents at risk"

are African-American or Hispanic. Actually, about half ars whits

non-Hispanic youngsters, but because of the high incidence of

poverty and its association with risk variables, the rates among

minority groups ars higher. HIV rates are dramatically elevated

among African-American and Hispanic youth in inner cities,

reflecting the crack epidemic and the absence of treatment

facilities. Deaths frox drunk driving are significantly higher

among young whits males, reflecting the heavy alcohol abuse rats in

2Cti
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that group and the absence or non-saftwcement of lawe about alcohol

sales and adbriety tests for driver,.

In my view, we know a lot about who le at risk of what.

Teachers report that they oan identify children in the earliest

glades Who are already in trouble. In any given community, it

should not be difficult to find schools where aubstantial

proportions of the students axe behind grede, a strong predictor of

future failure. I believe that theme high risk young people will

ngLize_able_tgugake_kt unless immediate and intensive attention is

given to their situations. They live in high risk communities end

go to high risk schoolr, end alir-1111211MI-dageS134.-tingla

QbanfallgthCIBILAMittlaithangh_sattiffthallfwaillin

individual behavior.

Another 25 percent of our nation's young people ars involved

in high risk activities, but they are more likely to be

°experiment:ors". Having initiated early substance use or sexual

activity makes them vulnerable to behaviors with more dangerous

consequamces.They need help with decision-making and social skills

as well as access to counseling and health services.

About half of all children growing up in the U.S. are doing

pretty well...they are not currently at risk of the consequences of

sex, drugs or violence, and they are progressing at a reasonable

rate in school. At the other end of the social scale from

disadvantagedchildren, theygenerallyenjoy supportiveparentsand

healthy communities. However, they need to be educated about

behavioral risks, also need the skills for negotiating with peers

and parents, and most of all, no matter what their situation, need

2 7
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accuse to excellent Whoolo.

It should be noted that some children growing up in very high

risk enviromments mammas to overcome the odds end 'mobs it'.

However, these "invulnerable° or 'resilient' young people almost

always have the consistent support of a responsible adult, if not

their own parents, then someone else.

What con ime do to prevent children from failing to achieve healthy

divelagesoll

Our understanding of the common characteristics of high risk

children, families and communities should shape the geldelines for

interventions that are needed to change the life trajectories for

'high risk' children. Thus, programs to prevent negative

consequences from the "new morbidities" should be: early, involve

parents, focus on the acquisition of basic educational skills, deal

with peer influences, and concentrate resources in disadvantaged

communities.

I believe that there are many programs currently operating in

that/silted States that utilize these concepts and ere successful at

changing the outcomes for many children. However, this knowledge of

"whet works" needs to surface to greatly expand the social response

to children's issuea. Instead, there appears to be a perpetuation

of the myth that "nothing works", that spending public funds on

social programs in 'throwing good money after bad' and that no one

knows what to do nr4ui: OWE, drugs, violence and school failure.

I recently reviewed the four unique prevention fields

2
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(delinquency, substence abuse, teen pregnancy, school

fallure/drogout) and iSentified =programs that could demonstrate

preitive affects, on the behavior of participants. These successful

progreme probably represent thousands of similes efforts that have

mot been evaluated. The importamt point is that no metter what

behavioral domain wes being eddreeeed, the underlying principles

were similar, and in keeping with the concepts described above.

;

undszlyinu_AzghlimastEsamth,satbm_lhaailiiillIY-AbLinsacsmaaa
OshosigmAllfth-IlLsmina_makatinsac_belas_Ana
saanaLlattexismstLiniva_Sinuatta

garlv intervention: Head Start prograns not only improve the

outcomea for little children, the effects last through high school.

The theory is that pre-school training helps children get on the

achievement track in the early elementary years and that protects

them from early initiation of drugs, sex, truancy as well as school

failure.

Parent involvement: Home visiting. especially in the early

parenting years, is one of the moat effective mechanisms for

helping families of 'Ugh risk children. Many disadvantaged parents

ars afraid to visit schools, or do not know how to negotiate with

school or social agency personnel. Parents will c se to schools if

they are offered jobs as parent aides, or invited to participate at

the decision-making level in school reform. Parent workshops are

poorly attended by non-supportive parents.

One-on-one Individual attentign: Almost every successful

program includes some form of individual mentoring, tutoring or
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personal counseling by community aides, psychologists. nurse*,

teschsre, social workers or case managers. The attachment of a

responsible adult to a child or teenager helps support the whole

Mmally in dealing with their many problmes.

fighoolgjua_SaajogeLgolon A whole array of-interventions to

prevent high risk behaviors take place in schools. Obviously,

teaching basic skills i the botOntline. Thera creamy successful

educational methods including cooperative learning and teem

teaching as well as the elimination of tracking and suspension.

Out mom/other kinds of prevention programs are located in schools

including sexuality and family life education; suicide, substance

use and violence prevention curricula; school climate initiatives;

intensive counseling/ school-based health and mental health

centers; volunteer community service and job training. gestafijais

*..*11 t.,- t

.1 , 9 ta,

gr foundationa

lasaLing_. Social skills training In

various forme has proven effective at helping young people become

=ore socially cospetent, sake decisions, communicate with peers and

parents, and cope with the complexities of modern living. Training

peers to teach social skills curricula ham shown some success as

have booster sessions o'er a period of years. Ons program that

hired high risk adolescents to tutor younger children worked well

for bath groups. However, there i little research documenting the

effectiveness of pear counseling programs xcept to suggest that

most of the benefit mocruss to the counselors rather than to the

2 I, 0
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counsel's.

Onmegatv.kaggsljealissen: No one intervention

is strong enough to change the environment for young people. The

effects of programs are greatly enhanced when a number agencies

work together in consort. In the eubstance abuse field, a community

wide health promotion campaign used local media and communiti

education in conjunction with the implementation of substance abuse

prevention curricula in the local schools. In the delinquency

prevention field, a neighborhood development program involvedlooal

residents in councils, working with the schools, police, courts,

gang leaders and the media.

A successful model in pregnancy prevention concentreted on

community education through the media and a speaker,' bureau,

trainimqr of parents, clergy and other community leader*, along with

the development and implementation of comprehensive sea education

in the schools. The problem of school dropout was addressed by an

all-out community effort that involved the schools with local

businesses, local governmental agencies and univereities in

planning, teacher training and job placement of students.

Implications of these findings for Select Committee

We know a great deal about 'the risky business of

ad,alesoenoe: the absence of social response to the dire situation

facing many young people cannot be attributed to a shortage of

research. We know how to 'help teens stay safe"; we have a

reasonably good handle on whet works to prevent high rink

behaviors. So why does our nation continue to generate evidence of

r,
Air i A.
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the highest teenage mortitity rates among western nations? I

believe we are lacking the necessary level of commitment required

to develop the intensive, massive movement that will change the

life trajectories far millions of children and their families. N.

are unwilling to implement on a large scale the program coupoments

that must go into the package.

my vision of the future cells for the development of new

institutions called Community Schools, central places that bring

together the movement for quality schools with the provision of

support and health services from the community. 7 didn't invent

this phrase, in fact, many reports echo this appeal such es those

recently issued by the Office of Technology Assessments, the

American Medical Association and the National State Boards of

Bduceticn6, and the Committee for Economic Development 6. Certain

states have taken the leadership in this emerging field by creating

state grants to conmunities to develop echool-based youth service

centers or family resource centers. New Jersey, Kentucky, Oregon.

Florida, and Michigan sech have different approaches to building

these new kinds of institutional arrangements. Several bills have

been introduced into Congress already, and the Young Americans Act

has been passed (but not funded) that call for eupport for such

entities.

The concept ce. zone around 6one-stop-shopping", co-location of

child and family services in or next door to a school so that there

can be integration of in-school experience with needed services.

Many diverse school-based models exist around the country which

include one or more of the following; health services, mental



Imalth commaling, substance abuse treatment, family planning

services, child care, parent education, job preparation and

placement, after-school mentoring, recreation, sports end family

social and cultural events. Individual counseling and crisis

intervention are common to almost all of these units. In truth,

almost any misting service can be located within a school area,

thus creating a rationally designed new institutionthat integrates

the variowsnimmassery pieces of the package. Often, case management

is teed as the mechanism for tracking children and their families,

helping them identify what services they need, and acting as

intermediaries between the family, the school and other community

agencies.

I urge the Select Comedttee to consider how to reshape the

federal goverment to be more responsive to the complete needs of

high risk children, and not just to continue to address their

categorical parte. We must develop large-scale immediate intensive

interventions, organized so that children are assured continuous

attention and not allowed to slip through the crocks. The

potential loss of one fourth of our children from the future pool

of effective adults represents a crisis of extraordinary

dimensions, a crisis which Congress and the American people can no

longer ignore.
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I want to memoirs my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Slect Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at our
hoaxing, *Ms Risky Business of Adolescence's How to Help Toone
Stay Safe,y Pert I, Juno 11, 1991. Your testimony was important
to tho work of thug Committee.

The Committee is now in tin process of preparing the transcript for
printing. It would be halpful if you would go own- tho nclosad
copy of your remoras to assure that they are accurate, and return
the transcript by JUly 11 with any madam/cry corrections.

In addition, Representative Frank Rolf, Ranking ninority nimbler,
has requested that you furnuish tho following information for the
record

1. Plasm(' submit any and all reports concerning the failure rate
of condoms in general and for teens in particular.

2. Pleas* submit any and all reports or studios concerning the
failure rata of condoms in relation to sexually transmitted
disease's, in particular AIDs transmission.

3. Given the five recent cases of AIDe being transmitted by a
dantist in Florida, is tho Centers for Dims:Asa Control (cDC)
issuing any new guidelines or recommendations on the
transmission of AIDet
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4. What ars the CDC's advisories regarding sexual contact with
a known HIV positive individual? Have any studies by the CDC
or other health institutions that you know of been

because of the high rate of transmission among
iv. individuals despite the use of condom?

Sol Commit on Childrian,
Youth and Families

anclosure

17,

4., ti
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Rums= Faom Luwo Kos" PHD., TO QUIVNION13 POO= ay Conctamoun
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gmaltimmu Please submit apy and all reports or stodies concerning the
failure rate of condoms in general end for teems in peatioular. Please submit
any and all reperte or studies concerning the failure rote ad oomdome in
rsistion to senualiy transmitted diseases, in particalar, alSe transmission.

Ammst ilecames theme two questions ere similar, we are providing one
response am to/Lowe. a:adios abost the officsey of modems have been reviewed
is the two enclosed Canters fee 91011400 Control (CM) artieles. The article
e nclosed sa appendix Goo, "CondOms for Prevention of annually franmaitted
Diseases,' was published is the ausuity_majuguitiaimuigmam.
Maroh 11, 1110S. Tbe article enclosed an appendie fee, "Iteprodective Tract
Infectiome sod Gontreeeptive Claillefety,* hem been adhmitted for publication.
summery of theme two articles follows/ sod a list of Loportaot studies

referenced is enclOmed ae Appendix Three. In addition, sposial issue of
Pepolatioa Aspects, prepared at Jokes Mogiins University with oupport from the
U.S. Agway for International Development, "Condoms - Mow More Stan ever', km
e eelosed as appendix Pour.

Condone provide a meohenical barrier whisk prevents direst contact with snow
genital discharge, genital lesions, end infectious secretions. Man condoms
are used consistently and correctly, they ars extremely effective in
prevesting sexually transmitted diseeees (6TD). effectiveness of condoms to
prevent eTtle has been documented is may laboratory and clinical stadia's.

Multiple laboratory etudies, some of which ttempted to simulate the
mechanical friction of coitus, have clearly demonstrated that an intact lisma
coedom is a continuous, effective barrier to sexeally transmitted bacteria and
virusee, includlag MTV. In laboratory tests natural semarane ("skin')
madame, however, hsve been shown to contain email pores which allow passage
of XIV and mealier virumme &nab as hepatitis II virus.

moltiple 'Audios conducted among sexually active persons have shown that
condoms reduce the risk to users and their partners of knfection with
gonorrhea, ureaplasma, herpes simplex virus, and MIV. as with contraceptive
stones, effectiveness varies smog studies. Several studies Show 100%
offectivenese, bet others show that some individuals became infected despite
salt-reported condom use. Some of these individuals may have become infected
beams, of icoonsistent condom use. Condom failure is due to nonuse,
inconsistent use, incorrect use, breakage, or leakage. Although the "typical*
failure rats of condoms as contraceptives is approximetsly 10-2011, this figure
reflects failure of the user (to use the condom) in addition to failure of the
condom tteelf. Indeed, condom ffectiveoess as a contraceptive increases with
e xperience, and failure rates as low as 0.61 have been documented gressey).
Most data suggeet that nonuse, inconsistent use, and incorrect use, not condom
breakage or linkage, la usually responsible for infections and unwanted
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pragemmoles. beasesiatent use alone abnegate tor S Large pragotion of
umeented pregmasolse swag condom gams pophoolesj. ler example. studies in

g mepladeeb Pined 19001, seed
Sarbados (Susseli-lireasa) shooed that oily 404 and

30%, respectively, ad son who sold they used condoms tor comtreception
actually used them for sway act of Leberoomrso.

Incorrect uss also accounta for some condom failures and breakage. In cos

e tedf, men who enquired gomorrhea despite condom use reported putting the

candies co the penis eau sexual sativity had begun Illersow1. poet etndlee Le
the United States hove Oboes breakage rotes are less than 1 break per 100 sots

of interaderfer and bloorreat use accounts tor a lases proportion of the

breaks. Ons Australian study (llichters) reported S brash* im 1240 acts of

vaginal and anal sem (a rate of 0.14); mewed Od the breaks wow* related to

fimparnall teams or use at oil-based Lubricant (which weakens tbs latex).

Menufacturing defects are quite uncommon. since nationel standards are used

and samples are tested to assure high quality. Sash comae, I. imdividually
electronically tested tor pinholes or mess of thinning as a pert of
mensfacturing quality control in the United States. noreaver, madam axe
classified as medical devices by the Food sad Drug Administration (FDA). All

domestic and inported batches of condoms ars subject to sampling and testing

by FDA. Matches Which fail are not allowed to be sold in the United States.
It Ls important to rebember that 0 broken condom does not always lead to

pregnancy or infectioa (Liskin). A women's chances of pregnancy from a MAO.

act of intaroourse have been estimated to average 2-4t (Tetes). In one U.S.

survey, pregnancy occurred in only 41 of women who reported condom breakage

(Matcher). The chances of infeetioe with XIV after a isals sexual emposura
has been estimated to be as Low am 0.001 and as high as 0.1 (LLskin).

not all condom breaks are squally risky. Is one study (Piedrehlta), sore than
half of the breaks occurred while the condom was being put on or taken off.

In another study, all breaks occurred prior to ejaculation (Alchters).

In gummy, we regard condom wee as "highly effective° tor tbe following

reascess (1) intact laces condom are an effective barrier against bacteria

and viruses, (2) multipl studios- have demonstrated that condom use protects

spinet sexually transmitted diseases, (3) several studies have shown that

parsecs esposeed to HIV who used condom remained fres of infection wow many

months, (4) extremely low contraceptive failure rates have been demonstrated

among experisnced condom users, and (9) condoms are manufactured with high

standards of quality. Tbe individual user, not the condom, is more likely to

be responsible for any failure in protection from sentrally transmitted

infection* as well as unwanted pregnancies.

gmesigaL given the tire _wont saves of AIDS being transmitted by a dentist

in Florida, is the CVC issuing any new guidelines or recommendations on the

transmision col AMU

kaemmi During the past year, CDC has been reviewing the zisting guidelines

for health care workers and determining the need tor any additicoal

recomesodations and guidelinse to prevent transmission of humus
immunodeficiency virus (SIV) and hepatitis 11 virus (ASV) from health case

workers to patieets during invasive medical snd dental procedures.

46-983 0 92 - 8
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One, article entitled: "Condoms for Prevention of Sean-
Diseases", reprinted by the US. Department of

Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, from MMWR,
March 11, 1188, Vol. 37, No. 9, pp. 138-137, is retained in committne
files)

j Two, article entitled: "Reproductive Tract Infectionsand , ve Use/Safety", Department of Health and Human
Services, US. Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control,
Center for Prevention Services, Division ri STD/HIV Prevention,
Atlanta, GA, is retained in committee files]

jelpendix ,Four article entitled: "CondmiisNow 111, re Than
from PopidatIon Ilaports, Series H, Number 8, September

1990, are' retained in annmittee files]
stsuavial a nestle, with womealtents sad sepresentatives of the medical,
public health, and anientifict acemunities, professional and service
organisatioes, federal ageneiss, and the public held in August Ott, CDC
developed preliminary draft of thews guidelines. During Memory 21-22,
11101, CDC bald as open public onetime to discus, this draft mod to solicit
conosats regarding its contents. the revised guidelines wave released on
July 11 as a menial isms of the nashigazAniumaufaieskizaustsra
ustamistiamaniamasi fleelD4111).

agsziasi shot are the CDC's advisories regarding sexual contact with a known
ItIV positive individual/ lave any studies by the CDC or other Melt%
Instil:alines thee you ham of base discontinued because of the higb fete of
transmiesice among XIV positive imlividuals desalts the use of condoms?

ampuers the COO's advice crowding sexual costae* with a known WV positive
individual im consistent with the 10414 Surgeon Osseral's airport cm am, e.g.,
to always use a tanicer. Thin recommendatios is routinely, swovided through
CDC's latiosal hIne motlisme end by COD-eapport ITV prevention state
natisewide.

The CDC Ls unswere ef any studies that have bees disease/mod bemuse of the
high rote of SW tressmissice from lefeoted individual Moo report condom use.
Oa the ceetsery, audios Indians that correct and commisteet use of totem
condoms provides as effective (although set 1000 ettestive) begrime to prevent
tramenissios ef Orr lafesties amd other serselly transmitted diseases. As has
beam discussed earlier, data suggest the* the Lodividlial mese, sot the ccedger,
is more Wooly te be respresible for any failure in protection from sexually
tranamitted infections as well as umweeted pregessolas.

: !)
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I want to empress my personal appreciation to you for appearing

before the Select Committee en Children, Youth, and Families at our

hearing, 'The Risky 'unloose of Adolescence: low to Xelp Teens

Stay Safe,* Part I, Jena 17, 1991. Your testimony was important

to the work of the Committee.

The Committee is now in theprocese of preparing the transcript for

printing. It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed

copy of your remarks to amours that they are accurate, and return

the transcript by JUly 11 with any necessary corrections.

In addition, Representative Point:Wolf, Ranking Minority Heather has

requested that you furnish the committee the following items;

1. All reports you referred to on condom failure and the

information that you recommend providing students on condom

failure.

2 reports lustions on Project Respect.

Youth and

Enclosure

Ildren,

0;4
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FAILURE RATE OF
CONTRACEPTIVES
Two studies reveal the annual in-use
failure rate for contraceptives:

*The Pill 11%
Dlaphrans Chin to 32%
*IUD Ahnost 11%
*Condoms 18%+
*Cream, ham Foams, op to 34%

Rat *margins Mari A *award sad issisild Vq
Foists is lie Vatted Status:Esthetes

Ziontif:1117Nationi Sim of Family Glow* "
Rawilq Plapenkm 1961,

Table S. aiwardmis laskla 214, A. IC
Oasis. and Yqs "Somas at frintiptisa
Casinroptiss sod Pannsary Assess
Yuan Ittaams." Sonits Fissuhtt Pitsporrires:
JaafFab., 11114.

When 1st year failure rates are
extrapolited, Le., estimated, over
extended intervab using the binomial
probability formula, the following
chances for pregnancy we found:

A fourteen-year-old girl faithfully using
the pill has a 44% chance of getting
pregnant at least once before she
finishes Idgh school.

*She has a 69% chance of getting preg-
nant at least once before she finishes
college.

*She has a 30% chance of getting preg-
nan t two or more ihnes.

*Using condoms, the likelihood of no.
wanted pregnancy while she is in school
rises to nearly 87%.
Crsui, Getup, 01W filmsions. Wolieguarlt liyasi
Publishes, Inc: Brantwoud, TN. 195 p. 30.

Contraceptive sex education exacer-
bates die adolescent pregnancy
problem.
ltd. Thc cifecis uf Sex Iola:dim Aibikscrni

haviur:' Pin* thuming frtspet rays hay/Aug ,
19tifi. pp. 161169,
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Flnal Report 1965-1990 fOOLVII6

HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

The Watery of Ills pant shows that during the first ha eit year ome, the menuscript for ka
EginaithniankiniagbardMidrandaMWSSCOMPleledeOd alarnitted tbrtall reVICWFMCSS
by O.A.RE Certain mid= were requked and this was completed le early Jam* 1966, which
teamed priming aids test by Rheumy, 1966, at which time implementation was stssted in the
fest of five sebools for the spring of 29116whb 1300smdenta. In the second year, ten schools wens
added (total 2,500endenb), and the third year, daemons added (4600 students). In mow cases,
these were stsbools which came to us and asked to pseticipate having heard about the pilot
oppostunkr. At the end of the ilthd year, an extension Ism granted to permit each school to
partielpste for a mhshown et dose years end to condom a follow-up sum to be administered to
the students at we and two years away from when they partpated in the Sm.Respect donna=
course. This follow-up vms to asotriain if there was a long luting impact au their attitudes andiortheir.behavior.

Smannmanc11312agamakingEtzukunis a len-unit fed used In Mont teens with
cogent lessons forsexual abstinence: against a background of respect for meal powers as good sad
enriching to each individual and sodety in general. The decision to publish in three separate boob
proud to be advantageous. Besides the Student VAxilhook, there is a Parent Guide. This is sent
home and provides the parents with a tool to tallow the students' classroom experience and build
communication with them, thus eliminating CadtrOVerly and building parental involvement. The
third book, a II:seller Manual, is very "mer friendly," as it provides the teacher with a duplicate of
the student text as well as 44 pages of teaching guidelinesinterwoven for each chapter.

The originate= of this unique curriculum believed that teenagers receive little support
outside family for the idea of postponing meal relation through the practice of self-restraint. In
many high schoob today, the perception is that promiscuity is practically promoted and the
resultant, out-of-wedlock childbearing is increasing at an alarming rate, as are gonorrhea, syphilis,
AIDS and other new fonas of Venereal diseases.

Emphasis of saikumgrmastnumassiandsm is the overall health of the
adolescent, both male and itmaie, not jot u a solution to teen pregnancy. la approaching the issue
in this general manner, stressing the smationg as well as Onkel and infejialaglegi problems of
adolescents being sexually active, has proven w attract the interest of males in a significant manner.
In analyzing the response to questions 17,16, 19, and 25, males show as greats mcwement u females
(see attached graphs pages 16 and 17). The male improvement however via' pester in the final
years. This is an interestin point for further study. Are rung males today more open to the
abstineace message than five years ago because of disease and emotional factors?

Page 2
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FINDING AND ourcotas

Mere me mmyirdenesisidetveressiommbomele Irer aseemdmiespdreedoser de cams
dab Mks stub. ineeleniety, the reside of tan Palmier smelyele m deem as graphs as do end
ridiuneleseine ripen Re Ms fifikese. Beendmeglabedlegemdbolledicrineligicie perperee,
ee wish so oda Ger samsatthe oreasibid meinalpecee1 oteereing the food= fed mom
further asedy Mose sums might be very beendlekel.

One arch curepb we areas so meld= 9 and 111

Mem we besa Wegle Atm puberty sad dm Amiga chomp' did hmmen Oen young
people shiedep emaft$7

NIB
MIS

IMP
Poe No III

SNP
foe, Am

A. Yes 92 96 94 94 92 96
B. No 6 3 5 2 8 4

C. No responee 2 1 1 4

10 II die skim serer is yes, did your infemsemices eases ham (snare thee o y be

chechxdp
NIS

Po hope AGO P S
nee

re Ism
A. Your perenes 53 55 53 52 55

B. Chords or smears 4 5 6 7 7 6
C School S8 92 54 67 49 67

a 714 mob, Of MONO 14 16 16 17 15 15

E. Cleher 18 19 17 19 13 17

F. No request 5 1 5 5 7 2

There ere me wry egroticsai minim to dame from om pm mod pces see:

tdoissrents wrong their intonsesion oboes saes! developmees is corning
appredemseiy equal from perms end mhool (WM pre ear)

B. %dolmens perceive "eterdi musigimee" e gay Wow soon= of
Soferemrson (4 to 7%).

Saxe hi arms Irani that wavallty/taartality I ea wee for the churches to handle, Mese
Maim ics pause a peer void in our adeseseesie impugn* Ma Me churches ere providing it

211

Mother iseeresting mese= to lady mos period of Ione we:0Mo 31.

21. DO re led the ICI MIMS fIMINTi011 Wall IT
mei

ViiS ee Fos II 11.01 111

irs
re s

A. *moven 20 20 21 JO 32 41

B. Oade mom 24 30 n )2 35

C. Nos very won 37 30 34 26 26 17

Neowsleeewg 17 10 15 9 8

B. No respome 2 2 2 I 2 1

Thom Impsneel mimes' oser Me 3 yam podod meld Wham die Woken= mews mem
scommere of direction venue sesekiedno spgrombes he the sassed mee es eel m the drug.
Cheek stedisillei sdolemeat used inthigy is natapistas lodone lorsetsumee Mew, could
bidp so der* Me him hi the sendods aim% eid glue Ike "direetter seeded for yore people.

Awry Moughsprorokingssetios 1161 famEammt tem Is the rehire= so and diecersion
of 'smeary *OW The realm ease goshawk ei era le dam from quasi= 32. sod de
mmeneent eh* :seem dream much more depth seetris

52 A seen who hes bed an maids of mentor *odd benefit by deciding to sum timing
me sad wed for mintage.

A. Absulasely wee
*ry nes

C. Someedies nue
D.)heIvcataI
12- No rap=

resoll
17

3611(

47
14

3

1410

55
8
2

5741r

liP
lk

cs<2211

46
It
2

%

12
6
1

1"9

pal It %NO

21 7516"
10 26

18 5

Amoeba spession die mime Nether easlyneg amid he quesdon 33 which shims ihe
axes desire al leaps teaser@ ebb perems. 716 connem So she proodeni implasice sway
today. AA man shooed dos a eadissesi 76 - 77% Sch hens Nay logrormar sad maw 17%
"sorienstes imporeser (romi 93. 9616) is Oen mews so the medium 'If paw ewe unmerried
and mimosa er bed macs mineoem premerm, bow imporuser ovoid it be so Owe this problem
with your peremer

Yids QM 10 devefoli sod 9901 ts 11If iimBams...1111201agOlalsalifackco
eurtraltsm hes truly densonsossed deo isdokscems will he reeepriee so the 'etreighs stelneoce-
message sod that le dors sacs Mee amuck% omitstimigg.
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riga= P AlLimbol ma and wasisel Nativity sates

ALCOHOL USE AND SEXUAL ACTIVITY RATES
Percent who have ever had sexual Intercourse,

and percent who have had sex recently

EX116

20%

MI EVER HAD
LN.3 SEX

HAD SEX
RECENTLY

1 I%

1216

RIZ Cktkig

75%

NOOMNKNO LORDALOOHOL OESNORUNK mumommornm
(20A%) (39,4110 (252%) (24.1%)

instaida kw Research and Evaluation
6068 EL Judo, Candi Rd. SLC, UM 84110
(301) 068-0644

N 3,581
Chi Square .0000

MSS* 10. Drip use amd oomua1 actIvity rates

DRUG USE AND SEXUAL ACTIVIW RATES
Percent who have ever had sexual kdercouree,

and percent who have had sex recently
100%

80%
HAD SC(
RECENTLY

NO DRUG USE USED DRUGS RECENT USE

(77.2%) (14.016) (8.6%)

Institute tor Research and Evatuaten N 3577
6068 S. Jordan Canal Rd SLC, Utah 84118 al,souARE - .0000
(801) 9664644



TInmre I. lade sod ensile oamposlooms on Imam 17.

Eton N Mors lo no pregnancy, usual isiotionshIps con cause
lot of other problem for um:inked toonootes.

PomAniOamparnems (n10211
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The beet way tor young people to staid an unwonted pregnancy
is to 04011 Until they we married bobs haying sox
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M0010
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The Sex Respect Pilot Program

Project Respect bas been funded by the Me of Adolescent
Pavony harems of the U.S. Department of Health sad Human

Scubas wader Tide IOC.

Beginnieg b September, 199S, The Committee on the Stuns of

Women seceived the above ism and began developing and teaks the

anziodure, SCI gaspeet, bend on the:Wee message of shetinenee u

she beet mem so ream addeseentsbum theat-attlf anegosy for

AIDS and to redoes teen progninry.

The resolo elms flu years of mined= of students in the course

daily thew that tad** Oakum is well received smog today's

adolesoosts.

AU el the Wm& wbo hue perticipsted in the fivelear federal

pilot study, as waU as forty-els Mods funded pact schoolç hue shown

pcsithe maks. The federal sthoob boo bees born sts midwestere sates

and born various sociaecceenticbackgrounds.

Is thess len two years of ma five year study, a follow-up

questionnake stheisaterod to =dem who toot the courseone and

two yesn prior. These mode show susained attitudes sadsedans.

21
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'This evolved= is hosed on data Dom modems imelsed in the Sax Respect mg= in forty-
sit sites throogliont tbs Sacs tiIIISnols. Scbookwsfod In multi= eta:edam front approxi-
mately 20 to 500. Them was a id& vadat; olsodoemeonzie bockgmuods. Some am pie-
doodusally black inner city schooh and =hen include a miume of libpaido modem There
me also a mixture of satin and °Wein) dry populations.

Ausehed ate sample imps showing the movetneut within certain questions that demon-
strate the anitudittal impumement. Also provided am bar graphs to show the improvement
within afferent mds-gmops for certain questkes. Most notable is the sobstendal improvement
shown an bar graphs for ALLsubgioupi. Maw sue 0.4 (largo) to 0.5 azd above.

Detailed graphs and splodges am available esr etch question should
your alas be interested la a more splodge analysis. Row=
Oman was not provided he such a detail In those annum.

A printout of the =suits for each school is provided here. These have already been sent to
each individual school.

This report of results far Mph schools b a composite of schools throughout the gate
WMe funded by The Winch Department of Public Health and The Illinois Department of Public

The same basic pogrom was used for implemented= and valuation in all the Illinois State
funded schools. They all adadnistered the prefpost qua:do:maim in Ihe manner to facilitate
accurate tabulating. The difference haw= the number aces= saved C7,269 studenu) and
the number tabulated (4,076) is due to absenteelms as the time of 're or °post," unmatched
questionnaires, incomplete questionnaires, and a few dames that did not return questionnaires.

STVDEM'S' OVERALL EVALL14770141 OF 771E SEX RESPECT PROGROf

Students ewe asked to make a global evaluation of the quality of the Sex Respect program.
About three tomtits rated it accellent or good and only 6% rated it as poor. It is important to
note thal this is conshtent with the reports of past years There were some Mumma in this
according to population subgroup but the differences were generally not large.

r% 4 rsi t)
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FAIIILY COMMUNIC4TION

Onstrary to the amens mocks dila aaill °ann. a' "won't" talk to their patents about
wed pavan, b the high imposes bi =agar p' IV el the following question

Urga wan =wird and pup= or had gotten sconeone pregnant, how important
Would it be to share this problem with yaw patents?

A. tiny Important

B. Sonatedue Important

C Not Very frapottant

D. Not Important

Before

78.1\93%

3

3

After

79%

15

3

2

''''
949E,

NOT& lite high response BEFORE the mem, as leen as AFTER, negates the perception
that ems don't omit to conunsidoete with their parents co this topic.
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MATZRIALS &MUTT= HY KAMA= M. SuLuvAxRirrAonco IN
Quasar= Fums

NZWEIPAPIER ARTICLES

Ronald Kota ink, "Dangerous Pregnancies on the Rise," Chicago
h I 3, 1991.

Joyce Prke, 4 Failure Underestimated," The Wash-
ington Thum July 13, 1 .

DNew Study Finds t. Rate cd Birth Control Failures," Pskov
Fun-rimes, July 13, 1 .

Joyce Price, "Use of Condoms is 'Not Fool " as AIDS Bar-
rier," The Washington notes, November 18, 1 !.::.

Allan Parachini, "High AIDS Risk Leads to End of Condom
StulLThe Seattle ?mes, August 10, 1988.
Parachini, "AIDS-Condom Study Grant Cut Off by U.&,"

Los Angeles ?Imes, (no date).

MAGAZOTE ARTICLES

"Acting-Up," PITC24 April 30-May 13, 1990, Issue 129.
Elmer-DeWitt, "A Bitter Pill to Swallow," Time, Febru-

ary 26, 1990.
[Article entitled: "Do Sex Education Programs Work?" from

Project Respect, is retained in committee files]
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